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PREFACE

Approximately 75 scientists gathered at Ames Research Center, NASA, Moffett Field, California on 27-28 January 1975 to attend the 2nd NASA Conference on Laser Energy Conversion. They heard the presentations of 18 technical papers and participated enthusiastically in the discussions that followed. It was generally agreed, and evidenced by comments made during the final summary discussion, that they were both informed and stimulated by the results of initial studies and developments made in certain converter areas, by the advances made in ancillary devices and techniques, and by the possibilities of the more speculative approaches to this newly developing area of advanced technology.

Why hold a laser energy conversion conference? To answer this we must first answer another question: why is NASA interested in laser power transmission? Quite simply because it may ultimately allow space missions which would be impossible by other means. For example, it could lower costs — an important consideration for the acceptance of a new mission. Space solar cell systems now cost between $2,000 to $5,000 per electrical watt delivered and there is also a large launch weight of about 0.05 kg/W associated with large solar arrays. Furthermore, the low available solar energy makes solar cell systems impractical for outer planet missions — thus requiring radioisotope thermoelectric generators. These are even more expensive, about $20,000/W, have low efficiency (which translates into large mass for a given power delivered — and perhaps less experimental payload as a consequence) of 5-6 percent, and their radioactive emission can adversely affect some payloads. Nevertheless, partly because of these constraints, most satellites of the 1970s and 1980s will only need 1-3 kW and these sources will be adequate. But for direct broadcast and manned laboratory craft, and especially in the late 1980s and onward, the necessary larger power demands will probably require nuclear reactors.

Hence, it seems logical to ask whether a laser system, either ground-based or in orbit, offers a practical solution to some of these problems of cost, weight, radioactivity, and perhaps even propulsion. The laser system would generate power in the form of low-divergence electromagnetic waves that would be transmitted sequentially to a number of satellites where the laser energy would be converted to the form — electrical, storable chemical, shaft horsepower, or propulsion — necessary for the satellite operation. In addition, one might also ask whether such a laser system would provide entirely new possibilities in space science or application, beyond its task of transmitting power.

Clearly, these possibilities must be considered within the harsh reality of engineering feasibility and cost comparison with the aforementioned alternatives. It is necessary to study possible laser power transmission missions and to accurately predict the advanced technology necessary for them. Initial studies indicated that such power transmission would be competitive. Of course, it had to meet the obvious specifications: the overall system efficiency (which determines the necessary launch weight for a given transmitted power) had to be reasonable, and it had to function reliably in the hostile temperature and radiation environment of space. Early assessment of the essential components of such a system indicated where advanced technology development was necessary. The laser required improvement in several areas: output power; efficiency (ratio of output electromagnetic energy to input energy) without resorting to cryogenic cooling; closed-cycle, long-term operation; and, hopefully, shorter wavelength to minimize the beam divergence (≈ laser wavelength/diameter of transmitting optics) or the size of the transmitting and receiving optics.
Fortunately, this “wish list” did not need fulfillment in entirety for some missions. It was foreseen, and indeed it is happening, that definite progress is being made on most of these items. A second component, the transmitting optics, also required development, but just as was true for the laser, some prior work in the area made this tenable. However, in the final component — the laser energy converter — the picture was not bright. The high intensity laser radiation, certainly much greater than solar intensity (Ca. 0.14 W/cm²), possibly at infrared wavelengths, such as 10.6 μ for the CO₂ laser, presented new requirements and possibilities, such as coherence and narrow wavelength spread, that did not appear consistent with existing optical detectors. There was speculation on various fronts, such as simply using the laser beam like a fossil fuel, that is, to supply raw heat to a thermopile or a steam engine, or to convert it with photovoltaic devices such as advanced p/n junction solar cells or HgCdTe diodes. Indeed on one item all agreed: if laser power transmission was to succeed, either in space or on Earth, a new converter technology needed development and sponsorship.

Thus the first conference on this topic was held at Ames in January 1973. Its dual purpose was first, to acquaint the scientific community of NASA’s interest in this area, and secondly, to have experts in the various disciplines of electromagnetic detection and energy related areas assess the existing status and point out the directions in which the efforts should move. The present meeting was designed to examine some hard engineering data on subsequent pursuits, and to again examine some potential new areas needing investigation. Of course, concurrent developments in the other elements of the laser power transmission system can significantly influence the necessary converter characteristics. Thus, limited conference time was devoted to papers presenting the outlook in these areas.

The success of the conference was assured by the expertise and energy that all of the participants brought to it, but it was achieved more easily because of guidance provided by many individuals. Among these, special mention should be made of Dr. Hans Mark (Director, Ames), Mr. C. Frederick Hansen (Ames), and Carl Schwenk (NASA Headquarters). Finally, we wish to acknowledge the secretarial assistance of Mrs. Kay Lemon whose skills contributed greatly to the smooth operation and enjoyment of the conference.

Dr. Kenneth W. Billman
Assistant Chief, Physical
Gasdynamics and Lasers Branch
Ames Research Center, NASA
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE CONFERENCE
Kenneth Billman, Ames Research Center

In an overview of the NASA High Intensity Laser Program, Joseph Lundholm, NASA Headquarters, outlined the general objective: to examine the possible transmission of high power laser beams over long distances and their conversion to thrust, electricity, or other useful forms of work. Each NASA Center is providing the necessary technology base to evaluate the potential for NASA missions and applications. Selected system technology studies are to begin in 1978 and, if these warrant it, prototype development is to begin in 1980.

A new area of conversion — laser-induced chemistry — was considered by two groups. The common goal was to effect a means of converting laser energy to storable chemical energy, namely hydrogen and oxygen. Initial experimental results and theoretical considerations make this approach appear feasible and worthy of continued research.

Significant developments in photovoltaics were reported. Modification of the Schottky barrier device has increased efficiency up to 30 percent for 0.5-μm laser radiation. Cost may be reduced; however, the potential wavelength coverage of 0.4–1.5 μm will not overlap the high efficiency IR lasers. Another novel report was the generation of high voltage emfs by laser irradiation of piezoelectric ceramics.

Solid progress in the optical diode area was also reported, especially in the areas of theoretical modeling, measurement of antenna characteristics, and initial attempts at array fabrication. Although the possible ultimate practicality of this detector for laser power transmission is not yet certain, the scientific spin-off into many areas is impressive.

Mission studies based on laser energy conversion to either electricity or thrust were reported by Donald Nored. Optical dimensions and mass remain a severe problem for long range (e.g. 36,000 km) transmission of the IR laser wavelengths usually considered for power transmission. Various laser-rocket propulsion missions were discussed, as well as the areas that need investigation in the engine itself. A companion paper pointed out the advantages of using a high pressure molecular absorber as an effective means of converting laser radiation to gas translational energy for generation of shaft horsepower or propulsion over inverse bremsstrahlung absorption.

The initial studies on the thermo electronic laser energy converter (TELEC) are encouraging. This device is a form of thermionic converter in which the laser heats the plasma by inverse bremsstrahlung absorption. Although bulky, without folded optics, the calculated efficiencies are about 45 percent using state-of-the-art materials and fabrication. Another paper, on an LPD converter, seems to indicate that this device holds little promise for reasonable efficiency.

A series of short papers examined the “outlook” for various techniques and devices that can influence the necessary characteristics of the laser energy converter. The extremely interesting possibility of constructing an optical klystron that provides large power optical gain was the first of these. Certainly the possibilities, for an Earth-based laser mission, warrant a continued examination of this concept. A possibility of harmonic conversion of IR laser radiation in molecular gases was considered in a second paper. Very reasonable efficiencies (10-30 percent) were predicted and
experimentation should proceed. The NASA/Langley group, pointed to a recent study showing enhanced vertical and horizontal atmospheric transmission by tuning (~ 5 GHz) a CO₂ laser off the CO₂ absorption lines, and reported on the development of such a tunable laser for experimental confirmation. Gary Russell reported on the recent, significant advances in the metallic vapor laser. He has achieved 1 percent efficiency with a copper halide lasant (λ = 5107 Å), achieving power output per pulse of 1.7 kW/cm³ of discharge volume. Finally, the recent success in direct nuclear pumping of a Xe:He mixture in a joint NASA/LASL experiment was reported. Overall efficiency is not high, although it will undoubtedly improve, and nuclear-pumped devices may be competitive with more efficient space-based lasers if one includes their necessary power source.

The session on photon engines was, as usual, very interesting. Professor Hertzberg has found his older photon engine concept (reversing laser action) to have little possibility of achieving high efficiency. However, in a new approach he uses the “Energy Exchanger” to essentially construct a heat engine operating at very high temperatures but with the engine walls only seeing the average temperature – thus high thermal efficiencies (> 60 percent) are expected. Max Garbuny examined the general class of laser-driven engines and concluded that the piston engine offers many practical advantages. Again, under the known constraints of materials, absorbers, window materials (sapphire), etc. he predicts thermal efficiencies > 60 percent for laser wavelengths less than 5.5 μ. Finally, Robert Byer reported on an actual set of preliminary experiments which he and his students carried out on a laser-driven Stirling engine.

In summary, the conference has shown encouraging developments in many areas. Clearly, for direct conversion to electrical energy, the Schottky barrier device holds a lead. However, it will not work for wavelengths exceeding about 1.5 μm. A second fact that was appreciated, for the TELEC, laser-driven engines, rockets, etc. is the need for a high strength optically transmissive window. Sapphire is satisfactory up to laser wavelengths of 5.5 μm; diamond will transmit CO₂ radiation but can only be obtained in small dimensions. Of course, if the harmonic conversion technique proves feasible for the CO₂ laser, it may alleviate this problem. Finally, the thermal efficiencies predicted for the laser engines look very impressive.

Certainly many concepts have reached the stage of demanding engineering design and laboratory tests. But to do this is an effective way, the necessary operating characteristics and constraints must be clearly defined. Although complicated by not knowing the “ultimate” laser to be used, the energy converter designers must now be provided this information from the mission studies.
AMES GREETING

2ND NASA CONFERENCE ON LASER ENERGY CONVERSION

Dr. Dean R. Chapman, Director, Astronautics Directorate

As Ken has indicated, in the absence of our Director, Hans Mark, it is my pleasure to extend to everyone a cordial welcome to the 2nd NASA Conference on Laser Energy Conversion. As he also mentioned, those of us who are on the NASA staff here will be very happy to do whatever we can to make your stay a pleasant one so don’t hesitate to call on us.

At the first conference on laser energy conversion two years ago this month, I was able to attend only some of the sessions so I took the opportunity recently to look over the proceedings of that conference. There were four things that attracted my attention.

First was that, although the purpose of the NASA high intensity laser program was then stated to be to discover suitable applications in space, one particular application, namely long-range power transmission was singled out to focus on, recognizing that there was no specific NASA mission that required such a system, and that the research done in this area would, therefore, be of rather long range or of basic character. I think it will be interesting to see if two years later at the end of this conference, we might be approaching more closely the definition of such a mission.

Second, I noticed that it was fully recognized two years ago, that a number of key elements would be involved in such a transmission system, such as highly efficient lasers with closed-cycle operation, short wavelengths, and good modal quality. But the one that was signaled out as being the bottleneck was efficient laser energy conversion, hence, the subject of the conference. I think it will be interesting to see if, two years later, this prospective is still the case.

Third, I noticed there was discussion of at least two or three different methods that appeared to offer the potential of achieving efficiencies approaching fifty percent. I think it will be interesting to see if our goals now, two years later, are about the same or if, perhaps, they are hopefully a little higher.

Fourth, and really of greatest interest to me as one involved in management of research at this Center, I noticed that in a number of the discussion sessions following the papers, there was, time and time again, the expression of concern over dwindling support for basic research. I think it will be interesting to see if during this conference similar expressions appear. From my own vantage point, I think the situation is at least no worse than it was two years ago. In one respect it may even be a little better. There have been, of course, two major changes that affected this situation in the last two years. The first, of course, is the energy crisis that started in the winter of 1973, and has been apparent to everybody and in a peripheral way to anyone working in energy related fields. Of course it also brought about the obvious second change – the effect on the economy of this country which, as we are all well aware, placed a lot of perspective on the federal budget and some pressure on NASA's budget, and hence pressure on the budget available for basic research. So, clearly I believe we are in an environment where we cannot work simultaneously on all aspects of interest in a research field. We have to be selective. I think that it is in this regard that the deliberations at this conference can be of great value to those of us who are in management at
NASA: making sure we are applying the best collective judgement of those who are working in this field in order to make the right selections.

In closing, I would like to again say welcome to the Ames Research Center. I hope you will enjoy your stay here and find the conference to be profitable.
Good Morning! It is a pleasure to take part in this Second Conference on Laser Energy Conversion. I will take the liberty of speaking for the audience in stating that we all appreciate the hospitality that Dean Chapman extended to us. We also appreciate the efforts that Fred Hansen and Ken Billman have expended in setting up this conference. I am sure that we are all looking forward to two days of interesting and challenging interchange between those of you who have been busy pushing back the frontiers in the laser field since the last conference. I hope that each of you will take an active part in this conference since I believe the success of this meeting is equally dependent on the speakers and the listeners. At the wrap-up panel discussion, I suspect that Ken Billman and I may be questioning many of you to obtain your opinion on how we should proceed and where we should place our efforts during the next two years.

A number of changes in personnel have occurred in the last two years. The most significant change is that Carl Schwenk, who was slated to give this talk, was named Director of the Research Division which was established in the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology in August 1973. At the present time, Dr. Karl Thom, one of the speakers tomorrow, and I are program managers in this division. Dr. Thom manages the photonics and energetics programs and I manage the high power laser and thermionic power conversion systems programs.

At this point, I believe it is appropriate to reiterate the overall objectives of the NASA High Power Laser Program, to quickly review its structure and center responsibilities, make a few comments regarding present and future funding, and last but not least, to briefly examine the possible pace of the program.

Figure 1 shows the recommendations formulated by the AD HOC Laser Advisory Committee in 1971. We still believe that high power lasers will eventually prove useful for space missions.

Figure 2 lists the program objectives. In all cases, the overall thrust of our efforts is directed at the long range transmission of high power laser beams which are then converted to propulsive thrust or electrical power.

The next two figures 3 and 4 portray the elements of the laser power transmission program. You should note that the program is structured to provide for research on each of the key areas in order to build the required technology base which must exist in order to decide the essential issues before proceeding with prototype systems development for a space mission. This approach is illustrated in figure 5. We are able to take advantage of the DOD work, especially in the area of coherent adaptive optical technology (coat) and by attending DOD major planning and review meetings and by interacting with their contractors.

Figure 6 shows the major activity that each center is focusing on. We consider ARC the lead center for laser-energy conversion, LaRC the lead center for propagation research and LeRC the lead center for systems technology and large optical arrays.
Figure 7 shows the program targets as prepared for the FY 1976 budget and RTOP cycle. I believe it is important that you recognize the time frame we indicate we are working toward. Perhaps this aspect of the program plan should be considered in the panel summary discussion tomorrow afternoon.

Figure 8 lists six selected program highlights that I felt would be of special interest to you. One conclusion that I draw is that in the last few years we have gotten organized and proceeded to implement selected plans. We are now about to settle down to even more serious efforts, the success of which will be the major factor in decisions that are identified as being made around 1980.

Figure 9 is a gross schedule chart. It is a chart that is more than a year old and I deliberately did not update it. The chart indicates that by the end of this calendar year we would have narrowed down our efforts to selected systems technology. It may be necessary to do some narrowing in order to provide increased funding to concepts that appear most promising; however, I foresee this as a difficult step at this stage of the program.

The funding level for FY 1976 is presently stated to be at the same level as this year. Not until congress appropriates our funds later this year will we know how we fared.

At the present time, it appears our progress has been satisfactory. What we must all remember is that the years pass rather quickly and the 1980 time period will arrive before we realize it unless we continually assess our progress against our stated goals and schedules.

Now I am ready to listen to the researchers — the people who will have to do the work that we all hope will give us a successful program.

Ken, again we wish to thank you for getting us together for this conference. I hope all of us will pitch in with enthusiasm and help make the next two days both interesting and — perhaps — even a little exciting.

Thank You.

---

1 With reference to figure 7, High Power Laser Systems Program Targets, the last item — “Complete Evaluation of Applications for High Power Laser Systems to Assess Progress, Goals, and Benefits to NASA Missions by FY 80” — could be interpreted incorrectly to mean that research and technology efforts would cease after FY 1980. Even if a NASA space mission application requiring a high power laser system has been identified and work is initiated on a prototype unit, it is presently believed that R&T efforts would continue at an appropriate funding level.
• HIGH-POWER LASERS WILL BE IMPORTANT TO NASA
  • NEED FOCUS FOR HIGH ENERGY LASER R&D
    AND APPLICATIONS STUDIES WITHIN NASA
  • NEED MAJOR EFFORT IN R&D PROGRAMS AND
    APPLICATIONS STUDIES
  • BOTH SPACE-BASED AND GROUND-BASED LASERS
    FOR POSSIBLE NASA APPLICATIONS

• DIRECT LINK TO DOD ACTIVITIES ON HIGH ENERGY
  LASERS IS CRUCIAL

Figure 1.— Recommendations (from Ad Hoc Laser
  Advisory Committee).

• EVALUATE TECHNICAL PROBLEMS OF CLOSED-LOOP CO$_2$ LASER SYSTEM.
  CONTINUE RESEARCH THROUGH FY 76
• INVESTIGATE POTENTIAL NEW LASER CONCEPTS THROUGH FY 76
• GENERATE AND INVESTIGATE NOVEL MEANS TO CONVERT LASER BEAMS
  INTO THRUST OR ELECTRICITY WITH AN EFFICIENCY GREATER THAN
  50% THROUGH FY 76-79
• ESTABLISH LIMITS FOR TRANSMITTING LASER BEAMS THROUGH
  ATMOSPHERE UNDER ALL CONDITIONS BY FY 77
• COMPLETE EVALUATION OF APPLICATIONS FOR HIGH POWER LASER
  SYSTEMS TO ASSESS PROGRESS, GOALS, AND BENEFITS TO NASA
  MISSIONS BY FY 80

Figure 2.— High power laser systems technology.

Figure 3.— Laser power transmission in space.
Figure 4.— Elements of laser power transmission system.

Figure 5.— Program perspective.

Figure 6.— Center roles NASA high power laser systems program.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

THE TRANSMISSION OF HIGH POWER LASER BEAMS OVER LONG DISTANCES AND CONVERSION TO THRUST OR ELECTRICITY

• EVALUATE POTENTIAL OF HIGH POWER LASERS FOR NASA MISSIONS AND APPLICATIONS
  • PROVIDE TECHNOLOGY BASE NEEDED TO MAKE THIS EVALUATION

• DEMONSTRATE POTENTIAL UTILITY OF HIGH POWER LASERS FOR SELECTED APPLICATIONS

Figure 7.— High power laser systems program targets as listed in FY 76 (program and specific objectives document).

• LERC PILOT LASER LOOP EXPECTED TO BE OPERATING IN FEW MONTHS
• STUDY CONTRACTS ON 30 METER SPACE BASED AND 5-6 METER GROUND BASED ADAPTIVE OPTICAL ARRAYS INITIATED BY LERC
• COPPER LASER TECHNOLOGY ADVANCED BY RUSSELL OF JPL
• NUCLEAR-PUMPED LASER OPERATED AT LASL
• PULSED HIGH PRESSURE OPERATION OF CO₂ LASER PROVIDES BROADENING OF LASER LINES—PERMITS TUNING LASER "OFF" ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION LINES FOR IMPROVED ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION PROPOSED BY HESS AND SEALS OF LARC
• SECOND CONFERENCE ON LASER-ENERGY CONVERSION AT ARC

Figure 8.— Selected high power laser systems program high-lights.

Figure 9.— Laser power system research and technology general schedule.
CONVERSION OF LASER ENERGY TO CHEMICAL ENERGY BY THE
PHOTOASSISTED ELECTROLYSIS OF WATER

Mark S. Wrighton
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT

Ultraviolet irradiation (351, 364 nm) of the n-type semiconductor TiO_2 crystal electrode of an aqueous electrochemical cell evolves O_2 at the TiO_2 electrode and H_2 at the Pt electrode. The gases are typically evolved in a 2:1 (H_2:O_2) volume ratio. The photo-assisted reaction seems to require applied voltages, but values as low as 0.25 V do allow the photo-assisted electrolysis to proceed. Prolonged irradiation in either acid or base evolves the gaseous products in amounts which clearly demonstrate that the reaction is catalytic with respect to the TiO_2. The wavelength response of the TiO_2 and the correlation of product yield and current are reported. The results support the claim that TiO_2 is a true photo-assistance agent for the electrolysis of water. Minimum optical storage efficiencies of the order of 1 percent can be achieved by the production of H_2.

INTRODUCTION

The efficient conversion of optical energy to chemical energy is a problem of great interest. Despite the fact that solid state solar cells have reached a high level of development there is still considerable merit in achieving the direct conversion of optical energy into chemical energy. The reasons for this are severalfold and include the desire to have abundant high energy chemicals for use as fuels and for use in industrial chemical synthesis. Additionally, in view of the rather limited amount of detailed knowledge concerning direct photoproduction of high-energy materials, it is appropriate to undertake fundamental research aimed toward establishing what can be done and how efficiently it can be done. The reaction indicated in (1) is among the many possible chemical reactions of importance in the conversion of optical energy to chemical energy. The standard heat of formation of liquid water is 68.3 kcal/mole

\[ \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{H}_2 + 1/2 \text{O}_2 \] (1)

and thus the reaction as written is substantially energetically uphill. The use of optical energy to run reaction (1) is practicable energetically, but H_2O absorbs little in that region of the electromagnetic spectrum commonly regarded as the optical energy region. Thus, irradiation to yield reaction (1) can only occur by an indirect excitation.

The most common mode of indirect excitation is triplet photosensitization as schemed in reactions (2)-(4) for the benzil sensitized trans→cis isomerization
of 4-styrylpyridine. The benzil is the photoreceptor since the 4-styrylpyridine is transparent to 436 nm light, but the benzil excited state can transfer its excitation energy to \textit{trans}-4-styrylpyridine which has a triplet state energetically below the triplet donor level in benzil\(^1\) (ref. 3). Thus, the energetically uphill \textit{trans}→\textit{cis} 4-styrylpyridine isomerization can be achieved with lower energy light than possible without benzil present. The use of a photosensitizer for reaction (1) is conceivable, but in practice \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) really has no low lying excited states accessible with even the highest energy sensitizers.

A second type of indirect excitation called transition metal photo-assistance (defined in ref. 4) might be more successfully applied to reaction (1). We have recently worked out a model photoassistance situation (ref. 5) and it is schemed in reactions (5) through (8) where \textit{cis} and \textit{trans} refer to \textit{cis} and \textit{trans}-4-styrylpyridine, respectively.

\[ \text{ClRe(CO)}_3\text{L}_2\text{(trans)} \xrightarrow{436 \text{ nm}} \text{ClRe(CO)}_3\text{(trans)}\text{(cis)} \] (5)  
\[ \text{ClRe(CO)}_3\text{(trans)}\text{(cis)} \xrightarrow{436 \text{ nm}} \text{ClRe(CO)}_3\text{(cis)}\text{L}_2 \] (6)  
\[ \text{ClRe(CO)}_3\text{(cis)}\text{L}_2 + \text{trans} \xrightarrow{\Delta} \text{ClRe(CO)}_3\text{(trans)}\text{(cis)} + \text{cis} \] (7)  
\[ \text{ClRe(CO)}_3\text{(trans)}\text{(cis)} + \text{trans} \xrightarrow{\Delta} \text{ClRe(CO)}_3\text{(trans)}\text{L}_2 + \text{cis} \] (8)

The key points here are that (1) a transition metal complex present in catalytic quantities, serves as the photoreceptor and as the "template" for the desired chemical change; (2) continuous irradiation of the metal complex is required to sustain the uphill \textit{trans}→\textit{cis} 4-styrylpyridine isomerization, but the ClRe(CO)\(_3\)L\(_2\) photoassistance agent is not consumed; and (3) the reaction occurs with lower energy light than possible without the photoassistance agent. The use of the transition metal photoassistance technique to run reaction (1) and other valuable uphill chemical reactions merits serious consideration. In fact, it has been pointed out that the photooxidation and photoreduction of aquo transition metal ions can be coupled to the reduction and oxidation of water (ref. 6). The reactions (9) and (10) (ref. 7) together could, in principle, be used to run reaction (1),

\(^1\)The triplet energy of \textit{trans}-styrylpyridine is 50 kcal/mole and that of benzil is about 52 kcal/mole (ref. 3).
$$\text{Ce}^{3+} + \text{H}^+ \xrightarrow{\text{hv}} \text{Ce}^{4+} + 1/2 \text{H}_2 \tag{9}$$

$$\text{Ce}^{4+} + \text{OH}^- \xrightarrow{\text{hv}} \text{Ce}^{3+} + 1/4 \text{O}_2 + 1/2 \text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{10}$$

but actually only extremely small yields (and very low quantum yields of formation) of \(\text{O}_2\) and \(\text{H}_2\) can be obtained from irradiation of \(\text{Ce}^{3+}\), \(\text{Ce}^{4+}\) aqueous solutions. Such reactions are still good models to demonstrate the principle, however. Another conceivable path for the photoassisted reaction (1) is indicated in the series of reactions (11) through (13) where the metal complex, \(\text{Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)}_3^{2+}\) becomes an extremely strong reducing agent upon electronic excitation, yielding the products indicated in reaction (12). The oxidized Ru complex is formed in its ground electronic state and may be unstable enough to oxidize \(\text{OH}^-\) (reaction (13)) and return to the original \(\text{Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)}_3^{2+}\) complex. Note that in the homogeneous reactions (11) through (13) only one quantum is required for the oxidation and reduction steps whereas in reactions (9) and (10) two quanta are required.

$$\text{Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)}_3^{2+} \xrightarrow{\text{hv}} [\text{Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)}_3^{2+}]^* \tag{11}$$

$$[\text{Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)}_3^{2+}]^* + \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)}_3^{3+} + 1/2 \text{H}_2 \tag{12}$$

$$\text{Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)}_3^{3+} + \text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)}_3^{2+} + 1/4 \text{O}_2 + 1/2 \text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{13}$$

Unfortunately, electronically excited \(\text{Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)}_3^{2+}\) is unable to reduce \(\text{H}_2\) to \(\text{H}_2\) (ref. 8). But \(\text{Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)}_3^{2+}\) has been shown to be an electron donor from its excited state reducing \(\text{Fe(OH}_2)_6^{3+}\) (ref. 9), \(\text{Co(III)}\) complexes (ref. 10), and \(\text{Tl}^{3+}\) (ref. 11). Therefore, continued investigation in this area could prove very fruitful for other chemical transformations besides reaction (1).

Heterogeneous substances have recently shown some promise as photoassistance agents for reaction (1) (refs. 12 and 13). The observation of currents upon photolysis of an electrode in an electrochemical cell has been known for a very long time (ref. 14), but it has not been until recently that it has been claimed that the electrode reactions occurring could actually yield \(\text{H}_2\) and \(\text{O}_2\). The photolysis of an \(n\)-type \(\text{TiO}_2\) single crystal electrode, in a cell like that depicted in figure 1a, was reported to yield current flow such that \(\text{O}_2\) is evolved at the \(\text{TiO}_2\) and \(\text{H}_2\) at the Pt electrode (refs. 12 and 13). We report herein a detailed characterization of this system which shows for the first time that reaction (1) can be sustained with light using an electrode system as the photoassistance agent. Products have been unequivocally identified, and the efficiency of product formation based on current flow and incident optical energy are reported.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Product Identification and Electrode Stability

The use of a metal oxide as a photoelectrode prompts the question of its stability to light in the electrolyte, especially as it may be a source of \(O_2\). To answer this question two sets of experiments have been carried out in a photoelectrochemical cell, such as that shown in Figure 1a, using the 351.1, 363.8 nm doublet emission of a Spectra Physics Model 164 argon ion laser as the irradiation source. First, mass spectroscopic analyses have been carried out on the gases evolved at both the TiO\(_2\) and the Pt electrode. When the TiO\(_2\) is immersed in 1.0 M NaOH with D\(_2\)\(^{18}\)O/D\(_2\)O (\%) as the solvent and the Pt is in 1 N H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) with D\(_9\)O as solvent \(^{18}\)O\(^{16}\)O, \(^{18}\)O\(^2\), and \(^{16}\)O\(^2\) are evolved at TiO\(_2\) and D\(_2\) and a trace amount of HD is evolved at Pt. The \(^{18}\)O\(^{16}\)O: \(^{16}\)O\(^2\) ratio is very close to the 1:2 value predicted based on the ratio of \(^{18}\)O to \(^{16}\)O present in the electrolyte. In a second series of experiments, electrodes prepared from pre-weighed crystals of TiO\(_2\) were used in a photoelectrochemical cell and the amount of O\(_2\) evolved was measured volumetrically. The crystal was then recovered and weighed. Typical data (table 1) show that within experimental error no weight loss obtains even when the number of moles of O\(_2\) evolved surpasses the number of moles of TiO\(_2\) initially present. The oxygen labeling experiment and the stability of the TiO\(_2\) electrode under illumination prove that the O\(_2\) comes from the H\(_2\)O and show that the reaction is catalytic with respect to TiO\(_2\).

Stoichiometry and Efficiency of Product Formation

Some quantitative measurements have first been made with a photoelectrochemical cell as shown in figure 1a and the data are summarized in table 2. The data show that (1) the ratio of H\(_2\):O\(_2\) is generally close to 2:1, (2) approximately 2 moles of electrons flow per mole of H\(_2\) evolved, and approximately 4 moles of electrons flow per mole of O\(_2\) evolved; and (3) the quantum efficiency of H\(_2\) formation at 351, 364 nm excitation is of the order 10\(^{-2}\) to 10\(^{-1}\). Quantum efficiency is defined here to mean the number of moles of H\(_2\) formed per einstein at 351, 364 nm striking the electrode. No correction has been made for losses due to reflection. Sustained currents of the order of 1-2 ma can be typically achieved using the laser (~50 mW) with a beam diameter of ~1 mm; thus, the current density is of the order of 10\(^2\) ma per cm\(^2\) of irradiated surface area. However, little or no hydrogen evolution can be detected in the two compartment cell in figure 1a when the electrolyte at Pt and TiO\(_2\) is the same, although O\(_2\) evolution and current flow is usually observed. Toward the aim of establishing the role of the diffusion barrier in the cell in figure 1a, we have undertaken an investigation of the photoelectrochemical cell depicted in figure 1b.

In the one compartment cell we have been able to observe photo-induced H\(_2\) and O\(_2\) evolution at applied voltages as small as 0.25 V and some quantitative data are given in table 3. Again the stoichiometry is fairly clean and quantum efficiencies are in the range 10\(^{-2}\) to 10\(^{-1}\) for H\(_2\) evolution. As seen in table 3, the quantum efficiency does seem to depend on the applied voltage, and it is apparent then that the two compartment cell (fig. 1a) works without an external power supply because the acid in the Pt compartment and the base on the TiO\(_2\) side provide the bias necessary for the reaction to occur. However, when the electrolysis of H\(_2\)O can be carried out at less than 1.23 V, energy must be supplied from an external source, which in this case is the light. Some indications of the optical storage efficiency are given in table 4. The storage efficiency is calculated with the assumption that H\(_2\) can be used to generate heat and is worth 68 kcal/mole.
These minimum storage efficiencies are seen to be of the order of 1 percent at 351, 364 nm excitation.

Wavelength Response

The n-type TiO$_2$ has a band gap of $\sim$3.0 eV (ref. 15). If the photoassistance activity observed for TiO$_2$ is associated with an electronic transition from the valence band to the conduction band, we expect that the minimum light energy required will correspond the band-gap energy. The relative current as a function of irradiation wavelength for a cell such as that shown in figure 1b is given in figure 2 for a TiO$_2$ electrode and a tungsten-doped TiO$_2$ electrode. The wavelength response is independent of the applied voltage, and, at least for the TiO$_2$, the onset of activity does correspond closely to that expected, based on the band gap. The difference in the response for the tungsten-doped TiO$_2$ electrode is remarkable despite the fact that the shift of the onset is toward higher energy compared to the TiO$_2$ itself. Understanding of the origin of this effect may make it possible to design tuned response systems.

SUMMARY

These data are the first to show that reaction (1), the conversion of H$_2$O to H$_2$ and O$_2$, can be sustained using optical energy. The TiO$_2$ electrode system is a true photoassistance agent serving to absorb light and to dissipate the excitation energy in such a way as to achieve the desired chemical change. Importantly, the electrode system is itself photoinert, and therefore the production of H$_2$ and O$_2$ is catalytic with respect to TiO$_2$. The merit of the results disclosed here rests in the demonstration that the photoassisted electrolysis of H$_2$O can be achieved. Further studies are underway and are directed toward more efficient utilization of the optical energy as well as a confident understanding of the mechanism of the processes involved.
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### TABLE 1. TEST FOR DISAPPEARANCE OF TiO₂ UPON IRRADIATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TiO₂</th>
<th>Initial weight, ±0.001, g</th>
<th>Final weight, ±0.002, g</th>
<th>Initial TiO₂, moles</th>
<th>O₂ evolved, moles</th>
<th>Crystal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1210</td>
<td>0.1206</td>
<td>1.51 x 10⁻³</td>
<td>2.4 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0187</td>
<td>0.0191</td>
<td>2.38 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>2.2 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>0.2427&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>9.2 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0658</td>
<td>0.0640</td>
<td>8.24 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>1.7 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>5.13 x 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.1 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>The error is larger than initial weight because the TiO₂ crystal must be removed from the electrode and epoxy and metallic backing must be cleaned off.

<sup>b</sup>Moles of O₂ evolved by irradiation of the TiO₂ electrode in a cell as in figure 1(a) or 1(b). If used in the one compartment cell (fig. 1(b)) the applied voltage was 2.0 V or less.

<sup>c</sup>No obvious deterioration of the crystal during its use. The value of the data rests in the fact that a large absolute amount of O₂ was evolved from this crystal.

### TABLE 2. PHOTOASSISTED ELECTROLYSIS OF H₂O IN A TWO COMPARTMENT CELL<sup>a</sup>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrolyte at TiO₂</th>
<th>Electrolyte at Pt</th>
<th>Irradiation time, min</th>
<th>H₂, moles</th>
<th>O₂, moles</th>
<th>Electrons, moles</th>
<th>&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;Φ for H₂ production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 M NaOH&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1 N H₂SO₄</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>1.6 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>8.0 x 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>4.10 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 M NaClO₄&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1 M NaClO₄</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>1.5 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>7.6 x 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>4.2 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 0.1 M NaOH</td>
<td>0.1 N H₂SO₄</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>4.8 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>2.4 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>8.4 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 M NaOH&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1 N H₂SO₄</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Cell assembly as in figure 1(a).

<sup>b</sup>Light intensity striking electrode is 8 x 10⁻⁶ ein/min.

<sup>c</sup>TiO₂ electrode from first synthesis of n-type TiO₂ crystal C in table 1.

<sup>d</sup>TiO₂ electrode from a second synthesis of n-type TiO₂ crystal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>Applied voltage, V</th>
<th>Irradiation time, min</th>
<th>H$_2$, moles</th>
<th>O$_2$, moles</th>
<th>Electrons, moles</th>
<th>$\Phi$ for H$_2$ production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 M NaOH$^c$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$8.5 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3.9 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 M NaClO$_4$$^c$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$5.7 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 M NaClO$_4$$^c$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$6.3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M NaOH$^c$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$9.2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$4.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M NaOH$^c$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>$2.9 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$7.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M NaOH$^c$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$5.4 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 M NaClO$_4$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 N H$_2$SO$_4$$^c$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>$2.9 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$8.9 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$6.5 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 N H$_2$SO$_4$$^d$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3579</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 N H$_2$SO$_4$$^c$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$7.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M NaOH$^c$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1266</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$8.9 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$5.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 M NaOH$^c$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$5.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3.4 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 M NaOH$^e$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1514</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$5.9 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 M NaClO$_4$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$7.4 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3.4 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 M NaOH$^c$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>$7.6 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3.6 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 M NaOH$^f$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$4.8 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Cell as in figure 1(b); no current flows without light.

$^b$Light intensity striking electrode is $8 \times 10^6$ ein/min.

$^c$Electrode C in table 1.

$^d$Electrode A in table 1.

$^e$Electrode D in table 1.

$^f$Electrode E in table 1.
**TABLE 4. – EFFICIENCY OF STORAGE OF OPTICAL ENERGY AS HYDROGEN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applied potential, V</th>
<th>Irradiation time, sec</th>
<th>Average current, ma</th>
<th>H₂, moles</th>
<th>Energy stored ( b ) as H₂, cal</th>
<th>Energy in from ( c ) power supply, cal</th>
<th>Energy in from ( d ) laser, cal</th>
<th>Optical energy ( e ) storage efficiency %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>( 7.6 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>( 1.7 \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>( 4.0 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>( 1.2 \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>( 9.1 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>( 3.1 \times 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>( 5.9 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>( 7.6 \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( a \) From data given in table 3.

\( b \) Assuming H₂ can be recovered at 68 kcal/mole which is the standard heat of formation of H₂O, reaction (1).

\( c \) Energy from power supply = (applied potential)(average current)(irradiation time)(0.239 cal/J).

\( d \) \( 8 \times 10^{-6} \) ein/min at 351, 364 nm is equivalent to \( \sim 0.011 \) cal/sec.

\( e \) Optical energy storage efficiency = \( \frac{\text{(energy stored as H}_2\text{)} - \text{(energy in from power supply)}}{\text{(energy in from laser)}} \) \times 100.

(a) The two electrode compartments are separated by a fine glass frit to prevent diffusion of the 1 N H₂SO₄ on the Pt side and the 1 M NaOH on the TiO₂ side.

(b) The external power supply indicated is a Hewlett-Packard Model 6241A with variable applied potential (0-12 V). The "hv" and heavy arrow indicate the laser beam.

**Figure 1.**– Photochemical cells used for the photo-assisted electrolysis of H₂O.
Figure 2.— Relative current vs. excitation wavelength. The open circles (O) show the uncorrected, observed response and the filled circles (•) show the actual, corrected response after correction for variation of the excitation light intensity as a function wavelength. The observed response is given to show the magnitude of the correction factors. Note, however, that even without application of the correction one can see a difference in response of the two crystals.
Dick Miles, Princeton University — Did you find that you had to replace the base or the acidic solutions?

Answer: We never reacted enough water that the concentration changed. When you think about what a mole of photons is — it’s really a long time at fifty milliwatts. Some of the irradiation times are like a day and to make a mole of photons would take 10,000 days with our laser.

Bill Bottoms, Princeton University — Just to pursue the same question — over the long term just what is going to happen to the pH of those electrolytic solutions? How will you deal with that problem?

Answer: I think the way to go in this system is not to use the two-compartment system. Clearly, we’ve demonstrated that in a homogenous solution the electrode system serves as a photo-assistance reagent for the reaction and, under those conditions, the only thing that ever needs to be added to that system is water.

Bob Hess, Langley Research Center — Didn’t you look at some systems to reduce the applied voltage by using a single cell?

Answer: Well it turns out the current-voltage curves, of course, depend on the electrode reactions which are taking place. Most of our effort has clearly been in trying to make hydrogen at platinum and oxygen at titanium dioxide, but there is no reason why one cannot couple this excitation energy to other electrode processes. For example, if you just toss in iron three at the platinum electrode you can obtain current densities which are as high as in any experiment with iron three going to iron two. So electricity can be the direct result of these systems as well as chemical energy.

Bill Bottoms, Princeton University — It seems to me you are dealing with a wide band gap semiconductor and you could, by doping, shift the inner potential by the one half volt you are applying with a battery. Have you explored the possibility of just using a PN junction in a wide bandgap semiconductor which is effectively what you are doing electrically anyway?

Answer: In fact we are collaborating with some people in Electrical Engineering at M.I.T. and have suggested that they give us some materials which we can put on there which will bias it in a way that is appropriate.

Bill Bottoms, Princeton University: There are some fairly straight-forward ways to establish a one-half volt drop in a wide bandgap semiconductor which will give you a highly reducing surface on one side and highly oxidizing on the other. You will gain back the energy thrown away in the power supply.

Max Garbuny, Westinghouse — You mentioned your laser limitations. Couldn’t you use a high pressure mercury arc to obtain higher fluxes? In fact you could obtain an einstein or mole of photons in a relatively short time.

Answer: Yes, in fact with the tin oxide, the band gap is sufficiently high that we really can’t get very much out of our system with the argon ion laser. So we’ve been using a super high pressure mercury arc lamp and under those conditions we can get sustained currents over 0.01 amps and under those conditions you can make quite a bit of hydrogen and oxygen. We have the pleasant problem of not having sufficient volumetric glassware which is large enough to handle the gases!

Katsonori Shimada, J. P. L. — Can you make a comment on the work that is going on at UCLA using rutile? For example, are they getting about the same results as you?

Answer: I guess I don’t know about the work at UCLA. Maybe you can tell me about it.
Shimada: As I understand it, JPL has a contract with UCLA to supply the crystal TiO₂.

Wrighton: I don’t know what those results are, but the results that we have show that TiO₂ is inert and all the oxygen which is liberated is coming from the solution. This is determined both by the labeling experiments with O¹⁸ and by the fact that the crystal doesn’t disappear when its illuminated.

Dick Pantell, Stanford University — If the purpose of the light is to generate minority carriers, wouldn’t the PN junction then eliminate the necessity of the laser light at all?

Bill Bottoms: Perhaps I can answer that since I’m one of those people from an electrical engineering department such as you mentioned. The difficulty is that you have to put in energy from somewhere. You can do it with a battery and then have copious numbers of minority carriers. You can also do it with light. It’s a question of which is preferable.

Mark Wrighton: That is just it. If you just toss something into the water and let it sit there, unless it is a battery itself, it is not going to evolve any high energy products. People talk about photo-catalysis and they really mean they are trying to accelerate thermodynamically favorable reactions. That’s the important problem with respect to energy conversion.

Bill Bottoms, Princeton University — You mentioned the low absorption of laser light. This indicates another reason for going to heavily doped PN junctions since you would enhance this absorption on both sides.

Answer: Yes, some are transparent to visible light. Perhaps I should say the following: Reduced TiO₂ is a black material which is totally opaque to visible light. But even if it were transparent to visible light that doesn’t mean that it wouldn’t absorb one-hundred percent in the region where its active. For example, the tin oxide is a clear material which looks like a chip of glass but it does absorb quite substantially in the ultraviolet, the relative response at 250 nm and 350 nm being four orders of magnitude.
PHOTOCATALYTIC GENERATION OF HYDROGEN FROM WATER

W.R. Bottoms and R.B. Miles
Princeton University

INTRODUCTION

The dissociation of simple molecules provides a potentially efficient method of storing energy in a transportable form. Among the numerous chemical systems that have been proposed for energy conversion are the following:

$$2\text{NOCl} \xrightarrow{\text{hv}} \text{Cl}_2 + 2\text{NO}$$

$$2\text{H}_2\text{O} \xrightarrow{\text{hv}} 2\text{H}_2 + \text{O}_2$$

$$2\text{CO}_2 \xrightarrow{\text{hv}} 2\text{CO} + \text{O}_2$$

Hydrogen offers the advantages of being a clean burning fuel, easily stored in gas, liquid, or hydride form, and efficiently transferable. It may be used as a fuel for a variety of energy conversion processes including fuel cells and rocket engines as well as conventional heat engines. In conjunction with a water dissociation process, it holds forth the promise of providing a closed cycle, photon powered, energy system where photon energy may be efficiently stored for future use and converted to thermal or electrical energy on demand. In this paper we will discuss a new concept which is designed to overcome the problems encountered when using photodissociation for the generation of hydrogen.

Two fundamental problems limiting the efficiency of photodissociation of water are the separation of the photolysis products and the high energy photons necessary for the reaction. Although there has not been a great deal of work with metal-water systems, it has been shown that the dissociation energy of a large number of molecules is catalytically reduced when these molecules are in intimate contact with a surface of certain metals (ref. 1). The spontaneous dissociation of water has been demonstrated for Cu (ref. 2), Fe (ref. 3), and Ni (ref. 4) at room temperature in the dark. We suggest the possibility of engineering a surface which will take advantage of this catalytic shift in dissociation energies to reduce the photon energy required to produce hydrogen. This same catalytic surface can be used to separate the reaction products if it is made so that one of the dissociations products is soluble in the metal and others are not. This condition is met by many metal systems such as platinum group metals which have been used commercially (ref. 5) to separate hydrogen from other gases and liquids.
The generation of hydrogen by unassisted photolysis of water is an inefficient process. This inefficiency arises from the high photon energies required for direct photodissociation, the energy lost in secondary reactions, and rapid recombination of the products into water. The maximum quantum efficiency measured by Chen and Taylor (ref. 6) was 30 percent; however, that required photons in the 1650 Å range, intense illumination, and flowing water vapor. In a static system, the quantum yield was about 1 percent. Since the energy stored in each hydrogen molecule is equivalent to about 4000 Å, Chen and Taylor's overall efficiencies ranged from 0.4 percent to 12 percent. It is well to remember that there is no solar flux in the 1650 Å region, so such a system is not suitable for solar conversion.

The photodissociation of water to produce hydrogen and oxygen proceeds in the ultraviolet around 1650 Å mostly by the reactions

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H}_2\text{O} & \rightarrow \text{OH} + \text{H} \\
\text{OH} + \text{OH} & \rightarrow \text{O}_2 + \text{H}_2 \\
\text{H} + \text{H} & \rightarrow \text{H}_2
\end{align*}
\]

The energy required for the first step is equivalent to 180 kcal/mole if a single photon is absorbed or approximately 117 kcal/mole thermally. The difference is due to the Frank-Condon principle which requires that a photon be absorbed to a high energy state, followed by exothermic dissociation. The overall reaction

\[
\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2 + \text{H}_2
\]

on the other hand, requires 68 kcal/mole because the recombination of the H and OH radicals is exothermic. If reaction (4) could be done in a single step with a photon, the photon wavelength would have to be 4000 Å or less. Water is not absorbing at this frequency, thus some intermediate reactions are necessary for efficient generation of hydrogen from water using visible light.

Numerous photocatalytic paths have been suggested including salt compounds, semiconductors, and dyes (ref. 4) to improve the efficiency of photolysis of water. Molecules adsorbed in surface complexes on metals are capable of multistep processes not possible in gas or liquid phase. The presence of the surface alters the molecular bonds, and the proximity of the molecules to each other and to the surface provides the possibility of intermediate reactions and lower activation energies for direct reactions.

Depending on the chemisorptive activity, the dissociation process on a metal surface may be photoassisted in one of or a combination of the following ways. [(MH) denotes a metal hydride.]
1. Strongly Chemisorptive Case

\[
\begin{align*}
H_2O + M & \rightarrow (MH) + MOH \quad \text{Chemisorption and absorption} \\
& \rightarrow 2(MH) + MO \\
MOH + h\nu & \rightarrow M + OH \quad \text{Photodesorption} \\
2MO + h\nu & \rightarrow 2M + O_2
\end{align*}
\]

Contact with the water molecules causes the breakdown of the \(H_2O\) into absorbed hydrogen and strongly adsorbed OH or oxygen complexes. This behavior proceeds at room temperature and in the absence of illumination. The photoassisted step is therefore directed toward breaking the OH or oxygen complex bond with the surface, thus opening additional sites for continuation of the dissociative process.

2. Mildly Chemisorptive Case

\[
\begin{align*}
H_2O + M & \rightarrow H_2OM \quad \text{adsorption} \\
H_2OM + h\nu & \rightarrow (MH) + MOH \quad \text{photolysis & absorption} \\
MOH & \rightarrow M + OH \quad \text{desorption} \\
or \quad 2MOH & \rightarrow 2(MH) + O_2
\end{align*}
\]

The \(H_2O\) molecule is adsorbed onto the surface nondissociatively. Surfaces become saturated with adsorbed \(H_2O\), and subsequent illumination breaks the \(H_2O\) molecule allowing the hydrogen to be absorbed into the metal or metal alloy and releasing the remaining dissociation products into the solution.

3. Strongly Hydrogen Absorptive Case

\[
\begin{align*}
H_2O + M & \rightarrow (MH) + OH \quad \text{dissociation and absorption} \\
& \rightarrow 2(MH) + O_2 \\
2(MH) + \text{heat} & \rightarrow M + H_2 \quad \text{hydrogen recovery}
\end{align*}
\]

\(H_2O\) on the surface is dissociated; the hydrogen atom is strongly absorbed into the metal or metal alloy, and the oxygen and OH radicals either evolve into the solution or are weakly held onto the metal surface.

Final separation of the hydrogen from the hydride form may involve a physical separation of the metal hydride from the reaction region or diffusion through a film of metal and evolution from
the other side. Energy is added to remove the hydrogen from the metal or metal alloy. Since this is a bulk rather than surface effect, energy must be added as heat, rather than light, although the light may be converted to heat on the particle surface.

A more detailed look at the adsorption process in transition metals indicates that water molecules are adsorbed with the oxygen atom close to the surface (ref. 8). Probably one of the hydrogen atoms is also close to the surface and the other is free to move about. Adsorption energies are about 11 kcal/mole for copper and will probably be similar for other transition metals (ref. 9). A metal that forms a hydride will attract the hydrogen atoms into inner lattice bonds, and if the hydride is to be useful, the metal hydride bond must be of approximately the same strength as the H₂ bond. Thus the reaction

\[ H_2 + 2M \rightarrow (MH) + (MH) \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

is in equilibrium or slightly exothermic.

A possible compound is LaNi₅, recently found to be a candidate for storage of hydrogen in hydride form (ref. 10). If we assume the surface behaves like Ni, then we may write

\[ (MH) \approx 53 \text{ kcal/mole} \]
\[ M-O \approx 58 \text{ kcal/mole} \]
\[ H_2O-M \approx 7 \text{ kcal/mole (to liquid state)} \]
\[ H_2O \rightarrow OH + H - 75 \text{ kcal/mole (including evolution from the surface)} \]

These estimates arise from

1. The slightly exothermic nature of hydrogen absorbing in the metal.
2. The binding energy of NiO.
3. The adsorption energy of water vapor to copper, which is similar to that on nickel.

The reactions will be a combination of all three processes discussed previously.

\[ H_2O + M \rightarrow H_2OM -5 \text{ kcal/mole} \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)
\[ H_2OM \rightarrow (MH) + MOH \]  \hspace{1cm} \( x \text{ kcal/mole (photo activated)} \) \hspace{1cm} (18)
\[ MOH \rightarrow (MH) + MO \]  \hspace{1cm} 75-x \text{ kcal/mole (photo activated)} \hspace{1cm} (19)
\[ MO + MO \rightarrow 2M + O_2 -2 \text{ kcal/mole} \] \hspace{1cm} (20)
\[ (MH) + (MH) \rightarrow 2M + H_2 +2 \text{ kcal/mole (thermally activated)} \] \hspace{1cm} (21)
The metal hydride to hydrogen evolution step is performed after the physical separation of the particles from the fluid or on the back side of a thin film. If \( x = 50 \text{ kcal/mole} \), reaction (18) requires radiation at 5600 \( \AA \) and the 25 kcal/mole, remaining for reaction (19) correspond to about 0.9\( \mu \). Assuming light of these colors can be delivered to the appropriate bonds, the catalytic decomposition of \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) into free hydrogen and oxygen may be achieved. The strength of the \( \text{M-OH} \) bond will determine the relative endothermicity of the reactions 18 and 19. An increase in the bond strength, however, will most likely mean an increase in the metal oxide bond strength and a subsequent energy requirement for cleaning the oxygen off the surface (reaction 20).

**OPTICAL PROCESSES**

As mentioned previously, the separation of water into hydrogen plus oxygen would require photons of 4000 \( \AA \) or less if it could be accomplished in a single step. The absorption spectrum of water vapor (fig. 1), however, shows that there is virtually no absorption at wavelengths longer than about 1800 \( \AA \) (ref. 11). Thus any energy efficient process will require that water be broken down into hydrogen plus oxygen via one or more intermediate states. These intermediate reactions, then, may be selected so they are affected by visible radiation.

If one assumes that the reactions 18 and 19 can indeed be photoactivated, then the possibility of high conversion efficiency is conceivable. Two particular cases are important: the first is the conversion of laser energy to hydrogen, and the second is the conversion of solar energy. Since the bandwidth of a laser is very narrow, optimization of a surface for laser conversion is quite different from the optimization for solar conversion.

Theoretically, laser light may be converted with 100 percent efficiency into hydrogen gas; obviously such an efficiency will never be achieved. The value of \( x \) in equations 18 and 19 will probably be determined by the absorption spectra of the adsorbed surface compound. This will be somewhat determined by surface engineering and selection of metals, but may well be somewhere in the near infrared where water vapor absorption bands are known to lie. Such a level would require either two different lasers, or one laser driving a multiple photon process, to achieve enough energy to favor the water to hydrogen reaction.

As can be seen from figure 2, the amount of solar radiation with wavelengths shorter than 4000 \( \AA \) is small: hence the need for a two-step process for efficient solar conversion. One hydrogen molecule would then be formed for each pair of photons whose energy sums to the equivalent of 4000 \( \AA \). In that manner a large portion of spectrum of the solar radiation may be used. Even the far infrared might contribute by heating the catalyst, thus aiding with desorption of surface compounds, the diffusion of hydrogen or, if concentrated at another location, with desorption of absorbed hydrogen from metal particles.

A calculation of the efficiency for such a device cannot be made until the surface properties of the catalyst are known. The optical absorption bands associated with the surface compounds, and the way in which these will react when optically excited, must be studied. It is clear, however, that a particle slurry or very porous surface can be made to appear black. Thus most of the visible and infrared light is absorbed. Any light absorbed that does not produce a hydrogen atom will heat the catalyst or surrounding medium. Thus the catalytic activity may also change with exposure to light.
Since the molecules will be complexed with the metal surface, absorption bonds are broadened and shifted. Energy may be transferred by direct photon absorption into a surface complex, or by absorption by the bulk of the particle. Most metal particles tend to be reflective: thus photons not absorbed by a surface compound are likely to be reflected and may be absorbed by some other surface molecule. A rough metal film surface (ref. 12) or a large number of suspended particles will allow multiple reflections until absorption occurs. Photons absorbed by the particles or the solution, or by both, will heat the surfaces and aid with oxygen/OH desorption.

An optimum situation will exist if one photon with somewhat greater energy than 0.8μ first interacts with the water-catalyst to create an absorbed hydrogen atom and a surface compound. A second photon, with lower energy, then reduces the surface compound, freeing the remaining oxygen and leaving the hydrogen in the catalyst. Subsequent heat (perhaps also derived from electromagnetic radiation) then releases the hydrogen.

Referring again to equations 17 through 21, we can estimate the efficiency as a function of x. The energy regained by combustion of H2 is 68 kcal/mole assuming the water is condensed from vapor phase. Assuming optimistically that any photon with energy higher than x for reaction 18 and 75-x for reaction 19 will be absorbed and cause the reactions to proceed, the energy efficiency may first be calculated.

\[
\eta = \left( \frac{68 \text{ kcal/mole}}{\text{sum of average energy of both photons}} \right) \cdot (\text{percent of solar radiation with energy} \geq x) \cdot (\text{percent of solar radiation with energy} \geq 75-x).
\]

One extreme of course is reached if x = 75; that is, only light with wavelength shorter than \(\sim 0.4\mu\) is useful. Then \(\eta \approx \frac{68}{80} \cdot (0.05) (100) \approx 4\) percent. If x = 0 the same efficiency is found. Optimum conversion occurs if x = 95/2, or \(\eta \approx \frac{68}{100} \cdot 0.6 \cdot 0.6 \approx 24\) percent. Figure 3 is a plot of \(\eta\) vs x assuming the thermal photons do not contribute.

If the photons are reflected around until they are absorbed and the heat of condensation is recovered

\[
\eta = \left( \frac{68 \text{ kcal/mole}}{\text{sum of average energy of both photons}} \right) \cdot (\text{percent of solar radiation with energy} \geq x) \cdot (\text{percent of solar energy with rad.} \geq 75-x + \text{percent of solar energy between} x \text{ and} 75-x)
\]

The percentage of energy between 75-x and x varies from \(\sim 95\) percent if x = 0 to 0 if x = 75/2. This treatment introduces a quadratic factor into the efficiency as shown in figure 4. Thus x = 50 will provide a peak of approximately 30 percent conversion efficiency.
Thin Films

Thin films of palladium and palladium alloys are used for industrial purification of hydrogen. The diffusion of hydrogen through palladium has been known for over a century (ref. 13) although the particulars of the diffusion mechanism have not yet been determined. At low temperatures palladium absorbs hydrogen up to about 60 percent H/Pd atom ratio as is shown in figure 5, then the material alters structure from what is termed the α phase to the β phase. As figure 5 indicates, the β phase may also be achieved at higher temperatures and lower concentrations, and above 295°C no α phase exists at all.

Diffusion is observed in both phases. Diffusion rates approximately 10cc/cm²/sec for films about 1μ thick are easily achieved. Very thin films remain in the α phase even at high temperatures and can be efficiently used as separators.

Two major problems must be overcome if films are to be used. Even if photo induced dissociation of H₂O can be achieved on the surface, the small absorption cross section of the surface region will not allow many photons to be absorbed. Most photons will pass through and reflect off into space. The second difficulty is to promote hydrogen evolution from the back surface and not the front. Otherwise a vacuum must be maintained on the back and the hydrogen subsequently repressurized resulting in a decreased energy efficiency.

Some headway has already been made toward the solution of both these problems. The surface roughness can be controlled by thin film fabrication techniques and extremely rough surfaces have been made (ref. 14). Such a surface may be treated to form a palladium black layer thereby increasing the optical cross section and enhancing hydrogen uptake (ref. 15). Work on inhibiting the evolution of hydrogen from palladium points toward the creation of an alloy or coating on the front surface, thus forcing evolution from the rear surface only. Copper alloys of palladium have been shown to inhibit hydrogen evolution (ref. 16). Figure 6 shows schematically an arrangement for separation of hydrogen using a thin film diffusion barrier.

Particle Suspension

A suspension of finely ground particles in water or air is an alternative configuration for separation. Particles have the advantage of large surface to volume ratios, thus a suspension would expose more surface area to the incident radiation and water molecules than would a thin film. Figure 7 shows in diagramatic form a conceivable arrangement for activating and separating the particles.

The optical scattering cross section of small particles is very dependent on size and wavelength. Generally speaking, particles on the order of the wavelength of the light are strong scatterers. Sizes on the order of 1μ or so in diameter can easily be seen (e.g. cigarette smoke). Even in the atmosphere, particles of this size have a coat of water surrounding them.

A concentration of particles of some easily hydrated metal such as Pd, LaNi₅, would ideally act as light scatterers unless one of the adsorbed water molecules or surface compounds was to
absorb the radiation. Thus, photons arriving would be scattered numerous times before being absorbed. This multiple scattering alleviates the problem of mono-molecular layers of water molecules not being capable of absorbing the light.

An absorbed photon would either heat the particle or release a hydrogen atom into the particle. Typical solar fluxes unconcentrated range about $10^{19}$ photons/cm$^2$/sec. Thus each 1-$\mu$ diameter particle would see on the order of $10^{11}$ photons/sec, assuming low absorption. The water solution is, of course, virtually transparent to photons with energies greater than about $2.5\mu$, thus most of the photons in the frequency range of interest would be seen by the particles.

The surface area of a 1-$\mu$ particle is about $10^{-7}$ cm$^2$. Generally speaking, surface densities range around $10^{15}$ molecules/cm$^2$, so a typical particle would attract $10^8$ water molecules around it. The volume of the 1-$\mu$ particle is about $4 \times 10^{-12}$ cm$^3$ and the atom density $\sim 10^{13}$/cc; thus there are on the order of $4 \times 10^{11}$ atoms of metal. Since saturation occurs at about 50-60 percent hydrogen-to-metal ratio, each particle is capable of holding $2 \times 10^{11}$ hydrogen atoms or the equivalent of $10^{11}$ hydrogen molecules. At STP this hydrogen would occupy $3 \times 10^{-9}$ cc or about 1000 times the volume of the particle.

If the absorption cross section of adsorbed water in the region of interest is low, $\sigma \approx 10^{-20}$ cm$^2$, then the water around each particle will absorb $10^{-4}$ of the $10^{11}$ photons/sec seen by the particle. If 50 percent of the solar flux is in the region of interest, $2 \times 10^{-7}$ sec of exposure per particle will be necessary for the creation of one hydrogen atom. Saturation of each particle, therefore will take on the order of 40000 sec, or a couple of weeks. This approximation is mitigated by several factors.

1. Unabsorbed photons are scattered, thus the number of photons/cm$^2$/sec seen by each particle is increased by the number of times a particle is scattered before being absorbed. Reference to Figure 1 indicates that each photon may be scattered four to five times before there is a 90 percent chance of absorption.

2. Absorption of a photon by the metal rather than the adsorbed water might also couple to the water since the photon still must be absorbed on the surface. This effect will be important for achievement of high efficiencies unless the absorption cross section of the adsorbed water molecule can be made greater than $10^{-18}$ cm$^2$ or so.

The addition of other metals (Cu, Ag, Au) has been shown to increase the heat of solution for hydrogen. The explanation proposed for this is that the interstitial sites are enlarged by increasing the percent of alloying metal thereby making the hydrogen interstitials more stable (ref. 17). Assuming this model is correct, we can expect to adjust the heat of solution for hydrogen and control the heat required to release hydrogen from the metal hydride.

**Summary**

A system involving separation of hydrogen from water will most likely proceed on a mildly chemisorptive surface, using a transition metal or transition metal alloy whose activation energy for hydrogen absorption is several kilocalories per mole thus providing stable storage of hydrogen in the hydride form at room temperature. Such a metal may be palladium, an alloy of palladium and silver.
or copper, or LaNi$_5$. The adsorption of water molecules on the surface will produce light absorbing bands in the infrared, visible, and ultraviolet portions of the spectrum. Although the optical cross sections of some of the bands may be small, the depth of the suspension and particle concentration or the surface roughness can be made large to totally absorb the incident light energy. The absorbed energy will promote dissociation of adsorbed species by the direct excitation of electrons out of their bonding orbitals. Additional energy absorbed by the particles will produce localized heating and will further facilitate dissociation and desorption.

Separation by diffusion will involve a thin film of palladium or palladium alloy through which the hydrogen will diffuse and evolve on the back side. The diffusion of hydrogen through palladium is a well known phenomenon currently used for hydrogen purification. The flow rate through such a film is determined by the partial pressure on either side, the thickness of the film, and the temperature. Flow rates on the order of 10 cc/sec/cm$^2$ are easily achievable. Thus the flow limiting step will be the hydrogen uptake at the active surface. A simple calculation shows that the diffusion limit for a 51-$\mu$m film at 500$^\circ$C would be the energy equivalent of approximately 100 kW/m$^2$.

Separation by particles from the suspension may proceed by numerous techniques. Settling tanks or filtration probably are the least expensive, but for magnetic alloys, magnetic separation may be attractive. In either case, the adsorbed hydrogen may be reclaimed by heating or lowering the pressure below equilibrium. Particles may then be recirculated in the system.

The process described here is in many ways similar to the observed behavior of palladium. Palladium, or the other platinum group catalysts, are used to enhance the probability of specific reactions occurring by breaking selective bonds, thereby allowing certain molecules to rearrange their structure. This process frequently involves the removal of hydrogen from a particular functional group and placement in another. Because of the solubility of hydrogen, palladium is preferred for hydrogen-transfer type reactions (ref. 18). Typically, hydrogenation-dehydrogenation reactions use nickel or palladium alloys suspended on carbon, alumina, or any of a variety of substrates. An alternatively used method, however, is a slurry of particles which are mixed with the solution and subsequently filtered out. (See, for example, ref. 19.) This separation process is operational on an industrial scale and could probably be adapted to the separation problem discussed here.

It appears to be possible to produce a system for the generation of hydrogen by the photolysis of water. The information available in the current scientific literature supports the essential principles underlying the concept including the reduction of the dissociation energy and the separation of the reaction products using a metal alloy system. The efficiency of such a scheme will depend on the optical cross sections and the relative reaction rates for the various processes involved. There remains, at this point, a serious question about the ultimate efficiency of such a scheme. Although we can make both optimistic and pessimistic assessments of the outlook, the answer will be known only after an experimental program has been carried out.
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Figure 1.— Absorption spectrum of water vapor.

Figure 2.— Photon energy (1), water dissociation (2), and solar irradiance (3) versus photon wavelength.

Figure 3.— Potential process efficiency.

Figure 4.— Potential efficiency, including solar irradiance effects.

Figure 5.— Plots of $p C$ relationships.
Figure 6.— Hydrogen generator using thin film separator.

Figure 7.— Catalytic separation of hydrogen from water.
DISCUSSION

Dick Miles, Princeton University — I have a comment. I just want to say that there are two problems — which was not entirely clear. The first one is the use of the laser. It appears that if we can reduce the activation energy such that one can use 4000 Å or so and create hydrogen in either a hydride form or evolving to the surface, then we have a very high laser conversion efficiency. Solar conversion is a very different question — requiring two photons since the solar spectrum doesn’t have very many 4000 Å photons. Thus it will be necessary to use a two step process which of course will require an intermediate state which would be either the breaking of an OH band off the surface or getting one hydrogen into a metal hydride and the other into the OH. That’s why there are two considerations here. However, from the point of view of laser conversion, it doesn’t have to be a double step process.

Dick Pantell, Stanford — Is there a deterioration of the palladium catalyst, do you have to replace it periodically?

Answer: No. First of all let me say we are speaking about a system that has not yet been built. But the deterioration of hydrogenation catalysts in the petroleum industry is only associated with the available carbon. We shouldn’t have that problem. So the question is will we remove the catalysis products, will we oxidize them. We suspect the answer is no, unless we have contamination of the feed stream.

Mark Wrighton, M. I. T. — You are essentially separating hydrogen and oxygen on a catalyst and the stability comes in because of the complex which is formed.

Answer: It’s very stable.

Mark Wrighton, M. I. T. — But if you ever wish to make large amounts of hydrogen and oxygen in that system, you will decompose back to water since platinum is an extremely good catalyst for that.

Answer: That’s just the point. You see, we are removing the reaction products as the reaction takes place. In the thin film situation we are keeping the concentration of the reaction products down by, on the front surface, continually replenishing with fresh water and, on the back surface, by removing the hydrogen. In the case of the colloidal particle we are talking about the same situation. When the particle comes reasonably near the saturation point where you have to worry about back reactions, its gone since another particle takes its place.

Mark Wrighton: Another question. If you have this material in there, all that’s going to happen is that its going to heat up. I don’t see the advantage over using a piece of black paper and letting the laser heat it.

Answer: That’s not true at all. In fact if it were, you would have problems also.

Mark Wrighton: Yes, but in my system there are discrete photochemical reactions which correspond to electronic transitions — optical transitions. In this case, I don’t know of any examples of photochemical reactions on surfaces.

Answer: Well, photochemical reactions that Greg has done in solution are exactly the same thing.

Dick Miles: Let me comment. This is something we are going to be studying. Obviously what we do will depend upon the absorption band of the surface complex. We hope to be able to couple to the vibrational absorption bands and increase the probability of this reaction going over the thermal probability. That is what the apparatus we just showed is set up to demonstrate.

Bill Bottoms: The question is basically, if we are just absorbing the energy directly into the palladium its just going to heat up and you are right, its just going to get hot. If, however, we are absorbing the energy into the surface complex, then we have the same kinds of transitions available that anyone else does that is irradiating a complex of metal and water.
Karlheinz Thom, NASA Headquarters — In both talks we’ve heard that the speakers have avoided considering the use of uv photons because they are too expensive. But photochemists feel that they will make progress in their fields and they should allow, therefore, that the laser people will make progress in their field also. Being an optimist, I predict that we will have cheap uv photons in the not too distant future and we shouldn’t neglect this possibility.

Bill Bottoms: These uv photons are expensive, not because its expensive to buy a laser, but because the energy you can get back is less than the energy you have invested with the uv photon. So its expensive in terms of chemistry. When you burn water you don’t get as much energy back as you put in with one uv photon, so you want to bring down the photon energy to as low a value as possible.

Max Garbuny: Because of the great interest in isotope separation it is quite likely that work of this type will be investigated thoroughly in the near future.

Bill Bottoms: Thank you for the interesting comment. However, I must point out that the literature has data on the diffusion through palladium of both hydrogen and deuterium and, unfortunately, they are disturbingly similar! The rates are not as far apart as one would like.
PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERSION OF LASER ENERGY*

Richard J. Stirn
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

INTRODUCTION

One obvious technique for converting laser to electrical energy is by the use of photovoltaic devices because of our experience with them as solar cells. The efficiency of such devices is dependent on the wavelength and even on the energy density of the laser beam because of temperature effects. In general, though, one would expect useful operation in the range of a few tenths microns to several microns in wavelength, but not at 5 or 10 μ. The energy density range is estimated to be from any lower level up to about 15 to 20 kW/m². With the addition of active cooling, the upper value could be increased considerably.

Photovoltaic devices are attractive for laser conversion for the following reasons: (1) relative ruggedness, (2) efficient light absorption, (3) built-in redundancy leading to high reliability, (4) absence of hazardous materials, (5) present conversion efficiencies of 30 percent with 40 percent feasible, (6) high flexibility in the system design and in transportation and assembly in space because of the small physical size of the devices, and (7) in the case of Schottky barrier devices, ability to match the laser wavelength (within the range mentioned above).

At the first conference held 2 years ago, Professor Martin Wolf presented an excellent tutorial talk on the basics of photovoltaics. The talk was oriented toward silicon technology, and particularly toward p/n homojunction devices, since that technology is presently used in space for solar cells. However, this technology is very limited for laser conversion in that practical maximum efficiencies for silicon (about 40 percent) occur only for a wavelength around 0.9 μ. There is presently no high energy laser being developed that will operate in the 0.9-μ range. Operation at shorter wavelengths, and hence, at higher photon energies, will only provide excess heat as explained by Professor Wolf. Only an energy of 1.12 eV, the band gap of silicon at room temperature, corresponding to a wavelength of 1.1 μ, is required to generate the electron-hole pairs that will contribute to the output current. However, photons of wavelengths between 0.9 and 1.1 μ will not be efficiently utilized either because of the low light absorption in silicon — typical in indirect band gap semiconductors.

If efficient conversion is required at wavelengths shorter than about 1 μ, wider band gap semiconductors are required. Indeed, the band gap energy should nearly equal the laser photon energy for maximum efficiency. Since most such semiconductors with a reasonable history of materials technology development are direct gap materials (III-V compounds), light absorption is very high, and the operating wavelength can be very near the absorption edge; that is, the photon

*This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract NAS 7-100 sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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energy can be just slightly higher than the band gap energy. However, the technology of good p/n junction photovoltaic devices is virtually non-existent for such materials. Another alternative is clearly needed.

An alternative that has been under investigation at JPL is the Schottky barrier (SB) photovoltaic converter. As will be shown, efficiencies to 30 percent at any wavelength in the visible and near infrared region are now attainable with potential for even higher efficiency. Furthermore, the devices can be made in solar cell sizes, such as 4 cm² or 9 cm², and the semiconductors used (GaAs and GaAs₁₋ₓPₓ) are readily available, as they are commercially grown by vapor epitaxy in very large quantities for the present light-emitting diode market.

PHOTOVOLTAIC CONCEPTS FOR SCHOTTKY BARRIERS

Structure

The structure of the SB converter is shown on the right hand side of figure 2. Physically it is very similar to a conventional solar cell except that the p/n junction is replaced by a simple metal-semiconductor interface. (The oxide layer will be discussed below.) The semiconductor can be nearly any semiconductor depending on the photon energy of the laser; however, the ternary compounds of GaAs containing phosphorous have been chosen because of their relatively high state of development, commercial availability, crystal sizes of 6-10 cm², and large scale production potential. The compounds under investigation (GaAs₁₋ₓPₓ, 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5) are epitaxially grown from the vapor phase on highly doped substrates of GaAs. The latter provide for lower bulk series resistance and for good ohmic back contacts. The photo-active layer need only be several microns thick because of the high light absorption.

The semi-transparent metal film currently being used is an evaporated 60Å-thick gold film. The grid contact has been a thicker film of gold — soon to be changed to another metal for soldering ease. The antireflection coating is presently Ta₂O₅. All fabrication steps can be done sequentially in one vacuum evaporation station without breaking vacuum. Neither the AR coating nor grid contact have been optimized to date.

A number of advantages of the SB approach as compared to p/n junctions are given in figure 2. As we shall see, the current output of SB devices is substantially better than a junction solar cell for a given wavelength and intensity, but the voltage output is inherently lower. Two approaches to improve the voltage will be discussed later.

Current Output

The basic mechanism of all photovoltaic devices is the absorption of photons of sufficient energy to generate electron-hole pairs — usually one pair per photon. Professor Wolf's talk at the last conference described some of the loss mechanisms in the collection efficiency (η_c) which prevent the current generated from being equal to the maximum possible current (q N_p h), where q' is the electronic charge and N_p h the photon density. Figure 3 shows the generation of the hole-electron pair for a direct-gap semiconductor such as GaAs. For photon energies above the band
gap, the excess energy is converted to heat by lattice interactions. The amount of light generated current ($J_L$) for a given power input ($P_{in}$) is given by

$$\frac{J_L}{P_{in}} = \frac{a}{hc} \lambda \eta_c,$$

(1a)

$$J_L \left( \text{amps/Watt} \right) = 0.80 \lambda \left( \text{microns} \right) \eta_c \left( \text{electrons/photon} \right),$$

(1b)

where $h$ is Planck's constant, and $c$ the velocity of light. Figure 4 shows the relationship between $P_{in}$ and $J_L$ for various collection efficiencies. Typical values of $\eta_c$, the number of electrons collected per photon absorbed, are from 0.7 to 0.9 in an SB device. For example, with a wavelength of 0.5 µm and a power of 10 kW/m², the output current density would be about 300 to 350 mA/cm² with no reflection losses.

The simplest model for current generation (ref. 1) leads to the expression for $J_L$ given in figure 5, where $\phi \equiv N_{ph}$(absorbed), $\alpha$ is the absorption coefficient, $W$ is the space charge region width (see figure 1), and $L_p$ the hole (minority carrier) diffusion length. The last term in the expression for $J_L$ is negligible. Experimental measurements of the spectral response do not agree well with this expression, particularly at short wavelengths, probably due to recombination in the inversion layer (in figure 1, $0 < X < \lambda$). This effect should decrease with increasing doping concentration since both $\lambda$ and $W$ decrease in width. Devices are now being made to verify this. In any case, such expressions for current density or collection efficiency are only valid for photons absorbed in the semiconductor. The wavelength dependence for the transmission of light through the metal film for the thicknesses utilized is not that well known to be able to calculate exactly the density of photons transmitted into the semiconductor.

On the basis of some computer calculations, it is believed that the amount of absorption in the 60-Å gold film is about 10 percent, with another 5-10 percent lost because of the grid structure. Despite these losses, the output current of the SB cells is generally better than that in junction devices, particularly at short wavelengths. Figure 6 shows some results of the calculated optical characteristics, which have primarily been used to determine the antireflection coating requirements.

In summary, the expected current densities from SB cells are those obtained from equations (1a and 1b) or from figure 4 using a value of $\sim 0.8$ for $\eta_c$. These current densities are satisfactory, especially for GaAs which has good values of minority carrier diffusion length ($L_p$). Little improvement can be expected except by decreasing the metal film thickness or grid area, neither of which is compatible with higher laser intensities.

Voltage Output

Improvements in conversion efficiency can only come from increases in the voltage output. This parameter, in particular the open-circuit voltage $V_{oc}$, is determined by the magnitude of the dark diode current density $J_D$. Referring to figure 5, the expression for $J_D$ is for an ideal or near-ideal metal-semiconductor contact. For doping densities below about $5 \times 10^{16}$ cm⁻³, field
emission or tunneling are negligible, and \( J_D \) is determined by the barrier height \( \phi_B \) since the current is by thermionic emission over the barrier. The constant \( A^* \) is the modified Richardson’s constant, 
\[ A^* = \frac{m^*/m_0}{A_Q} \times A_Q, \]
where \( A_Q = 120 \text{ A} / \text{K}^2 / \text{cm}^2 \), and \( m^*/m_0 \) is the ratio of effective-to-free electron mass; \( R_s \) is the series resistance and \( k \) the Boltzmann constant. The empirical factor \( n \) describes non-ideal behavior due to image forces, field-tunneling, and interfacial layers.

Upon setting the current \( J \) equal to zero, the expression for \( V_{OC} \) in figure 5 follows. We see that for a fixed light intensity, and hence, fixed \( J_L \), \( V_{OC} \) is linearly dependent on \( n \) and logarithmically on \( J_D \). An obvious means of increasing \( V_{OC} \) is by raising \( \phi_B \). Since the barrier height is approximately two-thirds of the band gap for many n—type semiconductors, this increase in \( V_{OC} \) can, and indeed is, raised by using higher band gap materials. Figure 7 shows this effect assuming a modest value for \( n \) of 1.1. Unfortunately for laser energy conversion, the wavelength must be decreased correspondingly so as to assure absorption in the semiconductor. But for a given power density, the total number of photons decreases as the wavelength decreases according to

\[ N_{ph} = \frac{\lambda}{hc} P_{in} \]  

Consequently, the amount of current generated drops, even as the voltage rises, and we find that the conversion efficiency remains approximately the same. The means of varying the band gap, and hence, the barrier height, is simply done by adding phosphorous or aluminum to GaAs (figure 8). Since Schottky barriers can be made with equal ease on any of these ternary compounds, the increase in band gap to “tailor” the converter to any specific laser with about the same efficiency is one of the major features of the SB cell. Figure 9 gives the spectral response, or actually \( \eta_C \), measured for three ternary compounds. We see that the peak of response, as expected, does shift to shorter wavelengths as the phosphorous content is increased. Thus, for example, the ideal converter material for matching the copper vapor laser under development at JPL (\( \lambda = 5106 \text{Å} \)) is GaAs\(_{1-X}\)P\(_X\) with \( X \) about 0.4.

In summary, increasing the voltage output by raising the semiconductor band gap does not increase the efficiency due to the drop in current (assuming that the laser wavelength is kept near the equivalent band-gap wavelength). To further increase the efficiency, which is about 20 percent for the “ideal” SB cell (\( n = 1.0 \)), other concepts must be utilized.

**ADVANCED CONCEPTS**

**Multilayer Schottky Barrier Cell**

We have seen that raising the semiconductor band gap, and hence, the barrier height, increases the voltage output. However, for monochromatic light, we are limited by the fact that the energy of the band gap can not exceed the photon energy. For polychromatic light, such as sunlight, the increase in band gap will decrease the current because of reduced light absorption.

A concept such as that shown in figure 10 is currently under development on another program to obtain the higher voltage without a major drop in current. The top layer upon which the Schottky barrier is made has a band gap of about 2 eV and is epitaxially grown on GaAs which has a
band gap of 1.42 eV. Photons which are not absorbed in the top layer are absorbed in the GaAs. Because of the difference in band gaps, there will be a 0.5-eV barrier for the minority carriers (holes) to surmount or penetrate if they are to be collected at the surface. For this reason, the top layer thickness should ideally be not larger than the width of the space charge region W, in which case, the built-in electric field should improve the hole transport by thermionic-field emission. Since GaAsP compounds require a region of graded composition to minimize the effect of dissimilar lattice constants with GaAs, the top layer semiconductor was chosen to be Al$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$As which has a much better lattice match with GaAs. Unfortunately, AlGaAs is presently grown only by liquid epitaxy. This process does not give as smooth a surface as vapor phase epitaxy, and does not allow for large areas or large quantity production. Suitable devices with the required physical characteristics have not been grown to date. In any case, the major interest in such a device, if successfully grown, will be for broad-band light, that is, sunlight energy conversion, since these would be only limited improvements for laser energy conversion.

**AMOS Solar Cell**

A major advance in increasing the efficiency of both laser and solar energy Schottky barrier converters has recently been made at JPL. With an addition of a controlled amount of oxide layer between the semi-transparent metal film and the semiconductor, as shown in figure 1, the open-circuit voltage was found to increase by as much as 50 percent. Figure 11 shows a comparison between two cells under water-filtered tungsten lighting — one without the oxide and the other with (called AMOS — Antireflection coated Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor). The oxide process also works on GaAsP compounds and figure 12 shows a light I-V characteristic for laser illumination at 5154 Å. This cell has an efficiency of 30 percent when AR-coated. The enhanced effect occurs at all light intensities investigated, and cells have been operated at current densities of nearly 0.4 A/cm$^2$, or over 10 times the current density of a silicon solar cell in space.

The oxide layers reported on here were thermally grown in air at temperatures between 100° and 200°C. The oxide films are apparently patchy and nonuniform, thus the ultimate enhancement in efficiency has not been obtained. Increasing the oxide thickness increases the value of the empirical factor $n$, through at the same time it increases the value of the pre-exponential part of $J_D$. The diode current departs from purely thermionic emission as the thickness increases, thus tending to lower the increase in voltage. The *net* effect though, is to substantially raise the voltage to some unknown limit, before which the series resistance of the oxide film degrades the curve factor of the light I-V curve. This occurs at about 50-Å thickness depending on the light intensity level being used.

An explanation for such a marked effect is not completely understood at this time, but undoubtedly is related to the density of surface states at the oxide-semiconductor interface. The presence of an interfacial layer modifies the transmission coefficient of the barrier, and hence, the value of $J_D$ at a given bias. Since there will be a bias dependent voltage drop across the insulating layer, there will also be a reduced dependence of the semiconductor surface potential on bias leading to an increased value of $n$ in the expression for $J_D$. The degree of the effect on the value of $n$ depends on whether the interface states are in better communication with the metal or with the semiconductor. The analysis of the interfacial effect on $n$ for dark current-voltage curves was first reported by Card and Rhoderick (ref. 2), who showed that increasing the oxide thickness (on silicon) increases the communication between the interface states and the semiconductor, and in
turn, increases the value of \( n \). We have been able to double the value of \( n \), although the afore-mentioned increase in the pre-exponential term limits the corresponding increase in voltage to some degree.

Our current effort is to improve and optimize the oxidation process and to better understand the underlying physics of the enhanced effect, with a goal of 40 percent efficiency at any wavelength in the visible.
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Figure 1.— AMOS solar cell.

Figure 2.— Schottky barrier cells.

Figure 3.— Current generation.
Figure 4. — Determination of collection efficiency.

\[
\frac{J_e}{A_0} = \frac{1}{q} \left( 1 + \frac{n}{N} \right) e^{\frac{q(V - IR_s)}{nkT} - \frac{1}{a}}
\]

Figure 5. — Solar cell equations.

Figure 6. — Optical characteristics.

Figure 7. — Effect of higher band gaps.

Figure 8. — Ternary compounds of Ga As.

Figure 9. — Absolute spectral response.
Figure 10.— Multilayer Schottky barrier solar cell.

Figure 11.— AMOS solar cell.

Figure 12.— Light 1-V characteristic.

Figure 13.— Radiation resistance.
DISCUSSION

**Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates** — I assume all these results were recorded at room temperature?

**Dick Stirn:** Yes.

**Ned Rasor:** I wonder if you could mention how high you could go and not get well out of this performance range.

**Dick Stirn:** That’s a very pertinent question, of course, and I did mean to mention that at the beginning but overlooked it. All photovoltaic devices, of course, have this problem. It comes in the reverse saturation current since there is a temperature dependence. As one increases temperature, the output drops. In silicon its like 2 mV/°C and that corresponds in sunlight to about 2 mW/°C. Normally with PN junction devices as you go up in band gap this improves, the source of this reverse saturation current in a junction is related to the diffusion current and that’s related to the band gap, But, unfortunately, for a Schottky barrier device its thermionic current and who knows what with the oxide layer AMOS cell. We don’t know for sure since we haven’t yet investigated its temperature dependence. But for the thermionic emission, of course, that has different temperature characteristics and in practice its turning out to be comparable to that of silicon. So even though we are working with a higher band gap, the temperature characteristics are similar to silicon and we would expect to see that kind of decrease. So we predict that its going to be about 2 mV/°C loss and you can carry that as far as you like. The big question is how high these will be operated at, of course. That’s hard to say — it depends on the system we are finally going to talk about. Certainly, even if we could shield the cells from the sun by orientation or with a narrow band filter, this would help a lot. A solar panel stabilizes at about 60°C. How well heat sinked these are and radiate to outer space will determine their temperature.

**Mark Wrighton, M. I. T.** — What is the highest absolute current you have been able to achieve?

**Dick Stirn:** We haven’t particularly shot for that; we haven’t even ran the laser at full power. We are just putting on AR coatings which will remove a 40 percent loss. Dr. Lundholm was there the other day. What was it — gallium arsenide that we stuck on which did have an AR coat? I remember that we were running about 0.5 A/cm² I think with the laser we have now, we can run up to 1 A/cm².

**Joe Horwath, Lockheed** — It is well known that the quantum efficiency for light generation from gallium arsenide can be dramatically improved by lowering the temperature to, for example, 77°K. Have you, in fact, lowered your temperatures to see what the efficiencies become?

**Dick Stirn:** I don’t think the collection efficiencies will change much with temperature; of course you are referring to the inverse processes. But for electrical output, the inverse process — conversion — the current is relatively insensitive to temperature. What will happen is the voltage will go up. Thus the inverse of what Ned Rasor mentioned will happen — the voltage will increase by 2 mV/°C down until other processes take over. Thus the efficiency goes up even higher.

**Joe Horwath, Lockheed** — But there is no, abrupt nonlinear type effect?

**Dick Stirn:** Not that I am aware of; physically I can’t see of any.

**Dick Pantell, Stanford** — The use of AR coatings means that you have to be concerned about orientation.

**Dick Stirn:** That’s true — we always assume normal incidence. In the system they would be on panels which you assume will be oriented for the beam so the cosine of the angle, even for 20°, will be small.
Dick Pantell, Stanford — But with interference multilayer films this will be quite sensitive — much more sensitive than a cosine law.

Dick Stirn: No, we will use a very simple layer AR coating, and this should not be very orientation-sensitive.

Joe She, Colorado State University — I guess these Schottky barrier devices are only applicable to wavelengths shorter than 0.9 μ? Could you comment on the possibility of extension to longer wavelengths?

Dick Stirn: They are not very attractive. The same is true with PN junctions. The problem is that the voltage is dropping. As you go to lower and lower band gaps the reverse saturation current keeps increasing just as if you were going up in temperature. For larger than 1 μ of course, you would have to leave silicon. And the band gap and Schottky Barrier will be small, so that the voltage output will be small. This oxide might help, but you still will only have about one-half volt output.

Joe Horwath, Lockheed — Except for gallium arsenide phosphide, I really don’t see that the economics of the system are ever going to be in favor of Schottky barrier devices of the type you mentioned as opposed to the silicon devices.

Dick Stirn: Are you talking about terrestrial use or space use where in the latter case you can tolerate a high cost for performance? The present Schottky substrates are about five times that of silicon; with mass production they tell me this can be lowered to two and one-half times. As long as you brought that up — let me mention that one of the reasons for working on Schottky barriers is that the approach should lend itself to polycrystalline thin films, unlike other photovoltaic devices. We are going to look into this for the terrestrial solar energy program in the very near future. Because the Schottky is made by a low temperature process, without too much loss in efficiency this could be adapted to a polycrystalline thin film which will cut down the cost tremendously.
HIGH PHOTOVOLTAGES IN FERROELECTRIC CERAMICS

Philip S. Brody

Harry Diamond Laboratories

INTRODUCTION

Photovoltaic effects which seem specifically connected with ferroelectricity have only a brief history. Weak steady photocurrents in flux-grown single crystals were observed by Chynoweth (ref. 1) in the middle 1950s. These were seen in connection with studies of pyroelectricity and polarization of surface layers in single crystals. A similar effect, observed by Brody and Michael Vrabel in 1968 (ref. 2), originated in pyroelectric surface regions of disordered ferroelectric ceramic barium titanate. The photo-emf's were clearly related to a remanent polarization within these layers exhibiting the same temperature dependence as this polarization. The emf's were considerably less than 1V.

A high-voltage effect was observed by Brody in polarized barium titanate ceramic in 1971 (ref. 3), and soon afterward in other polarized ferroelectric ceramics (ref. 4). The high emf was proportional to the sample length. Such a phenomenon is usually called a high voltage — bulk photovoltaic effect. High-voltage effects have been previously observed in ZnS single crystals by Merz (ref. 5). A length dependent photo-emf also appears in evaporated polycrystalline films of semiconductors in which the evaporation source was at an angle to the substrate. These are fairly well known from the work of Pensak (ref. 6) and others.

The photovoltaic effect in ferroelectric ceramics is characterized by a high photo-emf parallel to remanent polarization and proportional to its magnitude. The emf is proportional to sample length in the direction of polarization, and generally to the number of grains per unit length. A rectangular slab with electrodes on opposing edges, such as that shown in figure 1, uniformly and steadily illuminated on its unobscured face, appears as a source comprised of an intensity-saturable emf in series with a photoresistance. For saturation intensities there appears a steady short-circuit current depending linearly on intensity. The current also depends strongly on the wavelength peaking sharply for light with energy in the vicinity of the band-gap energy. Typically in these materials, this is the near ultraviolet or violet. The emf is also, but less strongly, dependent on wavelength.

We have measured the short-circuit current and photo-emf for various ceramics including barium titanate, lead metaniobate, and lead titanate — lead zirconate solid solutions, these latter with niobium, strontium and lanthanum additives. Results include emf's of 1500 V/cm in centimeter-size samples of small-grain-size Pb(Zr_{65} Ti_{35})O_3 with 7 percent lead substituted for by lanthanum — a hot pressed ceramic known as PLZT 7/65/35. In the ceramic Pb(Zr_{53} Ti_{47})O_3 plus 1 wt% Nb_2O_5 the saturation photo-emf is about 500 V/cm and the short-circuit current, for the wavelength producing the peak current, is about 1 μA/cm/W/cm^2. This last material is the best material that we have measured thus far in terms of energy conversion. A short-circuited sample converts 0.06 percent of incident light to electrical energy.
From the viewpoint for energy conversion, such a number is discouraging. However, up to the present we have done no material research and have used materials that are commercially produced for their piezoelectric or electro-optical properties. There are undoubtedly ways to increase efficiency. In this light it should be remembered that the efficiency of the first photocells using cuprous oxide did not exceed 0.1 percent (ref. 7).

The experimental results will be described in greater detail, and completing this, a mechanism for the effect will be proposed.

PHENOMENA

The steady voltage produced is proportional to the length, $l$, between the electrodes in an arrangement such as that shown in figure 1. Dividing the sample in two equal segments along a line perpendicular to the direction of remanent polarization and placing new electrodes on the cut edges results in new samples producing photo-emf's which are one-half the original photo-emf.

An arrangement such as that shown in figure 1 can be described roughly by an equivalent circuit shown in figure 2. This circuit has a saturation photo-emf in series with the photosensitivity of the illuminated sample. The sample capacitance $C$ is across the electrodes. Figure 3 is the current-voltage characteristic of a typical illuminated ferroelectric slab. It has the form expected from the equivalent circuit in figure 2, except for the slight tendency to saturation in the lower-left quadrant. The photo-emf saturates as a function of intensity at relatively low levels of illumination. The short-circuit photocurrent is, however, linear with light intensity. Typical results showing the intensity dependence are shown in figure 4. The implication of these results and of the equivalent circuit in figure 2 is that the photosensitivity is inversely proportional to intensity.

Photo-emf's and short-circuit currents for a number of ferroelectric materials are shown in table 1. The photo-emf is also a function of grain size. Results showing this are given in table 2.

The wavelength dependences of the photo-emf and photocurrent for Pb(Zr$_{53}$Ti$_{47}$)$_2$O$_3$ + 1 wt% Nb$_2$O$_5$ shown in figure 5, are typical of these materials. The current (ordinate) is that produced by illumination contained in a small band, of about $\pm 10$ nm, about the wavelength indicated on the abscissa. A mercury source and notch-type dichroic filters were used. The total intensity within each band was only roughly constant. Therefore, the current that has been plotted has been normalized to constant intensity – assuming that the relation between current and intensity is linear.

The photo-emf is less strongly dependent on wavelength. Results for a particular material, using notch-type dichroic filters are shown also in figure 5. These values are saturation values, independent of intensity.

Similar results for the same material using dichroic, short wavelength cutoff filters are shown in figure 6. Here it is seen that high emf's continue to be produced at wavelengths shorter and also considerably longer than the 373-nm wavelength at which the short circuit current peaks.
In the arrangement shown in figure 1 the direction of polarization, and consequently the
direction of the photo-emf, is perpendicular to the direction of incidence of the light, which is also
the direction in which the light is strongly absorbed. The light only enters into a region near the
surface of the material. The rapidity of the absorption depends strongly on the wavelength of the
light, the light becoming fully absorbed in a region closer and closer to the surface as the wavelength
of the light approaches the band-gap wavelength. For shorter wavelengths, the light no longer enters
the material, and light-induced emf vanishes.

Polishing the surfaces of these materials increases the transparency by decreasing the amount
of diffuse reflection. Then, as expected, the magnitudes of the photocurrent and the photovoltaic
conversion efficiency increase.

An emf will also be produced by the arrangement shown in figure 7, in which the front surface
electrode is transparent. The emf now appears across the thickness of the material in the direction
of the remanent polarization. The currents, however, are limited by the high dark-resistance of the
unilluminated region of the sample.

MECHANISM

We now propose that the photo-emf results from the action of internal fields within individual
ceramic grains on non-equilibrium carriers generated by illumination. These carriers move to screen
the internal field. This is a change in charge distribution upon illumination, which changes the
voltage across a grain from an initial value of zero to the photovoltages that are observed.

The photo-emf's appear across individual ceramic grains. What is observed as a
length-dependent high photovoltage is the series sum of the photo-emf's appearing across grains,
each of which is characterized by a saturation remanent polarization. The situation is shown
schematically in figure 8. Individual grains are small, typically of the order of 10 μ in diameter. To
produce a high photovoltage-per-unit-length in the ceramic, the voltage across an individual grain
need not be large. For example, the results in table 2 for Pb(₀.₆₅Zr₀.₃₅Ti)O₃ (7% La) can be
explained by individual grain photovoltage of only about 0.5 V per grain. The implication of the
experimental results (table 2 and figure 5) is that for the range of grain sizes investigated, the
photo-emf across a grain is more or less independent of the size of the grain.

ORIGIN OF INTERNAL FIELDS

Ferroelectric ceramics are characterized by a large remanent polarization that would be
expected to produce a large emf even in the dark. Such an emf is not observed even across highly
insulating materials. This absence of an emf must be the result of space charge within the volume or
on the surface of the individual ceramic grains. The space charge produces a potential across a grain
cancelling the potential produced by the net polarization. It seems obvious that as long as there are,
within a grain, charges that are free to move, any potential produced by an internal polarization will
eventually vanish.
In our argument this dark zero-potential state produced by the presence of space charge is assumed to be the initial state of a ceramic grain. The absence of a net potential in the dark does not however necessarily mean the absence of internal fields. Internal fields can be expected to exist as a consequence of an extended but not uniform spatial distribution of the charges which bring the net potentials across grains to zero. These spatial distributions cannot be arbitrarily assigned but are subjected to constraints of a basic physical nature.

Were there no space charge producing a field negating the bound polarization charge, there would be a potential across a grain. The electric field within this grain would, however, be well above the dielectric breakdown strength of a real dielectric. For example, in a single-domain ferroelectric crystal of barium titanate, the spontaneous polarization is $P_s = 26 \times 10^{-2} \text{C/m}$, and the relative dielectric constant $\varepsilon_r$ in the direction of polarization is 137. The maximum field in the materials would not exist for long but be reduced to some value below the dielectric strength of the material. The strong field would break down the material and a charge flow would produce a space charge distribution, resulting in a new lower value for the internal fields within the bulk of such a crystal. The fields within the space charge layers themselves do not produce an additional breakdown within the layers. The mean free path of the charges involved have now become larger than the layer thickness itself, resulting in the elimination of the breakdown phenomena, an avalanche process.

We assume that such a space-charge distribution exists within each grain. The space charge serves to reduce the potential across each grain to zero. Such charges are assumed to have limited mobility and the materials behave as insulators for ordinary-strength applied fields.

The space charge must occupy a finite volume. If these charges are localized near the surface of the crystal, then an internal field $E_b$ exists within the bulk of the material, and additional fields $E_s$ exist in the space charge regions near the surface.

Reasons for hypothesizing that these space-charge regions are near the surface of real crystals with the charge distributed within a surface layer of small thickness $\ell$ are the following. (First, the surface regions ferroelectric crystals are characterized by regions whose dielectric, ferroelectric, and thermodynamic properties differ markedly from that of the bulk and these differences are best explained by the existence of strong fields in this region that would be produced by the space charge. There is a considerable body of information in the literature supporting the existence and delineating the properties of these layers (see, for example, ref. 8). Second, the interplay of space charge and the very nonlinear dielectric constant of ferroelectrics would be expected to localize space charge in a low dielectric-constant layer near the surface. In ferroelectrics unusually high, low-field relative dielectric constants (of the order of 1000) can be expected to be reduced in value with increasing field strength. Thus, charge in a region reduces the region’s dielectric constant of that region, and increasing its field strength. This feedback mechanism can be shown to localize charge within a layer (ref. 9).

A schematic description of a hypothetical grain, with space charge regions of thickness $s$, and a bulk region of thickness $\ell$, is shown in figure 9. The grain has within the bulk region a dielectric constant $\varepsilon_b$ and uniform remanent polarization $P_0$. Within the surface layers the dielectric constant, $\varepsilon_s$, is considerably less than that of the bulk. There are also remanent polarizations in the surface regions $P_s(x)$. These will generally be parallel to the bulk polarization at one end and anti-parallel at the other end. It is the space charge that produces the high fields which reduce the highly nonlinear
dielectric constant of the bulk to the lesser value $E_S$ in the surface layers, and also produce a remanent polarization by ordering domains within the surface. The fields within the grain can be easily calculated using the two-dimensional model shown in figure 10.

The remanent polarizations within the various regions are assumed to be uniform within these regions. This is done to simplify the calculations. Again, only for simplicity, the polarizations in the surface layers and the bulk are assumed equal in magnitude (that is, $P_S(x) = P_o$). The space-charge densities $\pm n_o e$ are also assumed uniform and equal in magnitude. The polarizations are equivalent to four bound-surface charge densities,

$$\sigma_1 = P_o, \sigma_2 = -2P_o, \sigma_3 = 0, \sigma_4 = P_o$$

From Gauss's law, the electric fields are

$$E_1 = \frac{1}{\epsilon_s} (P_o + n_o e x), \quad (1)$$

$$E_2 = \frac{1}{\epsilon_b} (-P_o + n_o e s), \quad (2)$$

$$E_3 = \frac{1}{\epsilon_s} [-P_o + n_o e (L-x)] \quad (3)$$

We have assumed that the voltage across the crystal vanishes

$$\int_0^{L+2s} E(\alpha) \, d\alpha = 0 \quad (4)$$

The variables $n_o$ and $s$, from this and the three preceding equations, must be related by the expression

$$n_o e s = \frac{P_o}{1 + \frac{\epsilon_b s}{\epsilon_s L}} \quad (5)$$

and the bulk field must be

$$E_2 = -\frac{P_o}{\epsilon_b} \left( \frac{s \epsilon_b}{L} \frac{\epsilon_b}{\epsilon_s} \right) \quad (6)$$
ORIGIN OF THE PHOTO-EMF

To obtain a photo-emf of the correct sign it is now assumed that illumination has the effect of producing charges that screen only the internal field, $E_2$, causing it to vanish. The negative voltage vanishes and a positive potential appears across the sample. The light makes the sample look more positive. This is exactly what happens using the conventions of figure 10, as the result of a thermally produced decrease in polarization of the bulk. The pyroelectric voltage is in the same direction as the photovoltage. This is what is actually observed.

Thus, light-generated free electrons, produced only within the bulk, set up a counter-field that tends to cancel the bulk field, $E_2$, producing a voltage drop across the bulk that is less than would occur in a completely insulating medium; this is what is meant by the term screening. At sufficiently high intensities the counter-field approaches the bulk-field. Assuming the shielding occurs only in the bulk, the total voltage across the grain is now the sum of the voltage across the surface layers, which are equal but opposite in sign to that initially across the bulk.

Surface layers in barium titanate ceramic grains have been estimated at $10^{-6}$ cm (ref. 8). The remanent polarization typical of the ceramic material is about $8 \times 10^{-2}$ C/m$^2$; the relative dielectric constant of the poled ceramic is about 1300. We will estimate that the high-field dielectric constant is roughly one half the bulk dielectric constant. From equation (6) the bulk-field, for a typical $10^{-3}$ cm grain is,

$$E_2 = -0.35 \text{ V}$$

The saturation photo-emf would thus be 350 V/cm, or at least of that order of magnitude.

The potential across the surface layer is

$$\int_0^s E_1 \, dx + \int_0^s E_2 \, dx = (n_0 \varepsilon_0) s$$

The saturation photo-emf and the polarization are therefore related linearly in the model, as is experimentally observed.

It should be noted that, as the temperature increases, not only is $P_0$ decreasing, but the dielectric constant, $\varepsilon_0$, is undoubtedly increasing. The saturation photo-emf might therefore be expected to decrease with temperature more rapidly than the remanent polarization. Such a behavior has been observed in BaTiO$_3$ + 5wt% CaTiO$_3$ ceramic (ref. 4).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Summarized, our suggestion is that the emf's (and currents) arise from the presence of photoconductor-insulator sandwiches in the presence of space-charge-produced internal fields. The experimental results are in general agreement with the theory. Nevertheless, the model remains so
over-simplified that the possibility of the agreement being fortuitous is a reasonable one. Quite different explanations for high photo-emfs in ferroelectrics have been propounded by Johnson (ref. 10) and others in connection with studies of light-induced refractive index changes in lithium-niobate single crystals.

The experimental results are significant, however, when taken alone. They suggest a general phenomenon in ferroelectric ceramics, significant in magnitude and with unique characteristics. We not only have a consistent producer of high-voltage photoelectricity but a photo-battery, the polarity and magnitude of which can be switched by application of an electrical signal. It is also a phenomenon involving cheap polycrystalline materials. Certainly it warrants further investigation, especially from a materials point of view.
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### TABLE 1. PHOTOVOLTAIC OUTPUTS AT WAVELENGTHS PRODUCING MAXIMUM SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Illumination wavelength, nm</th>
<th>Photo-emf, V/cm</th>
<th>Photocurrent, μA/cm/W/cm²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BaTiO₃ + 5wt% CaTiO₃</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLZT 7/65/35, polished</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLZT 8/65/35, polished</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb(Zr₅₀Ti₄₇) + 1wt% Nb₂O₅, unpolished</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb(Zr₅₀Ti₄₇) + 1wt% Nb₂O₅, polished</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 2. PHOTO-emf FOR DIFFERENT GRAIN SIZE
(The material is PLZT 8/65/35.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grain size, μ</th>
<th>Photo-emf, V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greater than 6</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.— Schematic of an illuminated sample.

Figure 2.— The equivalent circuit of an illuminated sample. \( C \) is the sample capacitance.

Figure 3.— Current vs applied voltage for an illuminated sample.

Figure 4.— Intensity dependence of photo-emf and photocurrent for a typical material.

Figure 5.— Spectral behavior of photocurrent and photo-emf for \( \text{Pb}(\text{Zr}_{0.53}\text{Ti}_{0.47})\text{O}_3 + 1\text{wt}\% \text{Nb}_2\text{O}_5 \).

Figure 6.— Spectral dependence of photocurrent and photo-emf for \( \text{Pb}(\text{Zr}_{0.53}\text{Ti}_{0.47})\text{O}_3 + 1\text{wt}\% \text{Nb}_2\text{O}_5 \).
Figure 7. - Light incident through transparent electrode. P₂ is the retained polarization.

Figure 8. - EMPs across grains adding to produce a length-dependent effect in a ceramic.

Figure 9. - Structure of a grain.

Figure 10. - 2-D model of a grain.
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DISCUSSION

Joe She, Colorado State University — Is there a phase transition temperature in these materials?

Philip Brody: Yes, the phase transition in barium titanate is at 120°. You have to operate below the phase transition which is at 465°C for the material which has the highest efficiency that I have examined so far. It drops linearly with the temperature, but the current goes up. With the PZT materials I've gone up to 120°C and the power is not dropping. That is, the current is going up with temperature while the voltage is going down.

Dick Stirn, J. P. L. — From the last slide, are you interpreting the high voltage as from one grain of material rather than a series effect?

Philip Brody: Well, the voltage appears across a grain but the high voltage is a series effect. Each grain only has about one-half volt across it. I've also looked at single crystal barium titanate and seen the order of one volt. However, I've just gotten some recent measurements in lead niobate which are producing about forty volts per centimeter in a true bulk effect.

Dick Stirn, J. P. L. — You recognize, of course, that the large series resistance of these materials will limit their usefulness for power conversion; even one tenth of an ohm will be a problem.

Philip Brody: Right, although it has not yet been examined at high laser intensities. Perhaps it will blow up before high currents are achieved. However, this is a new phenomena and it needs investigation. It seems that it would find its greatest use in production of high voltages at somewhat reduced powers.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — I assume that you haven't made any estimates or projections of the energy conversion efficiency.

Philip Brody: I did the simplest thing you could do. I said what is the photon energy and how many volts is the electron dropping and it comes to 20 to 30 percent.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — The problem comes, of course, whether you can deliver that at one volt and with a reasonable current density. My thought is that perhaps this device could operate in a periodic discharge mode. Since the capacitance is too great, what you are looking at is merely the sort of leakage, whereas if you charged and discharged on a periodic basis you could perhaps get around the impedance problem.

Philip Brody: Yes, that's true. We operate in the static or dc mode to separate this effect from pyrolytic effects, however you could go in a charge-discharge mode to achieve large currents. The efficiency would not increase, however.

Max Garbuny, Westinghouse — Have you tried a Q-switched laser pulse on these materials?

Philip Brody: No, we have been so short of money that even the cost of $2000 to replace a laser tube right now is holding up the research. In the future we hope to be able to.
OPTICAL ELECTRONICS

A. Javan

Physics Department, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

In the radio and microwave frequency region, the science of electronic devices operating on the principles of alternating currents flowing through the device elements, is broadly known as radio and microwave-electronics. Its vast discipline encompasses the whole technology of classical electronic devices made up of vacuum tubes and solid state elements along with lumped circuits or distributed components; oscillators, amplifiers, converters, counters, etc., are just a few examples.

Quantum electronics, on the other hand, is based on entirely different principles. In this case, instead of electric current flow through individual device elements, electrons resonating in atoms or molecules determine the device properties. These devices are, accordingly, based on quantum mechanical concepts rather than classical; maser oscillators and amplifiers, quantum counters, etc., are examples of these in the radio and microwave frequency regions.

In order for an element to allow an alternating current at a high frequency to flow through it, its time constant, \( \tau \), must be less than or comparable to the period, \( T \), of the alternating frequency current. An element's time constant is determined by its own inherent speed and the RC time constant of the lumped circuit to which it is coupled. In addition to this time domain requirement, a vast majority of radio or microwave electronic applications demand that the overall size of an element and its associated lumped circuit components be less than the wavelength corresponding to the alternating current frequency. This latter condition obviates problems due to phase shifts which can occur over distances larger than one wavelength and results in cancellation whenever the current through an element runs out of phase with respect to the voltage wave.

In the low radio frequency region, the dimensions of the component elements (that is, the vacuum tubes, transistors, tank-circuits, etc.) are generally considerably less than a wavelength. At higher frequencies, however, it is possible to distribute these components over distances exceeding several wavelengths; in these, the phases of currents in the various elements are kept in step with the voltage wave to prevent the cancellation.

In quantum electronics, one usually does not think in these terms; however, analogies exist — for one, an atom or a molecule's time constant is sufficiently short, allowing it to respond to frequencies where its resonances lie. And as for the phase consideration, we note that here inherently we deal with a distributed system with atoms or molecules filling volumes of dimensions exceeding a wavelength. The atoms' keeping up with the spatial phase of the electromagnetic wave follows from the laws of stimulated emission of radiation or the phase-matching criterion of the parametric processes. As a result, neither the time constant nor the phase requirements were at any time in the past a problem in our efforts to extend quantum-electronic devices into the optical regions; this became a reality with the advent of lasers early in the 1960s.

Extensions of radio and microwave electronics into optics, however, have required devising a high-speed element of microscopic size with a time constant less than an optical period and dimension less than one light wavelength. Starting in the mid-1960s, in a continuing series of
research efforts (refs. 1 and 2), we succeeded in making a two-terminal high-speed junction element capable of responding at very high frequencies. And with it we have shown that it should be possible to extend the whole science of radio and microwave electronics into the far-infrared, infrared, and eventually the visible regions. While this is still in its infancy, these experiments, (which include some recent and as yet unpublished MIT works), show the future possibilities in this whole new set of technology, which we now identify as Optical Electronics.

Naturally, as in quantum electronics, optical electronic devices will be expected to fulfill substantially different types of need, compared to their counterpart devices in the radio or microwave regions. Similarly, optical electronic applications will lie in enormously different areas than existing laser applications. And the two fields in combination promise to play major parts in such diverse uses as advanced computer memory and holographic imaging schemes in real-time. Much further work, however, is needed to reduce these far-reaching possibilities (which are in large part as yet theoretical) to practice.

In these, the research workhorse will have to be highly-specialized microelectronic methods; examples include photolithography, electron-lithography, X-ray lithography, etc. Inspection shows that, with thin-film microelectronics, it should be possible to form on a substrate, for instance, an L-C tank-circuit of micro-size dimensions with a resonance frequency in the far-infrared or infrared. Such a tank-circuit can be integrated to a microscopic two-terminal high-speed deposited junction with nonlinear I—V characteristics. Such a unit can be used, e.g., as a phase bi-stable subharmonic parametric oscillator, driven with an external laser beam. Or, for a similar junction with a negative differential conductivity, the unit can be made to self-oscillate.

A useful tank-circuit will not necessarily be required to have a high-Q. For this, we need to be reminded that a radio-frequency oscillator can be made with an L-C circuit consisting of a coil and a capacitance with a Q of five or ten (occupying volumes with dimensions much less than a wavelength). An analogous situation can be envisaged for a deposited circuit forming the L-C tank of an oscillator, designed to oscillate, e.g., at a submillimeter frequency (see figure 1). Such an oscillator would not be a power oscillator, and, in fact, it might be used as an active unit internal to a device, (say in the form of a local oscillator), and with little or no energy coupled out of it.

Other embodiments can be envisaged in which a high-speed junction with negative differential conductivity is used as a bi-stable element, forming a high-speed flip-flop. This, along with a host of other possibilities, has far-reaching high-speed computer memory applications. For instance, an integrated system consisting of a large number of unit-cells can be envisaged in which all signal leads to the individual unit-cells are eliminated and, instead, each cell is communicated by light pulses (or with electron beams). (In the existing computer memory systems, the stray lead-capacitance limits the speed.)

One can also envisage a system in which the necessary bias-field for an active element is provided by integrating it to a deposited power supply consisting, e.g., of small rectifiers powered by an external radiation field. All these can, in principle, be done by focused laser beams or via integrated optics.

A summary of some early experiments and their immediate implications is as follows. The various developments followed the advent of a high-speed two-terminal junction element of microscopic dimension with a nonlinear I-V characteristic, and capable of supporting alternating
currents at infrared frequencies (refs. 3 through 5). The element is used at these high frequencies as a diode, in much the same way as an ordinary rectifier frequency-mixer diode is used at radio frequencies. The optical diode consists of a metal-dielectric-metal junction in which the high-speed electric conduction process occurs due to quantum mechanical electron tunneling across the dielectric barrier. In a series of experiments, we have shown that, when subjected to an infrared radiation, alternating frequency current at the frequency of the applied radiation can flow through the junction. This takes place following the nonlinear I-V characteristics, which results in a sizable distortion of the infrared frequency current waveform. In fact, it is possible to clip the waveform and produce a square-wave at the corresponding frequency. Further, the current rectification results in conversion of the applied sine-wave to a dc voltage appearing across the diode. Two different frequencies can be mixed in the diode, with the result that detectable infrared radiation is emitted from the diode at new synthesized frequencies (ref. 6). In addition, it has been possible to mix in the diode two infrared frequencies differing by more than several octaves, and thus compare the two precisely (ref. 7). This has enabled constructing a frequency multiplier chain to compare a laser frequency with a microwave clock. By now, the method has been used at MIT and a number of centers internationally, to determine precisely the frequency of laser radiation in highly accurate spectroscopic observation, and in precise measurements of the speed of light; major contributions have been made to this field by K. Evenson (ref. 8), J. Hall (ref. 9), and their colleagues at NBS. The MIT activities have now shifted to the exploitation of the high-speed junction elements in optical electronic devices outlined in this report.

The early models of the diode consisted of a mechanically-contacted unit. In a recent major advance, a new version of the diode element is developed in which the element is printed on a substrate (ref. 10). This is done by thin-film vacuum deposition and the application of photolithography and micro-electronics. The junction is integrated to a small infrared-frequency antenna for coupling to the radiation field. With this method, instead of one diode element, it is now possible to deposit simultaneously a large number of them and, when desired, distribute them in the form of a phased-array configuration at infrared wavelengths. Among several new applications, a two-dimensional array of these high-speed diodes can make possible superheterodyne imaging in infrared; the holographic application mentioned above is based on this principle.

In a series of as yet unpublished MIT works, we are able to show that, in our high-speed metal-dielectric-metal junction, it should be possible to control the growth of the dielectric layer (which is required to have a thickness under 10 Å) and, in fact, reproduce tunneling barriers whose properties are known from previous experiments on large-area tunneling junctions. (The latter junctions are low-speed, with cutoffs in the MHz region.) The large body of the existing theoretical and experimental information in quantum mechanical electron tunneling in large area metal-dielectric-metal junctions (refs. 11 and 12) can now be extended to our case. We now know that it should be possible to construct high-speed junctions with I-V characteristic curves resembling the previously known low-speed junctions. For instance, it is known that, in a multi-barrier tunneling junction, or in a Josephson tunneling junction between two dissimilar superconductors, I-V characteristics with negative differential conductivity can be obtained; we can now expect to manufacture high-speed versions of these same junctions for use as bi-stable elements and other computer application. Furthermore, there are cases in which the nonlinearities of the I-V curves are known to be very large (ref. 13). Estimates show that if these are reproduced in the form of high-speed junctions, conversion of an applied radiation to dc voltages by rectification in such junctions can be obtained with nearly unity efficiency. Beyond these, it is to be noted, multi-terminal high-speed elements of microscopic dimensions can also be envisaged. A high-speed
triode, for instance, would make possible new classes of high-frequency amplifiers with dimensions of tens of micron or less.

Far from implying that the above are all within an immediate reach, it is to be emphasized that a great deal of high technology research is required to establish all these various possibilities.
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Figure 1.— Tank circuits resonating in the far infrared. Capacitance in the lumped circuits are dominated by the junction capacitance.
DISCUSSION

Ernest Brock, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory — Professor Javan, I believe all of us, in the spirit of your talk, are feeling stimulated response! I wanted to raise the issue of fabrication. The materials you are working with, for example, nickel and chromium, are evaporated and come down as polycrystalline materials, do they not?

Ali Javan: Yes, although we haven’t studied the epitaxy, they probably do. I must mention that a major problem we have with the evaporated junctions, although we can print one or one hundred of them, the yield is very poor. Sometimes the yield is only 1 or 2 percent, at other times we can get to 40 to 50 percent. But there are holes and we have reason to believe they are polycrystalline.

Ernest Brock, LASL — With regard to polycrystalline aspects, we all know that in tunneling phenomena, not only the Fermi level but also the work function are important in establishing the contact potential difference. With a polycrystalline material you have some sort of average work function. If you could work with single crystal surfaces in contact with one another, then one would not have a spectrum, even with nickel and chromium, of the order of a volt of contact potential difference.

Ali Javan: Yes. Could I say that we have seen effects with a few junctions which we could explain as two junctions, one about 6 Å thick, the other about 7 Å thick, but in parallel. Sometimes the average is not random. By all means we have to go into the epitaxy.

Ernest Brock, LASL — One other aspect — with nickel you’re working with a face-centered cubic material. Cadmium, perhaps, comes down hexagonal close packed, perhaps in a cubic modification. So far as going to cool temperatures, the detailed lattice structure would be quite important, you know the k vector, and so I’m wondering if you should be considering the phonon bath in which you are doing this, especially as your techniques become more sophisticated.

Ali Javan: Absolutely. Frankly, there is a whole field ahead and we are just beginning. So much will depend upon what we can do in the areas of microelectronics and thin films. There are only a few sophisticated microelectronics laboratories — we are attempting to duplicate a poor man’s version of one, but much remains to be done. For example, we are looking forward to the possible use of electron microscope techniques for laying down 1000 Å x 1000 Å junctions. Also we wish to control oxide thickness carefully — quite possibly interesting photo emission effects can be seen. I am looking forward to hearing Dr. Gustafson’s talk since he has been working in the interesting visible range of wavelengths which is a marvelous area to study barrier heights i.e. where the wavelength exceeds the barrier height.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — Just a comment relative to the previous question. That is, you do not have to have single crystals to have single work function surfaces. You have a polycrystalline surface and then etch it just to expose a single crystal plane.

Ali Javan: May I also say that another thing enters here and that is that for cross sections like 1000 Å, the current densities in these junctions are extremely high. Thus we shouldn’t think of a one-electron picture where the tunneling electron sees its image charge. We have to consider cooperative phenomena here.
Since the previous laser energy conversion conference, significant progress has been made in understanding the rather detailed phenomena which have characterized optical diode work (see, for example, ref. 1.) Of particular interest to us has been the fact that such structures can couple and rectify infrared and optical radiation in complete analogy to similar structures operating at microwave or radio frequencies. A recent achievement has been a direct demonstration of antenna coupling and rectification characteristics with high resistance evaporated structures at a wavelength of 10 μ. Earlier, optically induced signals had been demonstrated at 6328 Å. We feel that as a result of the 10-μ work that high frequency arrays are inevitable.

The present summary contains a descriptive review of some of the aspects of our own work on metal-barrier-metal structures. Coherent conversion of laser radiation and infrared and optical circuit elements are seen as among the potentially exciting applications of such devices. Figure 1 shows the two basic types of structures which we, as well as others, have utilized for these investigations. Although many of the results have been achieved with the point-contact type of diode structure, recent rapid development of the more stable photo-lithographic structures has also occurred. Some of the particular advantages and disadvantages of each are quite apparent:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diode structure</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point-Contact</td>
<td>Low bulk loss</td>
<td>Mechanical instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small area</td>
<td>Etching problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clean antenna structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporated (Photolithographic or electron beam)</td>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>Large area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ease of design</td>
<td>Thermal problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amenable to arrays and complex configurations</td>
<td>Difficult to obtain low junction resistances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In both the point contact and evaporated structures it is apparent that the primary mechanism involved is electronic tunneling. The appropriate band diagram is shown on the left-hand side of figure 2. The difference between the Fermi levels of the two metals is the applied voltage $eV$ which upsets the dynamical equilibrium of electron exchange across the barrier. Simmons (ref. 2) has deduced the basic semi-classical expression given in figure 2. This is seen to depend exponentially upon the voltage. The characteristic thus displays curvature which can of course be used to rectify and therefore to convert electromagnetic energy to electrical energy.

S. M. Faris has performed extensive rectification experiments at 1.06 $\mu$ and 0.6328 $\mu$, the results of which have been well explained by the rectification theory (ref. 3); that is, that the voltage difference $eV$ between the Fermi levels is in fact the sum of the bias voltage plus an optically induced voltage whose frequency is that of the incident optical radiation. Since these results are published, it is sufficient for the present purposes to provide an outline of the theory and point out the important characteristics which are supported by the experimental observations. Figure 3 contains a summary of the steps in the derivation of the rectification signal in terms of the Bessel functions of an imaginary argument and figure 4 displays the comparison between experiment and theory for the rectification of the He-Ne 6328 A radiation. Experimentally rectified voltage $V_\omega$ is obtained using phase sensitive detection (direct detection arrangement at a chopping frequency of 1 kHz) and is plotted as a function of a dc bias potential $V_B$. Comparing the experimental results with the theoretically predicted behavior, one notes the agreement in curvature and intersection with the $V_\omega = 0$ axis. This behavior depends upon the behavior of the Bessel functions of an imaginary argument and, because the parameter $z$ is directly proportional to the barrier thickness, upon the impedance of the junction as well as the optical voltage.

By fitting the theoretical curves with those measured experimentally one is able to obtain an estimate of the optical voltage and coupling characteristics. One finds that the optical voltage is of the order of 100 mV. Assuming this to be induced across the junction through the whisker acting as an antenna, the effective area of the antenna must of the order of $4 \times 10^{-8}$ cm$^2$. The coupling efficiency is found to be of the order of $10^{-5}$, indicating the expected very poor mismatch.

The success of the rectification experiments has prompted further work in several important directions:

1. Basic experiments in which high frequency antenna coupling could be clearly demonstrated (ref. 4).

2. Basic experiments which would confirm tunneling predictions at high frequencies and the presence of negative differential resistance at high frequencies (ref. 5).

3. Design and demonstration of evaporated (photolithographically fabricated) junctions which would behave similarly to the point contact structure.

4. High frequency arrays which would couple more efficiently to a given laser mode.

Several experimental and theoretical considerations have already demonstrated the principles involved in several of these directions. At this point it is worthwhile considering these and indicating directions in which future effort is most likely to be concentrated.
Generalizing from the particular case of rectification, higher order mixing characteristics of the diode junctions can become considerably more complicated. Relating to the excitation and coupling, the nonlinear mixing can be current controlled rather than voltage controlled, the case considered thus far. In addition, since the quasi-static equations of Simmons describe the nonlinearity it is important to check the validity of theoretical predictions relating higher order mixing processes. Finally, with respect to potential conversion, one should ask whether rectification is the most appropriate process to exploit.

Experimental evidence thus far strongly suggests that the coupling and nonlinear mixing processes can be either voltage or current controlled depending upon the antenna and junction impedance, antenna loss, etc. (ref. 6). In the submillimeter and far-infrared portion of the spectrum current control appears to be almost exclusive.

Figure 5 shows a schematic of a general \((n+1)\)th order mixing process involving two incident frequencies. This is the most common process involved and has been discussed earlier by several authors. For current excitation the RMS voltage at the i.f. frequency \(V_n(\omega_1-n\omega_2)\) is proportional to the \((n+1)\)th derivative of the voltage with respect to the current as indicated in figure 5.

The theoretical results are shown for \(n = 1\) to 6. The minima and maxima, which occur for finite bias voltages and which number \(n\) for \((n+1)\)th order mixing are the most striking characteristic. These can be used to definitively distinguish current from voltage excitation. No such minima would occur for voltage controlled excitation.

These characteristics have been observed experimentally by Sakuma and Evensen (ref. 7). We have included one of their experimental results corresponding to \(n = 5\) in figure 5 to illustrate the striking agreement. In addition to their experimental results, Javan has discussed oscillations in the detected signal and Paris has obtained experimental results at 1.15 \(\mu\) for \(n = 1\) (rectification) which indicate current controlled rectification. The latter is shown in figure 6.

We are presently investigating more general aspects of the mixing theory. In particular we are attempting to employ two diode structures, one as a transmitter and the other as a receiver, to investigate the characteristics directly at 10.6 \(\mu\). This would represent a generalization of the transmission-reception experiments carried out by Javan and others and has been discussed previously. The transmission diode is to be situated on one focus of a half-ellipsoidal cavity configuration and the receiving diode at the other focus. Heterodyne detection at this receiving diode is anticipated.

This experiment has provided a significant guide to the development of better diode structures and consideration of the coupling characteristics. Point contact structures are being replaced by more carefully designed, single junction, photolithographically fabricated structures; eventually arrays will be used. The successful achievement of such an experiment will require fairly sensitive structures whose coupling and junction characteristics are quite well known and designed.

With respect to the development of the photolithographically fabricated structures, significant progress has been made. Recent results are particularly encouraging and warrant optimism. Figure 7 displays the two dimensional single junction structures which are presently being utilized. On a germanium substrate, a nickel base plate is first fabricated. This is then oxidized to obtain an oxide layer \(\approx 15\)–\(\text{Å}\) thick. A gold antenna is then evaporated, the overlap with the nickel base forming the
metal-barrier-metal junction device. The current-voltage characteristic shown indicates that it is a tunneling junction of high quality with a zero bias resistance in the hundreds of kΩ range.

Figure 8 displays the detection characteristics of such a structure at 10.6 μ for a radiation intensity equal to 10 W/cm². The angle is measured between the normal to the substrate surface and the propagation vector of the incident laser beam. Parallel ("\)) polarization represents the electric field polarized along the gold antenna and perpendicular, electric field polarization across the antenna.

For the high impedance structure "\) and \(^ perpendicular polarization give very different results. The peak polarization ratio is \( \approx 20 \), parallel coupling being much larger at an angle of \( \approx 10° \) with respect to the substrate. Verification of the antenna coupling was accomplished by shortening the diode junction thereby preventing rectification. The "signal then behaves similarly to the \(^ perpendicular signal both being characteristic of a \( \cos \theta \) thermally induced signal.

For such an antenna structure we have estimated the optical voltage to be \( 10^{-5} \) to \( 10^{-6} \) V for the 10 W/cm² incident intensity. The angular dependence of the detected signal for \( \) polarization agrees well with that expected from antenna calculations.

We are presently extending these results to obtain resolution of the antenna lobes. We expect to work toward the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum where absorption becomes large and antenna coupling should fail. Figure 9 indicates several possible directions that are being considered. It is quite apparent that the micro-structures will become important as infrared and optical components, particularly in the light of the rapid development which has already occurred.
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Figure 1.— Metal-barrier-metal structures. At the left is shown an electron microscope scan of an etched tungsten wire; point-contact geometry is shown in the center; and the early evaporated two-dimensional structure is at the right.
Figure 2.— Simplified band diagram and current-voltage characteristic of the metal-barrier-metal structure. The expression for $I(V)$ is that deduced by Simmons. Parameter definitions are:

- $E_{F_1}$, $E_{F_2}$: Fermi energies of metals 1 and 2, respectively.
- $\phi_1$, $\phi_2$: work functions of the two metals
- $\Delta \phi = \phi_1 - \phi_2$
- $s$: barrier thickness
- $s_1$, $s_2$: W.K.B. turning points for electrons with energy: $E_{F_2}$
- $\Delta s = s_2 - s_1$, $s_1$, $s_2$: classical turning points
- $eV = eV_B + ev(t) \cos \omega t$, where $V_B$ is the voltage bias
- $f$: forward for which metal 2 is positive with respect to metal one. For opposite bias a similar expression is obtained as shown in figure 3.
- $v(t)$: the induced optical voltage and $\omega$ the optical frequency
- $\lambda$: parameter defining strength of surface charge ($\approx 5 \, \text{Å(eV)}$)
\[ I_f(V) = J_f \left\{ \phi_f \exp(-A_f \phi_f^{1/2}) - (\phi_f + eV) \exp[-A_f (\phi_f + eV)^{1/2}] \right\}; \quad V > 0 \]
\[ I_r(V) = J_r \left\{ (\phi_r - eV) \exp[-A_r (\phi_r - eV)^{1/2}] - \phi_r \exp(-A_r \phi_r^{1/2}) \right\}; \quad V < 0 \]  \hfill (1)

\[ V(t) = V_b + v(t) \cos \omega t \]  \hfill (2)

\[ I_{\text{rect}}(t) = \int_0^\pi I [V_b + v(t) \cos \theta] d\theta / 2\pi \]  \hfill (3)

\[ I_{\text{rect}}(t) \approx J_i \exp(-A_{ib} \phi_{ib}^{1/2}) \left\{ \phi_{ib} [I_0(z_i^r \nu) - 1] + \beta_{ib} v I_1(z_i^r \nu) \right\} - J_i \exp(-A_{ib} \phi_{ib}^{1/2}) \left\{ \phi_{ib} [I_0(z_i^l \nu) - 1] - \beta_{ib} v I_1(z_i^l \nu) \right\} \]  \hfill (4)

\[ z_i = \beta_{ib} A_{ib} (4 \phi_{ib})^{-1/2} \]

Figure 3.— Outline of the derivation of the rectified current \( I_{\text{rect}} \). \( \phi \) is analogous to \( \phi \) but with the 1 and 2 interchanged. Similarly with \( A_f \cdot J_f = -J_r \cdot s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) are the turning points for an electron of energy \( E_{F_f} \) and \( x \) is measured from metal 1 for the reverse \( (r) \) biased case \( (V < 0) \).

In the expression for \( I_{\text{rect}}(t) \), \( i \) is chosen as either \( f \) or \( r \) for \( V > 0 \) or \( V < 0 \), respectively. The subscript \( b \) refers to parameters evaluated at the bias voltage \( V_b \). \( z_i^r \) is the same as \( z_i \) with \( \beta_{ib} \) replaced by \( 1 - \beta_{ib} \). Similarly for \( \phi_{ib} \).

\( I_0 \) and \( I_1 \) are the zero and first order Bessel functions which describe the curvature characteristics of the rectified signal.
Figure 4.— Rectification experiments with He-Ne 6328 Å radiation. Experimental results are shown on the left-hand side; the theoretical comparison on the right-hand side. $V_{\Omega}$ is the phase sensitively detected signal at the chopping frequency of 1 kHz. $V_B$ is the voltage bias.

Figure 5.— Current dependent nonlinear mixing processes in metal-metal-barrier-metal structures. $I_b$ is the current bias; $i_1 \cos \omega_1 t$ and $i_2 \cos \omega_2 t$; currents induced by two incident laser signals at frequency $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ respectively. $V_n^{\text{rms}}$ is the mean square i.f. signal at frequency $\omega_1 - n\omega_2$. The insert shows an experimental curve obtained by Evensen and Sakuma in the sub-millimeter range for $n = 5$. Figure 5 shows curves for $n = 1, 3, 5$. 
Figure 6.— Current rectification at 1.15 μ. The top curve shows $V_1 (n^2_n$ for $n = 1)$ and the bottom curve the theoretical comparison for suitably chosen parameters (ref. 1).

Figure 7.— Photolithographically fabricated metal-barrier-metal structure and associated antenna coupler. The lower curve displays the experimentally measured current-voltage characteristic. The structure is planar, the black background being the nonabsorbing silicon substrate.
(a) The $E_{11}$ signal displays antenna coupling, the $E_1$ signal a thermally induced signal.

(b) High impedance junction (same one as for fig. (8a)) for $E_{11}$ induced signal displays antenna coupling. A short circuit junction (lower curve) shows only the thermal response for $E_{11}$ as well as for $E_1$.

Figure 8.— Antenna coupling and rectification with the evaporated structure of figure 7. The induced rectified voltages are due to 10.6 $\mu$m, 10 W/cm$^2$ of CO$_2$ laser beam intensity. The beam is directed in the plane containing the diode and normal to the substrate surface and $\theta$ is the angle of the propagation vector with respect to the normal. $E_{11}$ represents the electric field polarized along the gold wire and $E_1$, polarized perpendicularly.
Figure 9.— Proposed work using evaporated antenna structures.
DISCUSSION

Max Garbuny, Westinghouse — The cross section of an antenna or atom is of the order of $\lambda^2/2\pi$. Do these junctions exhibit this same cross section?

Ken Gustafson: The $\lambda^2/2\pi$ is appropriate for a dipole antenna. Since our diodes exhibit many lobes, they are no simple dipoles. So the antenna area will depend upon this lobe structure.

Ali Javan: We find that one can characterize the area by something like $\lambda^2$; it turns out that for a 10-\(\mu\) junction it is approximately $(20\ \mu)^2$.

Katasonori Shimada, J. P. L. — The volt-ampere characteristics you show always have a symmetric shape. If you use different metals for example, gold and nickel, could you get a true diode characteristic?

Ken Gustafson: We are looking at that whole question of whether its possible to obtain an asymmetric VI characteristic. It's too early to tell. The problem is that as you examine the theory, the odd order or rectification coefficients come in as the difference between the work functions of the metals. The other coefficients come in as the sum. So to get the characteristic you ask for, we need to use metals with large work function difference. An interesting question is: could this converter be as good as a thermoelectric converter, because the thermionic converter suffers from precisely the same fault — that is, the thermoelectric voltage is proportional to the difference between the two work functions.

Ali Javan, M. I. T.: A comment. If you keep making and breaking a point contact diode, looking for its characteristics with various pressures, or oxide thicknesses, you are able to get occasional asymmetric characteristics. But with our evaporated junctions, they are always symmetrical.

Ken Gustafson: Yes, we have found the same.
It is well known that the efficient lasers we have, approximately 20 percent for CO$_2$ around 10.6 $\mu$m and 60 percent for CO around 5 $\mu$m, have inherent disadvantages for certain types of power transmission. First, since beam divergence scales as $\lambda/D$, we are confronted with either limited range or excessively large optics (e.g., 30-m diameter collection mirror at geostationary orbit for Earth-to-space transmission of 10.6-$\mu$m wavelength) for reasonable transmission efficiency. Secondly, the use of solid state converters is limited to 2$\mu$m and, for maximum efficiency, wavelengths below 1 $\mu$m are desirable. Even if the laser-driven engine is used for conversion, the need for high temperature strength and transmission of the beam entrance window dictates the use of sapphire which has a long wavelength cutoff at about 5.5 $\mu$m. Thus the CO$_2$ laser wavelength would certainly need up-conversion.

For these reasons, we began a study recently to assess the possibility and potential efficiency of using nonlinear up-conversion techniques for the high efficiency type lasers (CO, CO$_2$ and chemical). This paper is a preliminary report on what we believe are some encouraging results. Although the conversion efficiencies are not extremely high, it should be borne in mind that this may be improved as we examine other candidate molecular gases. Also, especially for ground-based laser type missions, one might be more tolerant of overall laser and up-converter efficiency, especially if it reduces the need for many large onboard collection optics systems by area factors of nine, say, or if this overall efficiency exceeds that of the best direct (no up-converter) laser operating at the same wavelength.

Efficient up-conversion of visible laser radiation by third-harmonic and sum-frequency techniques, using metallic vapors with added atomic vapor for phase-matching, has recently been an active and successful area of research (refs. 1 through 4). Very high conversion efficiencies (ref. 5) are attributable to the use of resonance enhancements, particularly a resonance at twice the pump frequency (refs. 4 and 5). In principle, such conversion processes should also be possible for longer wavelength laser radiation. However, the smaller pump photon energy necessitates the use of molecular media for conversion if resonance enhancement is to be used. Molecular systems present certain difficulties: their levels are complex and transition probabilities often unknown. Also, the oscillator strengths among vibrational levels in the ground electronic state of a molecule are either zero or much smaller than those among electronic states of an atom, thus limiting the magnitude of nonlinear interactions. However, as we will show here, this potential problem in the up-conversion process can be eliminated by making use of virtual vibronic (vibration-electronic) transitions which, being primarily electronic transitions have much larger matrix elements and efficient conversion can be achieved with molecular systems.
The energy diagram of a typical molecule is shown in figure 1. Both the ground and excited electronic states are split into rotation-vibrational levels with each denoted by electronic, vibrational, and rotational quantum numbers (e, v, and J). The incident infrared laser frequencies are \( \omega_1 \) and \( \omega_2 \) and the converted (or generated) frequency is \( \omega_3 \). For many molecules, the rotation-vibrational levels in the ground electronic state are well separated in comparison with their linewidths; thus only one pair of such levels, with energy separation \( h\omega_0 \), may be assumed to satisfy the condition of two photon resonance, namely, \( \omega_0 \approx 2\omega_1 \). Only this pair of levels, denoted by \( |g> \text{ and } |a> \) in figure 1, will make a significant contribution to the nonlinear interaction in question.

Because there is no resonance requirement of the rotation-vibrational levels in the excited electronic state, all those levels which are electric-dipole-allowed will participate in the nonlinear process. The energy of all these levels in the excited electronic state may be approximated by their average value \( h\Omega \) because \( \Omega >> \omega_2 \) and \( \omega_3 \). We therefore lump all these excited vibronic levels into a single upper state \( |b> \), and the molecule depicted in figure 1 may be represented by a three-level system with energies \( h\Omega \) for \( |b> \), \( h\omega_0 \) for \( |a> \), and zero for \( |g> \).

The basic difference between the molecular system considered here and the atomic system considered by previous investigators (refs. 1 through 5) is that \( \Omega \) is much greater than \( \omega_3 \). Hence, the only possible resonance enhancement effect which may be used is the two-photon resonance namely, \( \omega_0 = 2\omega_1 \). Because there is no resonance enhancement at \( \omega_3 \) the system considered here would have relatively lower conversion efficiency but, as will be seen, much wider bandwidth than those considered by Harris and Bloom (ref. 6). The simplified expression for the relevant third-order susceptibility for the three level system depicted in figure 1 can be found by standard methods (ref. 7) to be

\[
\chi^{(3)} (\omega_3 = 2\omega_1 + \omega_2) = \frac{1}{4h^3} \frac{\mu_{gb} \mu_{ba} \mu_{ab} \mu_{bg}}{(\omega_0-2\omega_1) + i(\delta\omega_0/2)} \frac{2\Omega - \omega_3 + \omega_2}{(\Omega-\omega_1)(\Omega+\omega_2)(\Omega-\omega_2)}
\]

where \( \mu_{ab} \) is the electronic dipole matrix element between \( |a> \text{ and } |b> \), \( \delta\omega_0 \) is the linewidth of level \( |a> \), and all frequencies are expressed in circular measure. Since \( \Omega >> \omega_1, \omega_2, \text{ and } \omega_3 \), the susceptibility of equation (1) is insensitive to \( \omega_2 \) (and \( \omega_3 \)), and the conversion efficiencies for third harmonic and sum-frequency generation would be comparable. We therefore consider the third harmonic generation only. By setting \( \omega_2 = \omega_1 \) and \( \omega_3 = 3\omega_1 \), the expression needed for \( |\chi^{(3)} (3\omega_1)|^2 \) may be easily obtained from equation (1).

The general expression for the ratio of third harmonic output to pump input, or conversion efficiency, can be written as (refs. 7 through 9)

\[
e = \alpha \eta^4 N^2 |\chi^{(3)} (3\omega_1)|^2
\]

where the wave impedance is \( \eta = \sqrt{\mu/\epsilon} \), \( N \) is the effective molecular concentration (to be explained later), and the value of \( \alpha \) is dependent upon whether the pump beam is unfocussed (plane wave) or is a focussed Gaussian beam in the medium. For the former case, the cross-sectional areas for both the fundamental and third harmonic are the same and hence \( \epsilon_1 = I(\omega_3)/I(\omega_1) \), the intensity ratio, and \( \alpha = \alpha_1 = 9\omega_1 F^2 L^2 (\omega_1) \). The coherence factor is \( F = \sin(\Delta k L/2)/(\Delta k L/2) \),
\[ \Delta k = 6\pi(n_3 - n_1)/\lambda_1, \]  
where \((n_3 - n_1)\) is the refractive index difference for \(\omega_3\) and \(\omega_1\), and \(L\) is the interaction length. For the focussed Gaussian case, the effective cross section of the fundamental is three times that of the third harmonic because the pertinent induced nonlinear polarization is cubic in the electric field (refs. 7 through 9). Then the conversion efficiency, written in terms of powers,  
\[ \epsilon_p = P(\omega_3)/P(\omega_1) \]  
is found using \(\alpha = \alpha_p = (3/4) (\omega_1/\lambda_1)^2 P^2 (\omega_1) |F'|^2\), where \(F'\) is the phase mismatch integral \(I(\Delta k, \xi, \gamma)\) given by Ward and New (ref. 9).

In order to evaluate these efficiencies for a given molecular gas, the matrix elements of individual rotation-vibrational levels between different electric states must be known to calculate \(|\chi(3)(3\omega_1)|^2\). These transition probabilities have been reported (ref. 10) for the \(B^1\Sigma_u^+-X^1\Sigma_g^+\) band system of molecular hydrogen. A slight complication arises because of the difference in statistical weight of para (\(J = 1\)) and ortho (\(J = 0\)) states: at 300°K the ground state population density of the \(J = 1\) level is 65 percent while that of \(J = 0\) is only 13 percent of the total molecular density \(N_0\). To evaluate the product of the four matrix elements in equation (1), a sum over all the rotation-vibrational levels in the excited state must be made. Standard application of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation \(|e, v, J\rangle = |e, v\rangle |J, \mu\rangle\), the rotation sum-rule, and algebraic simplification gives the desired matrix product

\[ M = (2J_a + 1) \left[ \sum_{\nu'} <e''', v_{g'} | \mu | e', \nu' > <e', \nu' | \mu | e'', v_a > \right]^2 \]  

where, for the case considered here, \(J_a = 1, v_g = 0, v_{a} = 1\). With the reported band oscillator strengths \(f_{\nu''} \) for \(B^1\Sigma_u^+-X^1\Sigma_g^+\) of \(H_2\) (table 4 of ref. 10), the linearly polarized dipole matrix elements of equation (3) may be calculated through the relationship, \(f_{\nu''} = 2\Omega m |<e''', v_{\nu''} | \mu | e', \nu' >|^2/h\varepsilon^2\), where \(m\) is the mass and \(\varepsilon\) the charge of the electron. Using the averaged value of the electronic state energy, \(\Omega = 103710 \text{ cm}^{-1}\), we finally obtain \(M = 1.14 \times 10^{-117} (\text{C-m})^4\).

The value of the linewidth, \(\delta \omega_o\) to use in equation (1) is complicated to a certain extent by a pressure dependent quadrupole interaction in hydrogen which produces collision-narrowing (refs. 11 and 12). The full width at 300°K is calculated to be narrowed to less than 16 \(\times 10^{-3}\) \(\text{cm}^{-1}\) for pressures between 1-4 atm with a minimum of 12 \(\times 10^{-3}\) \(\text{cm}^{-1}\) at 2 atm. For simplicity, we will ignore this factor in calculated efficiency and use the Doppler full width of 36.5 \(\times 10^{-3}\) \(\text{cm}^{-1}\), together with an assumed pump frequency of \(\omega_1 = \omega_o/2 = 2077.6 \text{ cm}^{-1}\) (at resonance) to obtain  
\[ |\chi(3)(3\omega_1)|^2 = 1.52 \times 10^{-115} \text{ m}^5\text{V}^{-2}. \]

The conversion efficiencies may now be calculated. Without using special provisions for phase matching, the maximum interaction length is just the coherence length \(L_c = \lambda_1/6(n_3 - n_1)\). Using the standard equation (ref. 13) to calculate the index difference in hydrogen at 300°K, one obtains \(L_c = 240 \text{ cm at 1 atm and } L_c = 60 \text{ cm at 4 atm. For the pressure range of 1-4 atm, } NL_c = 3.83 \times 10^{-25} \text{ m}^{-2}, \text{ approximately pressure independent. Since the intensity conversion efficiency } \epsilon_1 \propto (NL_c)^2, \text{ no enhancement is obtained by increasing the pressure. On the other hand, the power conversion efficiency for the focussed Gaussian beam } \epsilon_p \propto N^2, \text{ and there is a definite advantage in using higher pressures. Of course, both cases must be more closely examined to include the pressure narrowing effect, which cannot be done in this brief note. Using } F = 2/\pi \text{ and } L = L_c, \text{ the calculated } \epsilon_1 \text{ is 10 percent for } I(\omega_1) = 19.9 \text{ MW/cm}^2 \text{ and 30 percent for } I(\omega_1) = 34 \text{ MW/cm}^2. \text{ For the focussed case, we choose the confocal parameter } b \text{ to be three times the interaction length, that is, } (b/L) = 3 \text{ and use the maximum } |F'|^2 \text{ which, according to Miles and Harris (ref. 8), is about 0.5.} \]
The calculated $\varepsilon_p$ is then 10 percent for $P(\omega_1) = 1.80 \text{ MW at } 4 \text{ atm}$. Should the pressure narrowing be included, only 780 kW is necessary to achieve the same efficiency. It should be noted that, for the pressures and laser pulses of interest here, competing processes, such as two-photon absorption (ref. 6) and gas breakdown (ref. 14) occur at intensities around $10^5 \text{ MW/cm}^2$ and therefore should not present a problem.

It has been pointed out by Harris (ref. 15) that the microscopic processes for third harmonic generation with two-photon resonance enhancement and stimulated Stokes-Raman scattering are similar, and that the calculated third harmonic conversion efficiency may be checked independently by existing Raman gain data. We have derived the relationship between the intensity (plane wave) conversion efficiency, $\varepsilon_1$, with $L = L_c$, and the normalized stimulated Raman gain coefficient $g$ as

$$\varepsilon_1 = \left[ \frac{3\omega_1}{\pi\omega_s} \left| \frac{\chi^{(3)}(3\omega_1)}{\chi^R_\omega(\omega_s)} \right| L_c I(\omega_1) g \right]^2 \quad (4)$$

where $\omega_s = \omega_1 - \omega_0$ is the Stokes frequency stimulated by a laser at frequency $\omega_0$, and $\chi^R_\omega(\omega_s)$ is the associated Raman tensor. Using the measured gain (ref. 16) for $\text{H}_2$ at 300$^\circ$K and 1 atm, $L_c = 240$ cm, and the calculated ratio $|\chi^{(3)}/\chi^R_\omega| = 1.107$, we find from equation (4) the pump intensity necessary for 10 percent conversion efficiency to be $39.2 \text{ MW/cm}^2$, a value in favorable agreement with the value of 19.9 MW/cm$^2$ calculated above.

The question of phase-matching is of interest. If the conversion medium is positively dispersive, like $\text{H}_2$, this can be accomplished by adding the appropriate mole fraction of a selected negatively dispersive diatomic molecule. If heteronuclear molecules are selected as the interaction medium, and the $v = 2$ level is used for the two-photon level $|a>$, the medium could have negative dispersion if the pump frequency $\omega_1$ is smaller than, but very close to, the $v = 1$ level. For such a negatively dispersive conversion medium, phase matching can be achieved by adding positively dispersive diatomic molecules to the system. However, since neither oscillator strengths nor refractive indices at infrared frequencies are known for most molecules, phase-matching may have to be determined by experiment rather than a-priori quantitative calculation.

In summary, we have suggested a mechanism with which efficient third-harmonic and sum-frequency generation, pumped by infrared lasers, should be practically achievable. We have outlined the method for calculating the third-harmonic conversion efficiencies for unfocussed and focussed Gaussian pump beams. A single relation for estimating the intensity conversion efficiency, when the appropriate Stokes-Raman gain coefficient is known, has been given. Our major reason for using $\text{H}_2$ as our model molecular converter was the availability of the oscillator strengths needed for the calculation. However, the required resonance pump radiation at $\omega_1 = 2077.6 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ for hydrogen molecules, falls between the strong lines of the CO and chemical lasers, the nearest line being a $v' = 2 \rightarrow v'' = 1, J' = 9 \rightarrow J'' = 10$ transition in CO at 2077.1 cm$^{-1}$. Other molecular systems, which have either Rydberg transitions (ref. 17) or smaller $\Omega$, should yield similar conversion efficiencies. The purpose of this paper was to demonstrate that indeed efficient conversion in molecules is possible and to motivate thereby the further study of other common molecules such as HCl, N$_2$, CO, and CN, which would undoubtedly result in suitable systems for experimentation. For example, both CO and CH$_3$F molecules (ref. 18) would be candidates for up-converting CO$_2$ laser radiation. Other possibilities, rather than such chance laser-molecule wavelength matches, are available, however. With the recent advance in the development of high pressure infrared lasers, it should be possible to tune the laser to achieve resonance. It must be noted, however, that if the
laser linewidth is larger than $\delta\omega_0$, the required power to achieve a given conversion efficiency is proportionately increased. Alternately, the molecule can be brought to resonance with a nearby laser line by Stark tuning with an external electric field (ref. 18).
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Figure 1.— Energy levels of a typical diatomic molecule. Each electronic state is split into a series of rotation-vibrational levels, with short horizontal lines indicating rotation sublevels. One possible path of virtual vibronic transitions contributing to the product of four matrix elements in equation (1) is shown by the four vertical dashed lines. For the up-conversion process of interest, the molecule may be represented by a three-level system with the upper-state \( |b> \) forming a band containing all sub-levels in the excited electronic state. For the interaction considered (using the \( B^1 \Sigma_u^+ - X^1 \Sigma_g^+ \) band system of H\(_2\)), \( |e', v', J'> = |B^1 \Sigma_u^+, v', J'> \), \( |a> = |e'', v_a, J_a> = |X^1 \Sigma_g^+, 1, 1> \) and \( |g> = |e'', v_g, J_g> = |X^1 \Sigma_g^+, 0, 1> \).
DISCUSSION

Ernest Brock, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory – With respect to the dispersion in the infrared in the hydrogen molecule, there has been a recent report in JETP Letters, September-October, where some Soviet scientists use a Raman pumping technique to pump hydrogen from $v = 1$ to $v = 2$, ground state. They observed a fringe shift which they were able to interpret as an index change. Their experimental data is supported by a German calculation, which they reference.

Joe She: Thank you for calling it to our attention.

Dick Miles, Princeton University – You might consider focusing as a means of phase matching.

Joe She: Yes, for other molecules this may work, but you need an actively dispersive medium which is not the case for hydrogen.
Coherent energy exchange between a laser and a free electron beam has potential applications for particle acceleration and for optical signal amplification and oscillation. A laser electron accelerator can provide high acceleration gradients and short duration electron pulses, and the optical electron beam amplifier can be broadly tunable with high gain and high average power.

There are several ways to achieve this energy exchange. If the interaction extends over many wavelengths then momentum matching is required, either by having a slow wave circuit to retard the electromagnetic wave or by using a medium for which the phase velocity of the wave is less than or equal to the electron velocity. For short interaction lengths there is uncertainty in the final state electron momentum so that momentum conservation is not necessary. Short lengths may be obtained either by focusing the light or by using a light guide.

Recently, we have observed momentum modulation of a relativistic electron beam by a Nd:YAG laser. The electrons, at 100 MeV energy, interacted with the laser light in helium gas at standard temperature and pressure. At an angle of 6.55 mrad between the two wavevectors, corresponding to the Cerenkov angle, a given electron remained in a field of constant phase as it passed through the light beam.

Figure 1 is a drawing of the experimental arrangement, showing the trajectories of the electrons and light. The particle momentum was measured by a mass spectrometer, and the angle between the wavevectors was controlled by a rotatable mirror. Figure 2 is a photograph of the experimental arrangement with the helium gas bag removed. Electrons entered the interaction region through a 1/4-mil mylar window, shown at the lower left corner of the photograph, and passed into the mass spectrometer at the upper center.

Parameters for the experiment were as follows:

1. Electron beam parameters
   - 100 MeV
   - Measured divergence (half-angle) = 0.54 mrad
   - 0.6-mm diameter beam
   - $\Delta E = 63$ keV (FWHM)
   - 13 nsec duration

2. Laser Parameters
   - Nd:YAG
   - $\lambda = 1.06 \mu$
   - Power = 2.0 MW
   - < 0.1 mrad divergence in the interaction region
20 nsec duration
0.65 mm spot size
0.3 cm⁻¹ line width

3. Medium Parameters
   Helium at standard temperature and pressure (STP)
   Cerenkov angle = 6.55 mrad at 100 MeV

Figure 3 illustrates the experimental results. Since electrons are equally likely to be accelerated as decelerated, the primary effect of the interaction is to change the linewidth of the electron energy spectrum. The ordinate in figure 3 is the full-width, half-maximum of the spectrum, and the abscissa is the separation between the axes of the electron and laser beams in mils. Each beam has a diameter of approximately 25 mils. The theoretical curve, obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation that included electron scattering and laser multimoding is shown as the solid line in figure 3. It is seen that the 2 MW, TEM mode laser changes the energy spectrum linewidth by approximately 40 keV for a single pass through the electron beam.

Momentum modulation of an electron beam, as demonstrated by the experimental results, may be used for amplification of radiation. An optical klystron amplifier would be similar in appearance to a microwave klystron, with a bunching section, a drift space, and an output coupler. At relativistic velocities the electromagnetic field produces primarily momentum modulation rather than velocity modulation. However, this does not preclude klystron bunching at optical wavelengths, because very little velocity modulation is required to shift the electron position by a fraction of an optical wavelength.

Figure 4 illustrates a possible configuration for an optical klystron, where a vapor (e.g., benzene or pentane) is used for index matching. Electrons pass through a membrane or thin foil into the interaction region, where an optical interferometer is used to resonate the electromagnetic radiation. The angle between the interferometer axis and the electron beam direction is the Cerenkov angle. After passing through the buncher section, the velocity modulation of the particles is converted to current modulation, where the amplitude of the current, \(I_1\), at the bunching frequency is given by

\[
I_1 = 2I_0 J_1(X)
\]

where

\(I_0\) ~ dc electron beam current

\(X \sim \frac{\Delta v}{v} \frac{\omega}{\omega_p} \sin \frac{\omega_p z}{v}\)

\(J_1\) ~ the Bessel function of first kind and order

\(\Delta v/v\) ~ fractional velocity modulation for an electron seeing maximum field strength.

\(\omega_p\) ~ plasma frequency for the electron beam
\( z \sim \) distance down the drift region measured from the buncher

\( v \sim \) electron velocity

To obtain maximum bunching at the fundamental frequency, the drift distance \( z \) should be such that \( X = 1.84 \), so that \( J_1(X) \) is maximized. For relativistic electrons,

\[
\frac{\Delta v}{v} \approx \left( \frac{E_0}{E} \right)^2 \frac{\Delta E}{E}
\]  

(2)

where

\( E_0 \sim \) rest energy = 0.511 MeV

\( E \sim \) electron kinetic energy

\( \frac{\Delta E}{E} \sim \) fractional energy change of the electron seeing the maximum field.

From equations (1) and (2) the optimum bunching distance may be determined.

At the output coupler the electron beam current, modulated at the frequency applied to the buncher, excites an electromagnetic field in another interferometer. The extracted power may be an appreciable fraction of the dc power in the electron beam, whereas the input power is only that amount required to establish a field in the presence of resonator losses. Therefore, high power gain is possible. In contrast to the quantum amplifier, there is no feedback path to provide self-sustained oscillations. Frequency may be tuned by adjusting the interferometers, and, if an oscillator is desired, this may be obtained by providing a feedback loop from the output interferometer to the buncher.

Some of the problems associated with the optical klystron are:

1. As the electrons pass through the membrane and index matching medium, an energy spread occurs resulting from ionization and bremsstrahlung. The coherent energy from the laser must exceed this random spread.

2. There is an energy spread for the incident electrons, and this must also be small compared to the coherent modulation.

3. Electrons are scattered in different directions because of the nuclear coulomb forces in the various media. If Cerenkov synchronism is satisfied along one direction, phase mismatch will occur along the other directions. This effect must be small.

4. There is a loss of mean energy for the electrons, and this also introduces some phase mismatch.

To overcome these problems it is necessary that the field in the buncher introduce an energy modulation in excess of the random energy, and that the phase mismatch effects be sufficiently small so that most electrons remain in a field of constant phase in transit through the buncher.
As an example, consider an optical klystron to amplify 10-μ radiation, with an electron beam at 6 MeV energy and an energy spread $\Delta E/E = 10^{-3}$. Current density is 3 A/cm$^2$, and the beam area is 1 cm$^2$. The index matching medium is a vapor (e.g., benzene or pentane) at several atmospheres pressure to provide an index of refraction equal to $(1 + 8.5 \times 10^{-3})$. A 1/4-mil mylar membrane separates the vacuum from the vapor (differential pumping might be preferable), and it is assumed that the loss in both interferometers is 0.4 percent per round trip pass. Each electron pulse is 1 μsec long with a repetition rate of 60 pps.

For these parameters the Cerenkov angle is 6°, and with an input power of 12 kW the optimum bunching distance is 9.1 cm. Most electrons remain in a field of constant phase and the energy introduced by the laser is well in excess of the random energy spread. Output power is 0.54 MW (0.54 J per pulse, 60 pps), corresponding to a 3 percent efficiency, where efficiency is defined as the ratio of the output power to the dc electron beam power. Power gain, that is, the ratio of output to input power, is 45. Harmonic bunching distances and power are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic</th>
<th>Optimum bunching distance, cm</th>
<th>Harmonic power, MW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the input is 12 kW, harmonic generation is achieved with power gain.

With a high power linear accelerator as the electron source, extremely large peak and average power tunable optical radiation may be obtained. For example, the 140 MeV Linac at Oak Ridge has a peak current of 15 A and an average current of 0.8 A. With 5 percent conversion efficiency a tunable optical source could be developed at a peak power of $10^8$ W and an average power of 5.6 MW.

![Figure 1.— Experimental setup showing trajectories of electrons and light.](image)
Figure 2.— Experimental setup with the helium bag removed.

Figure 3.— Experimental results; full-width, half-maximum of the spectrum vs separation between axes of the electron and laser beams.

Figure 4.— Optical klystron configuration.
Max Garbuny, Westinghouse — Two questions occur. Why not use a liquid or solid rather than the gas? Would this not give higher conversion efficiency? Secondly, the Klystron effect reminds one of the Schwarz-Hora effect which, of course, remains in doubt.

Dick Pantell: Yes, I shall answer both questions. I have gone through an analysis with regard to liquids and solids and the problem is to have a coherent energy modulation in excess of the straggling or the random energy spread that you pick up in going through the material. It turned out that the gas was optimum in this regard. The other point you mentioned was the experiment of Schwarz and Hora where it was suggested that there was a possible modulation of the wavefunction of an electron. Other people have not been able to duplicate this experiment. I made a calculation of the straggling, that is, the random energy spread they would have had in that experiment and it was far in excess of the coherent energy that could be picked up by the laser. So, at least using the principle that I've considered, I don't think the Schwarz-Hora experiment would work.

Karlheinz, Thom, NASA Headquarters — Could you clarify how your work applies to laser energy conversion?

Dick Pantell: Yes, as was stated this morning by Dr. Lundholm, the entire system you're considering has elements of generation of high power, perhaps short wavelength and even tunable radiation, transmission-reception and conversion. What I have discussed is the generation of optical or infrared power. For example, with the Klystron configuration which I used, if one puts in a feedback loop from the output coupler to the buncher (this only takes a small fraction of the output since you have a gain of 45 in the power) then one has an oscillator. Depending on the electron beam you use, one has an oscillator of extremely high power which is tunable. I believe these concepts fit in the category of very high power oscillators and amplifiers suitable for power transmission.

Ken Billman, NASA Ames Research Center — Dick you have answered Karlheinz's question, but I would like to add a small comment since there will be similar papers tomorrow on lasers, rather than laser energy-converters. I decided to devote a small fraction of our time in this meeting to developments in the laser area which, to my best judgement, are new and potentially important to the development of converters. This development in the laser area is entangled with the necessary developments we need in the converter field. So tomorrow you will hear a lot of short summaries of laser developments that may have a bearing on the converter problem.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — Have you considered the reflex klystron for this?

Dick Pantell: No, it's an interesting suggestion, but I haven't. I think you want to use a magnetic field to bend the electrons back, and it probably should work.

Ernest Brock, LASL — You might also consider using a multicavity klystron.

Dick Pantell: Yes, the high efficiency microwave oscillators and amplifiers do use multicavity configurations. That would be something to do eventually.

Ken Billman, Ames Research Center — Everyone wants you to "run before you walk", Dick!

Dick Pantell: Yes!
APPLICATION OF HIGH POWER LASERS TO SPACE POWER AND PROPULSION

Donald L. Nored

Lewis Research Center, NASA

INTRODUCTION

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is engaged in a high-power laser research program. The objective of this effort is to define the potential of high-power lasers for space missions of the future. The Lewis Research Center is responsible for the systems portion of the overall effort. Of necessity, the areas of investigation for system evaluations cover a broad range of technologies. Key areas in the Lewis effort are indicated in table 1.

Of particular interest to NASA is the transmission of power over long distances for applications such as direct conversion to propulsive thrust or electrical power. A key area of work pertains to problems inherent in transmitting, propagating, and receiving the laser beam over long ranges. The space-oriented applications of interest to NASA suggest that long duration and closed-cycle operation, with high efficiencies and reliabilities, are important technical goals for the laser. In addition, continuous wave (CW) operation is deemed of primary importance, at least for space operation, since such operation requires no high voltage switching components and reduces the peak intensities placed on the mirrors. Currently, only CO₂ lasers satisfy these criteria.

Accordingly, a major area of investigation is to advance CO₂ laser technology relative to these goals. However, wavelengths shorter than that of CO₂ (10.6 μ) are desirable (e.g., providing smaller transmitter and receiver mirrors); hence, efforts are also underway to explore other possible lasing media. Particular emphasis is being placed on visible portions of the spectrum due to possibly better compatibility with photovoltaic power conversion devices and possibly better atmospheric propagation. Here again, the goals are high efficiency, closed-cycle, CW operation. In this paper, the laser application to electrical power conversion and propulsion, and the associated problems of transmission of the laser beam, will be summarized.

POWER CONVERSION

The electrical power requirements of current Earth orbital satellites are typically less than 10 kW, and quite often in the 1-2 kW range. Solar cells are the primary power conversion source for these requirements. In the future, larger amounts of power may be required for applications such as direct broadcast satellites or manned space stations. Power conversion systems, other than solar cells, that may be considered include nuclear heated Brayton-cycle or Rankine-cycle systems, or solar-heated Brayton systems. A concept of a solar-Brayton system (ref. 1) is shown in figure 1. The large mirror at the bottom concentrates the solar energy into a receiver/heat exchanger system located at the top. The large ring surrounding the receiver is the radiator.
With the advent of the laser, and the possibility of transmission of high power beams over long ranges to a receiver of relatively small diameter, the solar-Brayton system of figure 1 can also be envisioned as a laser-Brayton system. The mirror concentrator, for a laser beam, would then no longer be a variable with power output. Instead, its size would only be a function of distance from the laser beam transmitter and size of the transmitter. Figure 2 is an example of a low-Earth requirement. The mass of solar cells, solar-Brayton, and laser-Brayton systems (based on weight assumptions for the solar-Brayton, ref. 2) are compared for a range of power outputs. In all cases, energy storage is included to account for night power or power required when out of sight of the laser transmitter. As can be seen, the laser-Brayton is competitive with the other two systems because of the small mirror required for a low-Earth orbit. In this example, the laser beam generator is assumed to be on the Earth, hence, the mirror is only 2 m in diameter for the 185-km range with a CO$_2$ laser having a 2 meter transmitter mirror. The receiver mirror mass is estimated to be about 7-9 kg.

Figure 3 is a similar comparison for the geostationary orbit case. Here the laser-Brayton system is at a decided disadvantage at less than 100 kW due to the very large (30-m diameter) and heavy (1725 kg) mirror required for a CO$_2$ laser beam. Obviously, this case could be improved by using a shorter wavelength laser, thus permitting use of a smaller mirror size.

The above two examples are for laser-Brayton engine systems of about 25-30 percent efficiency, systems that are compatible with state-of-the-art CO$_2$ laser (or, for that matter, with a laser of almost any wavelength) because the beam is only used as a heat source. Photovoltaic cells, similar to solar cells, are predicted to be capable of about 40 percent efficiency when illuminated by laser radiation in the visible wavelengths (ref. 3). Use of such cells would improve the comparisons. (Currently however, high-power visible wavelength lasers, capable of closed-cycle CW operation, are only in the conceptual feasibility stage.) Indeed, the mirror weight line on figure 3 would potentially become the power conversion system mass, if a photovoltaic cell system or similar such device became available and if the cell could withstand the higher laser beam flux levels (that is, watts per square centimeter as contrasted to solar cell technology of tenths of watts per square centimeter). For low-Earth orbit (fig. 2), the comparison would then be even more favorable to the laser system.

Other types of laser energy conversion devices are now only in the conceptual and discovery stages. It appears, however, that any system for conversion of laser beam energy to electrical power must not only have the general desired attributes of high efficiency, low mass, and low cost, but also must have the capability to operate at high laser beam flux levels. Of course, the required wavelength for conversion must be compatible with efficient laser beam generators. Other factors, such as altitude, total power, total mass, launch vehicle constraints, location or locations of the laser beam generator, and total cost, also will enter into the final power system selection process.

LASER PROPULSION

Another use of laser energy is for propulsion. The concept involves transmission of power from a remote laser station to a rocket vehicle where the laser radiation is used to heat a propellant, thus providing thrust. The laser could be located on the ground, in an airplane, or on a space station.
This concept is unique compared with other forms of propulsion in that it separates the energy source from the vehicle and also permits independent control of specific impulse, thrust, and choice of propellant. A schematic drawing of the concept showing the laser, in this case on the ground, and the rocket vehicle is illustrated in figure 4.

A number of technical areas must be considered in evaluating this concept. The major areas are:

1. Mission (trajectory constraints)
2. Laser power (scale-up to high power levels)
3. Transmitter (pointing stability, adaptive phased array design)
4. Atmospheric propagation (if operating within the atmosphere)
5. Receiver (vehicle constraints; lightweight design)
6. Engine (heat transfer; laser beam coupling)

Missions envisioned for this concept include orbit-to-orbit transfer, interplanetary injection, orbit drag make-up, and vehicle launch.

For a laser powered launch vehicle, perhaps $10^9$ W of laser power would be required on target over a period of a few minutes, and even then the payload would only be about 1000 kg or less (ref. 4). At the present, launch vehicles using laser power appear to be quite remote. One mission of importance with lower power requirements, and therefore a more feasible application of the laser, is the one of delivering a payload from low-Earth orbit to geostationary orbit.

Figure 5 is a plot of payload mass delivered to geostationary orbit from low-Earth orbit as a function of trip time for an initial vehicle, propellant, and payload mass of 28,200 kg (the payload capability of the Space Shuttle). In this case, the trip time is the total round trip time required for the vehicle to go to geostationary orbit, drop off its payload, and return empty to low-Earth orbit. Parametrically presented are calculated values of specific impulse and laser power. Values of specific impulse of 1000 sec or greater offer significant improvements over a chemical rocket vehicle and require laser power levels possibly achievable in the near future. For instance, delivery of a 15,450 kg payload to geostationary orbit in less than 10 days would require a laser input of only 4 MW. This represents a fourfold improvement in payload capability over a chemical tug, which is currently under study for use with the Space Shuttle. For this example, the laser powered rocket engine operates continuously. This requires that the vehicle receiver be in continuous view of a laser transmitter. One way of accomplishing this would be to place laser beam generators on two or more space stations.

Other mission profiles for delivery of a payload from one orbit to a higher orbit are also possible. A concept for one such trajectory, which requires only one laser station located on the ground, is shown in figure 6. This concept is called perigee propulsion (ref. 5). Starting with the vehicle in low-Earth orbit, power is beamed to the vehicle via a ground-based laser for only a brief period of time as the vehicle passes overhead. This point corresponds to the perigee of the
trajectory. The orbit is increased as a result of the rocket thrust, but thrust time is controlled so that upon completion of each orbit, the vehicle trajectory returns to the same perigee, which in all cases is directly over the laser station. Upon reaching the desired altitude, the orbit is circularized either by the laser rocket engine or by use of an auxiliary chemical rocket engine. The primary advantages of this concept are that only one laser is required for the mission, and, because the vehicle always returns to the same location relative to the laser station, pointing and tracking requirements are simplified compared to other techniques where continuous power is required. This concept, however, because of atmospheric propagation losses and trajectory constraints, does require higher laser power than the space-based laser concept shown previously in figure 5.

Other techniques for using the laser to supply power to a rocket vehicle, in addition to the two discussed, are also possible. Multiple laser stations on the ground, or airborne lasers having greater maneuverability and operating above a large portion of the Earth’s atmosphere, are other approaches of interest.

LASER-POWERED ROCKET ENGINE

Relatively high values of specific impulse, hence high temperatures, are required to achieve the high levels of performance shown on figure 5. Figure 7 shows the specific impulse in space for hydrogen propellant as a function of temperature. Two curves are presented, one in which the thermodynamic state of the hydrogen is assumed to be frozen throughout the expansion process, and one in which the thermodynamic state is in local equilibrium during expansion.

This figure shows the temperature requirements likely to be imposed upon the rocket engine. For example, specific impulse values of 1000 and 2000 sec, for frozen expansion, require average chamber temperatures of about 3200° K and 10,000° K, respectively. It can be seen that at 3200° K the specific impulse of hydrogen greatly exceeds the deliverable specific impulse of the high-energy chemical bipropellant combination of hydrogen and oxygen operating at this temperature. For laser rocket engines at the lower specific impulse level, energy from the laser could conceivably be transferred to the hydrogen propellant by conduction from a laser heated plug. Such development would probably not require significant advances in technology. The engine with a specific impulse of 2000 sec, however, would be well beyond current technology.

A possible schematic for such an engine is shown in figure 8. In concept, laser energy would be beamed through a window and absorbed directly in the propellant, creating a sustained plasma. Either the heated plasma would exhaust directly through the nozzle, or coolant gas would be heated from the stable plasma core and act as the propellant (similar to the nuclear gas-core rocket concept). Some of the research areas associated with this laser rocket engine concept are:

1. Plasma initiation – This entails techniques for absorbing the radiation by the cold gas, causing it to ionize sufficiently so that inverse bremsstrahlung absorption can be initiated. Cesium particles, carbon particles, molecular gases, or starting arcs have been proposed as possible techniques.

2. Plasma stability – After initiation, subsequent changes in absorption may occur; these would result in an instability which might be detrimental to performance and operating life.
3. Energy transfer – Techniques for transfer of plasma radiation to the propellant are required. Seeding the propellant gas with micron-sized tungsten or carbon particles might be a possible approach. These would also protect the chamber walls.

4. Window technology – The window must pass a high-power laser beam for long periods of time. And, in addition, it may receive radiation from the very hot plasma. Cooling problems may be severe and require further evaluation.

Figure 9 shows an experimental test device to be used at Lewis for preliminary laser-heated flow visualization studies. These studies should help us to better understand the phenomena and problems associated with a laser beam interacting with a flowing seeded gas. Contracted efforts are also underway to evaluate both analytically and experimentally laser-plasma phenomena in rocket-type devices.

LASER TRANSMISSION

Most of the laser power and propulsion applications of interest to NASA will involve transmission of the laser beam over long distances. Such transmission may be in space (vacuum) or through the atmosphere. Current lasers provide different intensity distributions at the output aperture, depending on the type of optical resonator used for the cavity. Uniform illumination, Gaussian-type profiles with varying degrees of truncation, and annular modes are some more common profiles. From a systems point of view, it is important to know the propagation characteristics of the various beam shapes and, more importantly, to know the optimum intensity profile to place at the transmitting aperture to achieve a desired result at the receiver. (In some cases, maximum intensity might be desired; in other cases, maximum power in a given receiver diameter might be the desired result.) An analysis is underway at Lewis to evaluate these characteristics in a vacuum (that is, space).

Figure 10 shows some of the types of transmitter profiles we have considered to date. These profiles, emanating from a circular aperture (comprised of a single mirror or multiple segments) all have the same total integrated transmitting power. The scale at the left of the figure provides an indication of the relative intensities. The distribution with the lowest intensity is the uniformly illuminated case. Intermediate in intensity is a Gaussian beam truncated at its 1/e^2 radius. To achieve the same total power on the transmitting aperture as the uniform distribution, the truncated Gaussian central intensity must be larger by a factor of 2.3. The third profile shown is that of a Gaussian with only a very slight truncation, in this instance at twice its 1/e^2 radius. Here the central intensity is eight times as large as for the uniformly illuminated case to achieve the same total transmitter power. One can also see that the thermal gradient and thermal loading on the transmitting optics will be much more severe for the Gaussian-type beams.

Figure 11 shows the shape of the same beams when they reach the receiver in the far field. In this figure, relative intensity is plotted against receiver radius, which is expressed in terms of λL/D_T, where λ is laser wavelength, L is range to the receiver from the transmitter, and D_T is diameter of the transmitter. For all beams, diffraction limited propagation (e.g., in a vacuum) is assumed. Notice that the beam from the uniformly illuminated aperture now has the highest central intensity, the one leaving as a 1/e^2 truncated Gaussian becomes about 92 percent as great, and the Gaussian with...
only a slight truncation at the transmitting aperture becomes only 48 percent as great. For applications requiring maximum intensity, the uniformly illuminated beam would be the best choice of the three considered. These results are only valid, of course, for the case considered, that of equal power beams at the transmitter.

For those applications involving optimization or maximization of delivered power within the smallest spot, the uniformly illuminated beam may not be the most desirable. This is illustrated in figure 12. Power is shown as a percentage of transmitted power versus the receiver radius, again in terms of $\lambda L/D_T$. The uniformly illuminated beam, at the “classic” value of $1.22 \lambda L/D_T$ (that is, radius of the Airy disk), is seen to give 84 percent of the total transmitted power. The $1/e^2$ truncated Gaussian beam provides the same amount of power in a smaller radius, or, at the same radius, will give an increase to 94 percent transmitted power. It appears that the $1/e^2$ truncated Gaussian is the most efficient for the cases considered. Obviously, trade-offs are required for each specific application depending on weight of receiver, cost of receiver relative to the transmitter, and intensity limits of the receiver and transmitter.

Using the truncated Gaussian profile on the transmitter, receiver diameter is plotted versus transmitter diameter in figure 13, for transmission distances of 160 km (low-Earth orbit) and 36,000 km (corresponding to geostationary orbit altitude) and for the case of 86 percent transmitted power. Again, diffraction limited propagation is assumed, as would be the case for laser beam transmission from a space station to another satellite or space vehicle. Also, the wavelength is assumed to be 10.6 $\mu$m, as from a CO$_2$ laser. For the general case of equal diameter receiver and transmitter, it can be seen that the diameter would correspond to only 1.7 m for the 160 km range, a value well within the state of the art. For 36,000 km, however, the diameter is 25.7 m, a size well beyond the current capabilities of fabrication for the precise transmitter mirror that would be required.

For the receiver, however, large diameter, lightweight structures are most likely feasible. Figure 14 is a picture of a prototype solar mirror for the solar-Brayton power system (ref. 1). This mirror is fabricated from sections machined from magnesium and then formed to shape. The mass of this prototype is 4.9 kg/m$^2$. Figure 15 shows a more recent solar mirror fabricated at Lewis. This mirror is made of thin aluminum sheet material, including the supporting rib structure. The mass of this mirror is 1.5 kg/m$^2$. Based on this technology, laser receivers of quite large size appear feasible.

Since large transmitters appear necessary for most space applications, we have initiated efforts to evaluate techniques for fabrication of such mirrors. A current contracted effort is investigating the feasibility of several concepts for a 30-m diameter space-based laser transmitter. One of the concepts is schematically shown in figure 16. A composite base structure is used to provide stiffness and low mass. The mirror itself is segmented, with each segment (which could be either circular or hexagonal in shape) being limited to a diameter such that the mirror is within current state-of-the-art fabrication capability. To control the figure, or shape, of the mirror, each segment is individually controlled by precision actuators. In operation, a separate detection scheme would sense the figure (surface contour) and signal the appropriate actuators if corrections were required. In another concept, not shown, the segmented mirrors would be replaced with a thin deformable membrane surface.

The use of either thin membranes of uncooled segments appears feasible since only 0.6 W/cm$^2$ would be incident on the 30-m diameter mirror surface for a 4000 kW laser beam. And, of this
amount, only 6 mW/cm$^2$ would be absorbed. The large size of a transmitter, as required for the CO$_2$ laser wavelength, thus might become an advantage under certain circumstances due to heat transfer considerations.

Another approach to active control is the use of coherent optical adaptive techniques (COAT) (ref. 6) with a multiple mirror system. The advantage of such phased array control is shown in figure 17. As indicated by the sketch on the left, diffraction-limited focusing is possible in a vacuum. In the atmosphere, however, turbulence cells cause defocusing, as shown in the center schematic, due to phase changes in the waves as they pass through the cells. In the adaptive phased array, a return wave is detected at the transmitter.

The detection system provides a means to obtain an error signal resulting from atmospheric aberrations, transmitter jitter, and optical misalignment. Active control of the high power transmitter mirror system can then be accomplished to tailor the phase of the wavefront, thus providing maximum power on target. COAT systems are highly versatile and applicable to either high power, master oscillator-power amplifier (MOPA) configuration lasers or to high power, unstable oscillator lasers. Indeed, with the MOPA configuration, adaptive control can be applied to the low-power master oscillator prior to amplification, thus correcting for perturbations in the amplifier gain medium. Another advantage to a COAT system is that it allows automatic acquisition and tracking of the target, thus easing the pointing and tracking requirements for the mirror mount system. Overall, it now appears that adaptive phased arrays may be the only feasible technique for near-diffraction limited transmission of power over long distances, and we have initiated contract effort in this area.

SUMMARY

The general objective of defining the potential of high power lasers for future space missions, forces our research program into consideration of all elements of the total system. The laser beam generator, its associated power supply, and the transmitter optical system will generally comprise a complete unit, which will be remote to the end use application. Such a unit may be located on the ground or in space. Limitations in beam propagation must be considered if the beam passes through the atmosphere. Typically, the receiver will be located in the space environment and will have unique characteristics, depending on whether electrical power is desired or whether beam energy is used to heat propellants for rocket thrust. Perhaps the greatest unknown area is that of highly efficient conversion of laser beam energy into electricity. In all cases, detailed trade-offs between the various components, their efficiencies, and their characteristics will be required to optimize the system.

Technology is not available today to undertake many of the applications discussed in this paper. On-going efforts in this area give promise, however, that such technology will become available in the future, thus providing an advancement in space capabilities and offering a choice among future mission options.
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TABLE 1.— NASA/LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER HIGH-POWER LASER SYSTEMS RESEARCH PROGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key areas</th>
<th>Potential requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application concepts</td>
<td>Power; propulsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>Long ranges; high beam quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ lasers</td>
<td>High reliability; closed cycle operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New lasing media</td>
<td>Short wavelengths; high efficiency; closed cycle operation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.— Solar Brayton cycle space power system.

Figure 2.— Weight comparison — low orbit.

Figure 3.— Weight comparison — synchronous orbit.
Figure 4.— Laser rocket space vehicle employing a ground-based adaptive transmitter.

Figure 5.— Laser propulsion potential — payload to geostationary orbit.

Figure 6.— Orbit raising with single Earth-based laser.

Figure 7.— Propulsion performance of hydrogen.

Figure 8.— Laser rocket thruster concept.
Figure 9.— Laser plasma flow visualization device.

Figure 10.— Transmitter intensity profiles for equal total power.

Figure 11.— Receiver intensity profile for equal power beams at transmitter.

Figure 12.— Receiver power for equal power beams at transmitter.

Figure 13.— Laser transmitter/receiver sizes.
Figure 14.— 20-foot concentrator.

Figure 15.— Lightweight solar mirror.
Figure 16.— Transmitter mirror with active segments.

Figure 17.— Adaptive optics for atmospheric propagation.
DISCUSSION

George Sutton, AVCO Everett Research Laboratory — I have three comments. First, I think it is misleading to discuss truncated Gaussian beams from high power lasers. You must run saturated if you want high efficiency. If you run saturated then the beam possibly will not come out Gaussian. In fact, for all high power lasers built in the United States, none have even near-Gaussian profile. So the attributes of the Gaussian should not be incorporated into your systematic thinking about this application. Secondly, in your view of the atmosphere you omitted two very important propagation problems. One, for ground transmission, is thermal blooming and the other one is propagation through clouds. In the case of blooming, Hughes Labs has reported, in December, on experiments and theory of the use of adaptive optics and the results of those are, for either uniform or Gaussian illuminated apertures, the adaptive optics provides no correction for thermal blooming for a CW focused beam. Their results indicate that if you go pulsed, however, you can get back almost to diffraction limited operation. So these results look a little dismal for the CW case. I should mention that at the same meeting, however, others discussed a possible way to beat this and that is by apodization or beam intensity shaping.

Don Nored: The phased array technique allows a way to shape the beam. I am aware that, from current lasers, you don't get a truncated Gaussian beam profile. But we have looked at a phased array, putting a uniform illumination on each of the phasor mirrors and then we could simulate the truncated Gaussian.

George Sutton, AVCO — But are you suggesting building a separate laser for each of the phasors?

Don Nored: Yes, that's one proposition. There are a number of ways of doing this. We are looking at them. Similarly, we are aware of thermal blooming and it would seem that high power CW beams have a problem. But we can break them up in to smaller beams. It may be that we will be forced, with CO₂, to ultimately go pulsed. Now on the pulsed copper vapor laser, that is quasi-CW, and the relaxation time in air may be all right.

Walter Schafer, Schafer Associates — You of course realize you are talking about pointing and tracking accuracies of about 0.3 μrad and therefore have to have this in your system.

Don Nored: Yes, one of the things we are trying to do is let the adaptive system help us because we can expand the beam, lock on it, contract it, and do it electronically to alleviate a lot of the requirements back on the transmitter base structure.
Lasers using atomic metallic vapors have drawn considerable attention since their invention in 1965 because of their potential for producing high power in the visible spectrum. Because, as yet, none of these lasers can be operated continuous wave (CW), the potential of high average laser power is tied to the attainment of both high laser energy density per pulse and the achievement of large pulsing rates.

Early attempts to attain lasing in metallic vapors utilized single pulsing in heated discharge tubes (refs. 1 and 2). Although lasing was demonstrated in a number of different metals, copper vapor was found to have the largest energy output per pulse and the best efficiency. Following the earlier work in heated discharge tubes, flowing laser devices were constructed to achieve multiple pulsing where the pulsing rate would not be limited by the laser kinetics, but only by the lasant flow velocity through the optical cavity (refs. 3 and 4).

Many of the early attempts to demonstrate lasing in both static and flowing laser systems were successful. However, the potential of this class of cyclic laser remained in doubt because of the high operating temperatures they required and the attendant and serious materials problems and heat transfer losses associated with vaporizing the metals. As an example, static copper vapor lasers generally operate at about 1500°C, and the stagnation temperature of supersonic copper vapor lasers can exceed 2000°C.

It has been apparent for some time to the workers in this field that, if metallic compounds having lower melting points than pure metals and correspondingly high vapor pressures at a given temperature could be utilized, the high operating temperatures could be lowered appreciably. Attempts at JPL and other laboratories to use metallic halides and organic metallic compounds with single discharges have heretofore failed to produce any power output from a laser cavity. Recent work carried out at JPL (ref. 5) using copper chloride and other metallic halides has indicated that this failure occurs because it is not possible to obtain simultaneous dissociation and lasing in a single electrical discharge. The dissociated metal from a single discharge contains an appreciable population of the lower metastable lasing levels which prevents lasing.

A double-discharge technique developed at JPL has proven to be a way of circumventing this problem. The metallic compound is heated and vaporized in a laser cavity and then is dissociated by an electrical discharge. A population inversion is attained in a subsequent second discharge applied at an appropriate time delay after the first discharge. There is an optimum time interval between the two discharges and an optimum lasant temperature for maximum laser power output per laser pulse.

*This work is supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).
To date, lasing has been attained utilizing the double-discharge technique in manganese chloride, lead chloride, copper chloride, copper iodide, and copper formate (refs. 6 through 7).

Characteristics of these lasers are summarized in table 1. Although lasing can be attained in copper formate in several sequential double discharges, decomposition of the copper formate subsequently causes carbon plating on the laser windows terminating the laser power output. Therefore, no reliable energy or power density data could be obtained using this compound. Because copper chloride appears to be the best lasant investigated thus far, a comprehensive parametric and spectroscopic absorption study has been initiated at JPL to determine the most dominant features of the laser kinetics and to optimize the efficiency and power output of both static and flowing copper chloride laser devices.

In heated copper chloride laser discharge tubes the power output is a function of the time delay between electrical discharges, the lasant temperature, the tube length and diameter, buffer gas composition and density, the optical cavity characteristics, and the power supply and laser electrical circuit characteristics.

Typical data for a copper chloride lasant, demonstrating the effect of time delay after the first electrical discharge and the effect of lasant temperature, are shown in figure 1. For times shorter than the optimum delay time the lower metastable levels of the copper are not depleted enough to establish a large inversion. For times larger than the optimum, chemical recombination of the copper and chlorine causes a decrease in the excitation of the upper lasing levels because of a diminishing of the copper ground state population. A diagnostic study utilizing absorption techniques is being conducted to measure the temporal variation of the copper lower metastable states and the ground state. The copper ground state density is determined by the absorption of radiation from a pulsed xenon flash tube at 3247 Å, the wavelength of one of the copper resonance lines. One of the metastable levels, the lower level of the lasing transition at 5106 Å, is determined by absorption at 5106 Å. The results obtained thus far confirm the original hypothesis that the copper metastable population is large following the first electrical discharge, and that these metastable levels must decay appreciably before lasing can be achieved in a second pulse.

Figure 2 shows the results of some absorption measurements utilizing a 13 mm diameter laser tube. Three types of measurements are indicated in the figures. The three upper curves are obtained from absorption measurements at the resonance wavelength of 3247 Å at three different lasant temperatures. The lowest of these three curves was obtained at a temperature just lower than the lasing threshold. A single curve at the lower left resulted from absorption of the 5106 Å line. For these measurements, only the dissociation pulse was activated and the abscissa represents the time delay between the dissociation pulse and the peak of the xenon flash.

The remaining two curves, representing the laser energy, were obtained at the same conditions as the absorption measurements but with the laser mirrors in place and the laser pumping pulse operating. For the purpose of displaying the laser energy on a basis that is directly comparable with the absorption measurements, the measured radiation at 5106 Å was converted to the number of copper atoms necessary to produce the measured radiation at 5106 Å. Since a mirror having a transmission of 16 percent was used as the output mirror, the number density indicated represents the minimum number of atoms, in the $2P_{3/2}$ state, that must be stimulated to produce the measured energy. The chief conclusion one can draw from figure 2, which is representative of most of the data taken thus far, is that the onset of lasing is definitely dependent on the rate of decay of
the copper lower metastable levels, and that this rate of decay is much faster than the chemical recombination rate.

In figure 1, a plot of laser power output as a function of lasant temperature at a fixed time delay exhibits an optimum operating temperature of about 400°C. This optimum temperature is also applicable to other laser tube geometries and laser operating conditions. It is understandable that at low temperatures the copper chloride density is too low to provide enough copper atoms for lasing. However, the reason for the decrease in the laser power beyond the optimum temperature at increasing copper chloride densities is not clear at this time. It is this facet of the operation of the copper chloride laser that is currently being intensively studied; particularly to determine if the limitation in increases in the lasant density is of a fundamental nature or whether it is associated with the particular laser system that is currently under study.

Because of the relatively slow chemical recombination relaxation time compared to the time required for the evolution of the laser kinetics, it was decided to pulse continuously a copper chloride-helium mixture where the laser waste heat would be used to vaporize the copper chloride as was demonstrated in pure metal vapors in reference 8. Multiple pulsing was carried out in discharge tube diameters using frequencies corresponding to data taken in double-discharge heated laser tube experiments (fig. 3). Note that the optimum delay time decreases as the discharge tube diameter decreases, indicating that diffusion as well as electronic deexcitation is acting to deplete the lower lasing levels between current pulses.

Multiple lasing is observed when a train of single identical current pulses are spaced according to the data shown in figure 3. The initial current pulse acts as a pure dissociation pulse; successive current pulses serve both as laser pumping and dissociation pulses. Similar results have been obtained recently with copper iodide used as the lasant (ref. 9).

Data have been obtained utilizing multiple pulsing for discharge diameters varying from 1 to 4 cm (ref. 10). Although insufficient data have been obtained to determine the limits on laser efficiency at small pulsing rates, the data obtained thus far show that the efficiency increases as the pulsing rate increases. As the pulsing rate is increased beyond the corresponding optimum rates obtained in the double-discharge experiments, one would expect this trend to reverse because of an insufficient time between pulses required to deplete the lower lasing levels. However, this point has not been reached yet in the current experimental work.

To date, the best data have been obtained at 5106 Å using a 30-cm length and a 1-cm-diameter discharge tube with a pulsing rate of $2 \times 10^4$ sec$^{-1}$. At an average efficiency of 1 percent, the energy and power density per pulse are 35 $\mu$J cm$^{-3}$ and 1.7 kW cm$^{-3}$ respectively; the laser pulse width is 20 nsec and total average power output is 16.5 W at an average power density of 0.7 W cm$^{-3}$. The efficiency is defined as the ratio of the laser energy output and the energy stored in the capacitor. Thus far, only a helium buffer gas has been used with the copper chloride lasant in the multiply-pulsed experiments. The best laser performance is obtained at 10 torr. The effect of pressure and buffer gas composition will be the subject for future study.

In the multiply-pulsed experiments, although the lasant temperature is initially maintained with a laser heater as in the double-discharge experiments, the heater is turned off when the data are obtained. Without exterior cooling, multiply-pulsed operation can only be continued for a few minutes before the laser waste heat raises the lasant temperature and the performance decreases in a
manner similar to that observed in the double-pulsed experiments. The average laser power measured with a thermopile agrees, within experimental error, with the power calculated from the time-averaged values of the pulse power obtained with a photodiode. The laser output is very continuous with no missing laser pulses; a laser pulse is obtained with every current pulse. This feature of a one-to-one correspondence between laser and current pulses is shown in figure 4.

An average laser efficiency of 1 percent can probably be improved with further optimization of the discharge tube geometry and power supply characteristics, but our best estimate is that the improvement will not exceed 10 percent and more probably be of the order of 1 to 3 percent. In order to increase the average power from a copper chloride laser beyond that which can be attained from a static system, which appears to be about 100 W, one is faced with two problems. The first is removal of the waste heat deposited in the optical cavity with each electrical discharge, and the second is the upper limit in the pulse repetition rate imposed by the rate of relaxation of the copper lower lasing levels.

One possible solution to both problems is the technique of flowing the copper vapor through the optical cavity at high velocities. This technique removes the waste heat by forced convection and, at the same time, by replenishing the copper vapor charge in the optical cavity between pulses, allows higher pulse repetition rates and therefore higher average powers. To date, repetition rates of approximately $10^4$ Hz have been achieved, for short periods, in static systems. To increase this rate one needs velocities greater than $10^4$ cm/sec for a 1-cm-diameter cavity. A velocity of $10^5$ cm/sec would increase the average power tenfold.

A system designed to study this technique is shown schematically in figure 5. The essential features of the system are an electrically heated graphite container that is used to continuously vaporize the copper chloride, a plenum chamber into which preheated helium is injected and mixes with the copper chloride vapor, a subsonic electrical discharge channel, and a supersonic nozzle to expand the halium-copper chloride mixture into a supersonic jet. The dissociation pulse is applied in the subsonic flow prior to the supersonic expansion. The second lasing pulse is positioned in the supersonic flow at a distance downstream from the dissociation pulse such that the flow time between the two discharges corresponds to the optimum delay time in a static double-pulsed discharge tube. Studies conducted with this supersonic laser facility have been partially completed. Parameters such as the location and electrical characteristics of the dissociation and pumping current pulses, optical cavity characteristics, copper chloride vapor density, and control of boundary layers have been investigated. Results obtained to date show that the copper chloride vapor remains supersaturated in the supersonic expansion, confirming the theoretical predictions made using non-stationary nucleation theory (ref. 11). Laser power extraction in the supersonic flow has been attained at 5106 A with laser energy densities of about 2.5 μJ cm$^{-3}$ at flow velocities exceeding $10^3$ cm/sec, thus demonstrating that a supersonic copper chloride laser can be pulsed at rates of $10^5$ Hz.

Work is continuing to determine what problems would be encountered in a much larger supersonic laser. At this time, there do not appear to be any fundamental problems associated with scaling up this laser device to produce average laser powers in the multi-kilowatt regime. In addition, larger supersonic jets will allow the number of lasing pulses to be large compared to the single initial dissociation pulse, so that the flowing laser has the potential of attaining a 1 percent or better efficiency, equal to the efficiencies currently being attained in multiply-pulsed laser discharge tubes, but with laser pulsing rates an order of magnitude faster.
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TABLE 1. — OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF DOUBLE PULSED METALLIC VAPOR LASERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating parameters</th>
<th>Manganese chloride</th>
<th>Lead chloride</th>
<th>Copper chloride</th>
<th>Copper iodide</th>
<th>Copper formate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time delay(^a), (\mu)sec</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature, °C</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer gas, torr</td>
<td>He at</td>
<td>He at</td>
<td>He and Ar at 1-20</td>
<td>He at</td>
<td>He at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser energy density, (\mu J/cm^3)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser peak power density, W/cm(^3)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength, Å</td>
<td>5341</td>
<td>7229</td>
<td>5107</td>
<td>5107</td>
<td>5107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) 1-in. - diameter tubes

Figure 1.— Dependence of laser peak power.

(a) Time delay between pulses.  
(b) Temperature.
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Figure 2.— Measured densities of copper ground state and metastable levels as a function of time after the dissociation pulse. Laser energy at the same lasant conditions is also shown as the minimum number of stimulated emissions needed to produce the measured laser energy.

Figure 3.— Delay time and repetition rate as a function of laser tube diameter.
Figure 4.— Oscillogram of current and laser pulses.

Figure 5.— Schematic of supersonic copper chloride laser.
DISCUSSION

Tom Karras, General Electric Co. — You mentioned an average power of 0.7 W. Was that per unit volume?

Gary Russell: Yes, 0.7 W/cm³.

Tom Karras: Thus the 30 W comes from a 40 cc system?

Gary Russell: Right.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates: — Would a pure copper vapor laser be more efficient, that is, does dissociation take much of your power?

Gary Russell: In the double-pulsed experiments we were surprised that, under certain conditions, the dissociation pulse could take up to ten times the laser pulse energy. But when you continuously pulse it, as we are doing here, the chemical recombination time is so much slower that you don't have to start over every time. So you have a very small amount of energy being used for dissociation in each pulse, that is, just enough to make up for the small amount of recombination between pulses.

Tom Karras, General Electric Co. — Just a comment. For our stationary copper vapor system our numbers are very comparable.

Gary Russell: Yes. I should also mention that the chlorine just acts like a buffer gas. Our theory indicates that it influences the discharge a little, but it doesn't enter kinetically in any way.

Ernest Brock, Los Alamos Scientific Lab. — Not to detract from your 1 percent efficiency here, but what do you have in mind for pulsing to higher efficiencies?

Gary Russell: I would say an upper bound in a static system is 10 percent. We are shooting for somewhere between 1 and 3 percent. In the flowing systems, the small systems are going to be inefficient because you can't pulse many times in flow. If you go to a large enough system, however, say a 100 kW system, 1 J per pulse, then the volume would be large enough so that you can discharge many, many times in the flow in addition to the one dissociation pulse. You are then back in the same kinetic situation as you are in the static tubes where the dissociation losses are small compared with the lasing losses. So with the flowing system, when it's made large, and if the aerodynamic problems are not severe, I would say we should approach 1 percent efficiency.

Mark Wrighton, M.I.T. — Have you considered using volatile metal compounds such as tetraethyl lead which can photolyze at room temperatures to give metal atoms?

Gary Russell: No we haven't since the copper chloride and lead chloride work so well. One thing we must keep in mind in the static systems is that you don't necessarily want to go to too low temperatures since you want to conduct waste energy out of the tube.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Gary, I want to compliment you on a fine piece of work. When I see people struggling with improving the efficiency of their argon ion lasers to the levels you are starting from, it only indicates how much of an accomplishment it is.
TUNABLE HIGH PRESSURE LASERS

R. V. Hess
Langley Research Center, NASA

SUMMARY

Atmospheric transmission of high energy C\textsubscript{12}O\textsubscript{16} lasers can be considerably improved by high pressure operation which, due to pressure broadening, permits tuning the laser lines off atmospheric C\textsubscript{12}O\textsubscript{16} absorption lines. Pronounced improvement is shown for horizontal transmission at altitudes above several kilometers and for vertical transmission through the entire atmosphere. NASA missions for laser energy transmission through the atmosphere have important spin-offs to closely related missions in remote atmospheric sensing. Initial efforts in tuning high pressure CO\textsubscript{2} lasers are discussed and future research is outlined which is vital to NASA missions and national goals such as isotope separation.

INTRODUCTION

Within the last 5 years, new types of high energy gas lasers were developed which, because of operation at high pressures, have the potential of producing tunable laser radiation by tuning across pressure broadened lines. The initial efforts of these so-called Transversely Excited Atmospheric, or TEA lasers, concentrated mostly on their importance as high energy density devices, but recently efforts have been initiated at several laboratories to explore their tunability. These efforts are of great importance to diverse applications (fig. 1) such as atmospheric energy transmission, with subsequent energy conversion, as well as remote atmospheric sensing, optical radar, isotope separation, and photochemistry.

Rather than giving a broad survey of the field, I will first discuss in-house theoretical feasibility studies for applications of tunable high pressure CO\textsubscript{2} lasers to energy transmission and, briefly, to remote sensing; the latter is discussed in more detail in an NASA publication by Hess and Seals (ref. 1). It will be shown that for these important NASA missions, the requirements for high pressure and tunability are not severe. Subsequently, I will give a brief review of the tuning characteristics and design requirements of high pressure lasers which form, respectively, part of a broad NASA basic research grant with Prof. Javan and a Langley contract with Plasma Physics Corp.

ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION OF TUNABLE HIGH PRESSURE C\textsubscript{12}O\textsubscript{16} LASERS

The importance of tunable C\textsubscript{12}O\textsubscript{16} lasers for increasing atmospheric laser transmission is shown in figure 2 for the P(20) laser line centered at 10.5911 \mu. As indicated by the reduction in calculated absorption coefficient, the advantage in tuning off the line center increases with altitude. Since the absorption coefficient k in km\textsuperscript{-1} is related to the transmittance r through
it is representative of horizontal transmittance without having to specify the length $L$ over which the transmittance occurs. As indicated by the reduction in calculated absorption coefficient, the advantage in tuning off the line center increases with altitude due to reduction in pressure broadening with altitude.

All the calculations presented here have been performed using our line-by-line absorption and transmission computer program, including gases such as $\text{H}_2\text{O}$, $\text{CO}_2$, $\text{O}_3$, $\text{N}_2\text{O}$, $\text{CO}$, $\text{CH}_4$, $\text{SO}_2$, $\text{NH}_3$, $\text{NO}$, $\text{HCl}$ and continuum absorption for $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ and $\text{N}_2$ from studies by McClatchey, et al.

For NASA missions of energy transmission to or from space it is of special interest to plot the vertical transmittance of the tunable high pressure $\text{C}^{12}\text{O}_2^{16}$ laser from an altitude $h$ through the entire atmosphere vs frequency $\nu - \nu_0$ from line center. Figure 3 indicates that the transmittance from $h = 0$ (ground) and $h = 2.5$ km or 6.5 km (mountains or aircraft) can be considerably increased by tuning 5 GHz off the line center. However, by positioning the laser at moderately high altitudes of $h = 2.5$ and 6.5 km, even half this tuning range yields large vertical transmittance which should be useful for various applications of laser energy transmission. The reason is that at these moderate altitudes the absorption by $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ vapor is sufficiently reduced so that great benefits are derived by tuning off the center of atmospheric $\text{CO}_2$ lines.

The pressures required to accomplish this tuning are not very high as seen from the following. In order to tune 5 GHz off the line center, a $\text{CO}_2$ laser line $\gg 10$ GHz is required since the centers of the laser line and the atmospheric $\text{CO}_2$ absorption line coincide. Since the line broadening per atmosphere pressure is $\approx 3$ GHz, a laser pressure $\geq 3$ atm would be needed; however, even half this pressure would be sufficient for a large improvement in transmittance. It is further shown in reference 1 that for vertical transmission and for transmission at moderately high altitudes, tuned $\text{C}^{12}\text{O}_2^{16}$ lasers compare favorably with $\text{C}^{12}\text{O}_2^{18}$-, $\text{CO}$-, $\text{DF}$-, and $\text{HF}$-lasers.

Since, only moderately high pressures are required to provide sufficient tuning for considerably improved transmission, the possibility of operating continuous wave (CW) $\text{CO}_2$ lasers at pressures of $\approx 2$ atm needs to be investigated. The feasibility of operating CW $\text{CO}_2$ lasers at atmospheric pressures without the use of preionization is indicated in references 2 and 3. Recent discussions with Dr. George Sutton indicate that AVCO Everett has operated an E-Beam preionized CW $\text{CO}_2$ laser at pressure of $\approx 1$ atm and that CW operation at higher pressures may be possible.

Possible advantages of pulsed operation for control of nonlinear effects have been discussed with Dr. Gebhardt from United Aircraft and Dr. Sutton from AVCO Everett. Dr. Gebhardt indicates that thermal blooming can be reduced by multi-pulse operation instead of CW operation, using for experimental studies a TEA laser with photo-preionization. Dr. Sutton suggests improvement of vertical atmospheric transmission through bleaching of atmospheric $\text{CO}_2$ requiring very high pulsed laser fluxes. This involves positioning the $\text{CO}_2$ laser at moderately high altitudes, for reduction of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ vapor effects, as also indicated for the tuned high pressure laser transmission, discussed here in some detail.
It is concluded (fig. 4) that the development of pulsed and CW high pressure \( \text{CO}_2 \) lasers could be vital to NASA energy conversion missions and, of course, also to non-NASA missions requiring atmospheric transmission. It should be further pointed out that presently strong efforts are being made to resolve the comparative advantages of CW and pulsed transmission. Tuned pulsed lasers, because of low average power requirements, may also offer promise for near term evaluation of atmospheric transmission experiments into space or from space between Earth and aircraft, balloons, satellites, or shuttle. A possible cost reduction may be achieved by combining transmission experiments with related experiments in remote sensing, optical radar tracking, and communications, which may also benefit from tunable high pressure pulsed lasers. A strongly related remote sensing experiment is discussed next.

**SOME APPLICATIONS TO REMOTE SENSING**

In reference 4, a variety of tunable laser applications to remote atmospheric sensing are studied. An especially strong relation exists between transmission problems of tunable \( \text{C}^{12}\text{O}_2\text{O}^{16} \) lasers and a certain remote sensing technique which has been theoretically evaluated by LaRC (ref. 5) and JPL (ref. 6). This technique, shown in figure 5, is remote sensing by laser differential absorption using diffuse reflection from the Earth. The term differential implies a reference laser "on" the constituent or pollutant absorption line as well as one "off" the line, as in the transmission problem; the difference in atmospheric transmittance is a measure of the pollutant. In its simplest form this technique yields an average concentration over the entire path. Information about the vertical constituent or pollutant distribution can be obtained by tuning across the corresponding absorption lines whose collision broadened widths vary with altitude. The actual vertical distribution is obtained through a mathematical inversion technique. The differential absorption technique can also be used for ranging whereby the signal is backscattered by particulates or molecules in the atmosphere as shown, e.g., by Byer and Garbuny (ref. 7).

Four laser types are being used or proposed (fig. 6) for the IR remote atmospheric sensing techniques used in references 1, 5, and 6: (1) select frequency CW lasers operating at comparatively low pressures whose wavelength range is extended through use of various isotopes; (2) tunable CW diode lasers, that have the advantage of tunability over a wide wavelength range but operate at comparatively low power of the order of several mW; (3) tunable CW waveguide lasers, that are tuned across pressure broadened lines, but with restricted tuning range because higher pressures require increasingly narrow waveguide tubes (the CW powers of these lasers approach several watts); and (4) the high pressure tunable lasers which have the potential of overcoming these limitations. Since they can be operated at very high pressures their tuning range can be considerable for any particular lasing gas. In order to increase the tuning range over the entire infrared the alternative exists of using different lasing gases, frequency multiplication (as discussed by Dr. Billman), or nonlinear optical mixing techniques using crystals or gases. Extensive research in these areas is performed by Drs. Byer and Harris at Stanford University, Dr. Garbuny at Westinghouse Research Laboratory, and others. Another promising technique involves laser pumped lasers. The use of high energy pulses increases the signal-to-noise ratio of differential absorption techniques and also permits the use of ranging in remote sensing. These techniques for increasing the tuning range are also vital for isotope separation and photochemistry.
RECENT PROGRESS IN TUNING OF HIGH PRESSURE TUNABLE LASERS

The key requirement for tuning of high pressure/energy pulsed lasers is the production of a uniform lasing medium. For this purpose, electron beams or uv photons from flashlamps or open arc discharges have been used for preionization. Several references to researchers pursuing these techniques are given in reference 1. The use of laser pumped lasers also shows great promise for producing a uniform lasing medium aside from its value in increasing the tuning range.

Tuning high pressure/energy pulsed CO$_2$ lasers have recently been reported by Alcock (ref. 8), Harris (ref. 9), and Bagratashvili (ref. 10). The lasers in references 8 and 9 are operated at high pressures of 15 atm (fig. 7) where line broadening is sufficient to provide overlapping (ref. 11) and continuous tuning over a wide spectral range; the lasers in reference 10 operate at $\approx$ 5 atm. Alcock performs tuning with a grating (with maximum resolution increased by beam expansion) having spectral resolution $\geq 0.2$ cm$^{-1}$ and Harris uses an etalon for tuning; personal discussions with O’Neil and Harris indicate a resolution of $\leq 0.2$ cm$^{-1}$ for the etalon. (Note: 0.2 cm$^{-1}$ corresponds to 6 GHz.) It must be emphasized, though it is now generally recognized, that this resolution does not refer to the actual linewidth of the laser output. The reason is that, for the homogeneously broadened lines of the high pressure laser mode, competition occurs. As a result, the oscillation of one mode depletes the population and channels the energy into this single mode; thus oscillations of other modes, as shown by Goldhar (ref. 12) and Nurmikko (ref. 13), are prevented. Measurements by Nishihara (ref. 14) of line structure in a pulsed atmospheric CO$_2$ TEA laser, with a high resolution Fabry Perot interferometer, suggests single mode operation with linewidth of the order of 20 MHz. It must be emphasized that for pulsed operation the uncertainty principle, $\Delta\nu\Delta\tau \geq 1$, sets a lower limit for the bandwidth; for example, for the 300 nsec pulse duration in reference 14 the bandwidth $\Delta\nu \geq 10^7/3 \approx 3$ MHz. As shown by Stiehl (ref. 15) chirping (frequency sweeping) in a pulsed laser may also influence the true time scale of the pulse and thus influence the bandwidth; however, it may also help in smearing out deviations from homogeneous broadening, thereby encouraging single mode operation. The importance of Stiehl’s work lies partly in the fact that he uses laser heterodyning which is needed for high resolution measurements.

Our research plan with Prof. Javan and Plasma Physics Corp. is as follows. A 5-atm pulsed CO$_2$ laser is being built (fig. 8) which uses uv photo-preionization of seed material, such as propylamine (ref. 16), to produce a uniform lasing medium. Gross tuning will first be performed with a grating; however, much more extensive efforts than heretofore will be made to obtain the mode structure with heterodyning, using Prof. Javan’s contact diode at M. I. T. and tunable diode lasers at Langley. Subsequently, finer tuning techniques will be used. This effort should be of great importance for improved atmospheric transmission as well as for remote sensing, optical radar, isotope separation, and photochemistry.
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Figure 1.— Application of high pressure tunable lasers.

Figure 2.— Calculated frequency variation of absorption
coefficient with altitude.

Figure 3.— Calculated frequency variation for tunable
C\textsuperscript{12}O\textsubscript{2} laser for vertical transmittance from
various altitudes.

Figure 4.— High pressure/energy tunable CO\textsubscript{2} lasers
for atmospheric transmission.

Figure 5.— Laser differential absorption with diffuse
reflection from earth.

Figure 6.— Four laser types proposed for IR remote
sensing.

• Could be vital to NASA — and other agencies
• Offer promise for near term evaluation of transmission
  experiments between Earth/aircraft, balloons, shuttle
• Possible cost reduction by combining with related
  experiments
  - Remote sensing, optical radar tracking, communications

- Select frequency lasers, wavelengths extended through
  isotopes
- CW tunable diode lasers, wide tuning range, low mW
  powers
- Tunable CW waveguide lasers, tuning restricted by
  pressures in narrow tubes, power approach several watts
- High pressure tunable lasers, wide tuning range due to
  high pressures and nonlinear optical mixing
• Experiments at ~15 atm, line overlapping
  - Tuning with grating and etalon, resolution \( \sim 0.2 \text{ cm}^{-1} = 6 \text{ GHz} \)
• Resolution does not refer to laser linewidth
  - Homogeneous broadening channels power into single mode
  - High resolution Fabry Perot suggests single mode, linewidth \( \sim 20 \text{ MHz} \)
• Pulsed operation bandwidth \( \geq \frac{1}{\text{pulse duration}} \) from uncertainty principle
• Heterodyning needed for high resolution

Figure 7.— Tuning of high pressure/energy pulsed laser.

![Diagram of high pressure/energy pulsed laser](image)

Figure 8.— High energy/pressure pulsed CO\(_2\) laser with photo-preionization.
DISCUSSION

Charles Chackerian, NASA Ames Research Center — If you are concerned with atmospheric transmission, why isn’t it better to use an O$^{18}$-CO$_2$ laser?

Answer: We have compared this but CO$_2^{18}$ is more expensive, especially in military use.

Max Garbuny, Westinghouse — What total tuning range could you obtain with CO$_2$?

Answer: If you use overlapping, which occurs at about 10 atmospheres, you can tune essentially from 9 to 11 μ. With doubling, tripling, and harmonic mixing with CO and HF frequencies, you can span the entire infrared range. For example, people at Los Alamos are attempting to get to 15 or 16 μ.

Dick Pantell, Stanford University — I don’t understand why the homogeneity of the line broadening is going to discourage other modes. For example, in ruby or glass, which are essentially inhomogeneously broadened at room temperature, oscillation in one mode doesn’t deplete oscillation in other modes because they occupy different spatial regions. Do you think the same thing would happen here?

Answer: There is some of this spatial hole burning. But that occurs when a crest of the oscillation of the laser meets with a node. By proper positioning of the laser, and proper phasing, you can reduce that. CO$_2$ lasers have been known to work very well on a single mode. In addition, some tricks can be performed by proper positioning of the laser. Some moderate amount of chirping, for example, can smooth this out also. We are looking into all of these things. With a heterodyning detector we are going to look to see exactly what we have.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — I would like to comment on chirping. I believe we are just beginning to understand that you cannot have a short pulse laser, with any bandwidth, without chirping. In fact, no mode-locked laser operates unchirpped.
NUCLEAR PUMPED GAS LASER RESEARCH

K. Thom

NASA Headquarters

A nuclear-pumped gas laser is excited by the interactions of energetic particles from nuclear reactions with a laser gas. Such nuclear reactions can be of various natures, such as fission in a nuclear chain reaction, or radioactive decay resulting in fast particles, for example, from polonium 210. For practical reasons, I confine my discussion to the nuclear pumping of lasers by fission-fragments from nuclear chain reactions, because this mechanism promises to result in the highest laser power level. The NASA work on the nuclear pumped laser has evolved as a sideline of plasma core nuclear reactor research, in the course of which it was realized that a fissioning gaseous medium should emit radiation in a nonequilibrium spectral power distribution and, hence, provide the basic conditions for lasing.

In principle, the conversion of fission-fragment kinetic energy into laser light is the direct conversion of nuclear energy into work in a controlled fashion. It is a breakthrough in the usage of nuclear energy, avoiding thermalization and the employment of a thermodynamic cycle with all its limitation of efficiency and temperature tolerances.

Nuclear pumped lasers are only a few months old. On 2 October 1974, NASA announced a nuclear pumped helium-xenon laser (ref. 1) and the Sandia Corporation announced a nuclear pumped carbon monoxide laser on 11 October 1974 (ref. 2). The efficiency in both of these experiments is quite low, if one relates the laser power with the power of the nuclear reactor that provides the neutron fluxes needed to induce the nuclear pumping. However, when one envisions nuclear power stations in space, that beam their power via laser beams to customers at various locations— to other spacecraft for propulsion or onboard power, to lunar bases for industrial processing, and, perhaps, back to Earth for utilization of power without pollution and hazards—a direct-pumped nuclear laser system need not be very efficient to be competitive with laser systems that involve more conventional pumping methods, and whose power is derived from the conventional conversion of nuclear heat into electricity. One can easily see that an efficiency of a few percent would already establish a quite attractive system, in addition to the potential of significant savings of mass and cost.

A schematic of the NASA experiment (ref. 3) is shown in figure 1. The Sandia experiment is somewhat different in the geometrical configuration, but very similar in its functional components.

In figure 1, one sees basically an arrangement in which fission fragments are produced and are made to interact with a gas for studying optical radiation. Fission reactions occur in a foil of enriched uranium by neutron capture and a good part of the fission fragments can escape from the foil and penetrate into the gas inside a laser tube. In the NASA experiment, a mixture of 1 part xenon in 20 parts of helium at 300 torr pressure lased at a wavelength of 3.5 μ, during a pulse of about 0.1 msec. The integrated energy at these first experiments was about 10 mJ, measured by means of a gold-doped germanium detector, 10 m away from the laser. The laser beam was bent three times by 90° in order to locate the detector behind heavy shielding against nuclear radiation from the reactor.
Left in the figure is the Los Alamos "Godiva" fast burst reactor, the origin of the neutrons that cause the fissions in the uranium coating in the laser tube. In this device, two half-critical masses of enriched uranium 235 are pneumatically shot into each other, whereupon the machine becomes supercritical and starts a chain reaction, running up to 10,000 MW of power. The system expands immediately by heat, thus slightly increasing its surface. In that moment, enough neutrons can escape to interrupt the chain reaction and shut down the reactor. Only a very small fraction of the nuclear fuel is burned, but nevertheless about a megajoule of energy is released — which makes the fraction of a joule of laser light that comes out of the laser tube, indeed, appear to be a very poor effect.

Figure 2 shows the Godiva reactor as a handsome little research machine, which it is, as long as one stays far away from it at operation. Also seen is a little laser tube, wrapped in a polyethylene moderator.

Looking back at figure 1, one recognizes immediately the reason for the very low efficiency of this arrangement. Only the neutrons of the reactor are used for the nuclear pumped laser experiment, and those neutrons, particularly when moderated, carry practically no power. What is needed, apparently, is to combine the laser tube and the reactor into one unit, that is, to make the laser tube nuclear critical, or, in other words, to make a gaseous core reactor that lases.

If everyone would be entirely biased and perfectly objective, and if he thus could see things as I do, he would immediately join us in the research on nuclear-pumped lasers and the related gaseous fueled reactors!

Gaseous core reactor research is well underway under a NASA interagency agreement with the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

As mentioned before, the nuclear-pumped laser research is closely connected with this gaseous core reactor work. In the following, only our experimental program on nuclear lasers will be discussed. We plan to test a high pressure xenon laser for nuclear pumping with the Godiva. Before we achieved lasing with the helium-xenon mixture, numerous luminosity measurements were conducted which indicated that the generation of light by fission-fragment, gas-atom interactions increases with shorter wavelength. Because of insufficient instrumentation, we could not yet make measurements in the uv spectrum. However, we suspect that most of the conversion of fission-fragment energies into light occurs in the ultraviolet. Colleagues of the JPL will hopefully soon be ready to join our friends at the LASL in conducting nuclear-pumped, high pressure xenon experiments.

When increasing the pressure, the fission-fragment stopping distance will eventually become smaller than the diameter of the laser tube diameter. In that case, the technique of using an uranium foil inside the laser tube becomes less effective. Instead of a surface source of energetic nuclear particles, a volume source must be used (ref. 5). One possibility is an admixture to the laser gas of He^3, which upon the capture of a neutron undergoes the reaction He^3(n,T)p, where the triton and proton carry about 700 keV energy. From other laser systems it is known that helium will not quench lasing in certain systems. Another option for a volume source of energetic nuclear particles would be enriched uranium hexafluoride that undergoes fission in a neutron bath.
UF₆ may quench laser action, because of its many degrees of internal freedom; perhaps it does not do so, however, and instead may offer many lasing opportunities. This is a subject of forthcoming research.

For the research involving enriched UF₆ and He³, we have shipped our ballistic piston compressor from the University of Florida to Los Alamos. This compressor and the Godiva reactor seem to be an ideal match to produce, for a fraction of a millisecond, all conditions that one possibly could desire for nuclear-pumped laser research: the cannon will compress gas mixtures to almost any degree of needed density and temperature. A schematic of this cannon is shown in figure 3. Very fortunately the free flying piston in this device, an old 50 mm Navy gun barrel, is driven by compressed air and not by gun-powder; had the latter been the case, the reactor people of LASL would have let the gun not come near the Godiva! Sometime in the near future we will compress enriched UF₆ or He³ in the cannon and expose it to the high neutron flux from the Godiva reactor. The high neutron fluence combined with the large uranium particle density should give us an estimated 1000 joules of fission energy generated in the gun!

A good faction of this energy could be converted into laser light. Or that part of this energy could be used to recharge the air compressor — such that the machine would run like a Nuclear Otto Engine!
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Figure 1.— Nuclear pumped laser research.

Figure 2.— The "Godiva" reactor.
Figure 3.— Nonequilibrium nuclear reactor system.
Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Karl, even though I'm very impressed with the success of these experiments, all those nuclear radiation signs on the apparatus tend to keep me at arms length!

Stuart Bowen, Stanford University — Are the pumping requirements of this device in any way compatible with the usage of reactor nuclear waste material? That is, can the waste actinides, etc., be used for this?

Answer: No, we wouldn't pump with it — we would hope to put it back into the reactor and burn it. The trans-uranium actinides, of course, are fissionable.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — But that's not really connected with your laser. What you're indicating, of course, is that if you could build a UF₆ gas core reactor, you could recycle some of these wastes?

Answer: Yes.

Dick Stirn, J. P. L. — What is your feeling about the materials problems of mirrors, etc., at these high radiation levels?

Answer: It may be a big problem. Of course we might use aerodynamic windows and there are other ways of promoting self-anealing of materials. Such work at United Aircraft showed that some radiation damage can be self-anealed by heat. There are various possibilities.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — What mixture did the group at Sandia use?

Answer: They used carbon monoxide. We believe we have to go to high pressure xenon to get better efficiency and shorter wavelength.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Have you made any calculations of what are the possible efficiencies of such a system?

Answer: Many attempts have been made. However, the problem is that the real cross sections involved are not known. Our approach will be to measure some of these and then use them to assist the theory.
INTRODUCTION

At the first symposium on laser energy conversion it was suggested (ref. 1) that an energy converter introduced more than a decade ago by Waymouth (ref. 2) might be used for the conversion of laser energy to electrical power. The present paper reports a preliminary study undertaken to determine the expected performance of such a device, and to better define inherent problems.

The Waymouth converter is closely related to the cesium vapor thermionic converter. For the laser converter, it is helpful to keep both devices in mind for comparison. The basic operation of the thermionic converter is described first. The potential distribution and essential geometry of the conventional thermionic converter are shown in figure 1a. The electrodes have about equal areas. Heat supplied to one electrode is absorbed by thermionic emission of a high current of electrons at the emitter temperature. The electron gas in the interelectrode plasma is then heated to a higher temperature through bombardment by the electrons from the emitter which have been accelerated across the plasma sheath $V_E$ at the emitter.

Part of this investment of energy in the plasma is then extracted as the electron gas is cooled when it surmounts the sheath barrier $V_C$ and reaches the collector. The remaining thermionic energy is dissipated in the arc drop $V_d$ required to produce the positive ions which sustain the plasma. The asymmetry required to obtain a net electron flow through the plasma arises because of the thermionic emission at the emitter and because the higher sheath barrier at the emitter blocks the electron gas from returning to the emitter. The total output current is limited primarily by the saturation emission current from the emitter. Output voltage is limited by the arc voltage drop $V_d$ needed to sustain the plasma and by the contact potential difference ($\phi_E - \phi_C$) between the converter electrodes.

Cesium vapor is used in the conventional thermionic converter since its low ionization potential minimizes the arc drop $V_d$, and its adsorption on the electrode surfaces gives sufficiently low values of the electrode work functions $\phi_E$ and $\phi_C$. About 25 percent of the original energy delivered to the electrons is delivered as electrical power to the external circuit. The remainder is dissipated in the arc drop (~15 percent) and in the collector (~60 percent).

Figure 1b shows the essential geometry and potential distribution for the originally-described Waymouth converter. This device is similar to the thermionic converter except that the primary energy input is directly into the plasma instead of through the emitter. As in the thermionic converter, the hot electron gas in the plasma (heated by rf in Waymouth's demonstration) is cooled...
by collection across a large collector sheath $V_C$. The asymmetric flow of the electron gas into the collector is obtained by having the emitter area much smaller than the collector area. The collected electrons are replaced by thermionic emission from the emitter. Waymouth experimentally demonstrated an overall energy conversion efficiency of 36 percent with a plasma electron temperature $T_e$ corresponding to an average electron energy $kT_e \approx 2\,\text{eV}$. He estimated this would approach 55 percent at higher electron temperatures.

The thermo electronic laser energy converter (TELEC) considered here is essentially a Waymouth converter with the input energy supplied by a high energy laser beam. It is shown that the constraints of this application cause the operating conditions for the TELEC to be substantially different from those envisioned by Waymouth and, in fact, that these conditions more closely approach those for the thermionic converter. The geometry for this initial examination is concentric cylindrical electrodes with the laser energy introduced axially as shown in figure 2.

The calculations and results of this study are only outlined here. Further details are described in a technical summary report (ref. 3).

RADIATION BALANCE

The description of a TELEC device requires a detailed examination of the processes of laser absorption in the interelectrode plasma and of the processes of subsequent re-radiation of this energy. The only radiation considered here is the 10.6-$\mu$m line of the CO$_2$ laser. The dominant laser absorption processes are electron-ion and electron-neutral inverse bremsstrahlung. The latter process dominates when there is a significant presence of neutrals. Radiation from the plasma is a very complicated process involving line radiation from specific transitions, continuum radiation from radiative recombination, and finally bremsstrahlung radiation. Both hydrogen and cesium are considered as candidate gases to determine the dependence of the results on ionization potential.

The calculation of laser absorption in hydrogen is based on the extensive work of Stallcop (ref. 4). The analytical results for hydrogen plasma excitation and radiation processes obtained by Bates, Kingston and McWhirter (ref. 5) and by McWhirter and Hearn (ref. 6) are also used here.

Approximate formulas of Stallcop (ref. 7) are used to calculate laser absorption in cesium. The results of Norcross and Stone (ref. 8) are used for the radiation properties of the cesium plasma.

Some results for the absorption and radiation characteristics for hydrogen plasmas (without electron cooling or heating) are shown in tables 1 and 2, and corresponding results for cesium plasmas are shown in tables 3 and 4. In the tables, the following quantities are shown as functions of plasma density $n_e$ ($\text{cm}^{-3}$) and electron temperature $T_e$ ($\text{°K}$):

- $f$ ~ degree of ionization
- $P$ ~ total pressure (torr)
- $R_A$ ~ atomic (line, recombination) radiation intensity, $\text{W/cm}^3$
\[ B_B \sim \text{bremsstrahlung radiation intensity, } W/cm^3 \]
\[ R_t \sim \text{total radiation intensity, } W/cm^3 \]
\[ K_{en} \sim \text{absorption coefficient due to neutral atoms, } cm^{-1} \]
\[ K_{ei} \sim \text{absorption coefficient due to ions, } cm^{-1} \]
\[ K_t \sim \text{total absorption coefficient, } cm^{-1} \]
\[ Q_m \sim \text{input radiation intensity required to maintain an isolated plasma, } W/cm^2 \]

From the calculations of radiation balance it is evident that high plasma densities \((n_e > 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3})\) are required to obtain reasonable stopping lengths \((1/K_t < 10 \text{ m})\). It is also evident that the laser flux required to achieve this plasma density is very high for cesium \((\geq 10^4 \text{ W/cm}^2)\) and is generally one to two orders of magnitude higher for hydrogen. For this reason, a detailed TELEC performance analysis is made only for cesium. These results show that for a significant presence of neutrals, electron-neutral inverse bremsstrahlung is the dominant absorption process, and line radiation is the dominant radiation from the plasma. For essentially fully ionized plasmas, electron-ion inverse bremsstrahlung is the dominant absorption process and recombination is the dominant plasma radiation process.

An important consequence of the high plasma density needed for stopping the laser beam in the TELEC is the possibility of significant effects arising from loss of ions to the electrodes. The energy required to produce these ions is potentially a serious energy loss in the TELEC. The maximum currents possible (twice the random ion current) are shown in figure 3. Actually, the ion losses will be substantially less than indicated in figure 3. The ion-atom scattering cross section is very large in cesium due to resonance charge exchange. The diffusion of ions to the electrodes therefore will be greatly impeded in the presence of neutral atoms. This is true even for fully ionized plasmas since ions which leave the plasma return as atoms, causing large ion density gradients and reduced ion currents near the electrodes. If necessary, ion currents can be reduced still further by the use of a background gas, such as argon, that has a large ion scattering cross section but a low electron scattering cross section. Since a detailed calculation of ion losses is quite complex, and since it is estimated that the resulting effects can be neglected for a first approximation, these effects are not included in the following TELEC performance estimates.

**DESCRIPTION OF TELEC OPERATION**

In order to calculate the performance characteristics of the TELEC it is necessary to develop analytical expressions for the various converter phenomena. These expressions, given in detail in reference 3, involve the following processes:

1. Plasma particle transport phenomena involving both electron-neutral and electron-ion interactions.

2. Sheath phenomena at the plasma boundary based on particle flux conservation.
3. Emission and work function effects for surfaces with absorbed cesium.

4. Emitter thermal balance involving black-body radiation, plasma radiation and electron cooling.

5. Plasma ionization and multiple component ideal gas behavior.

6. Overall energy balance

To these must be coupled the plasma radiation and absorption effects discussed above. This large system of simultaneous, nonlinear, analytical expressions is solved simultaneously to obtain solutions for all descriptive parameters of the device at various operating points.

Figures 4 through 8 show the electrical output characteristics and efficiency $\eta$ of TELEC operation calculated for a variety of design variables. Because of the very large number of variables, the complexity of the calculations, and the absence as yet of clearly-defined engineering and system constraints, it has not been possible to establish an optimum region of operation. The set of operating conditions for figure 4 are therefore chosen somewhat arbitrarily as a specific reference case for illustration of approximate magnitude of the variables, and for illustration of the effect of changing each design variable in figures 5 through 8.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Laser-Maintained Plasmas

Figure 9 shows that the laser power required to maintain a constant-pressure plasma at first increases with increasing electron temperature and then decreases as complete ionization is approached. This occurs because the plasma density and atomic radiation increase rapidly as the laser radiation initially heats and progressively ionizes the plasma; but as full ionization approaches, the plasma density becomes constant and the atom-electron inverse bremsstrahlung absorption and atomic radiation rapidly disappear with the disappearance of the atoms. This region near full ionization is the typical plasma condition for practical TELEC operation since it results in minimum converter length and radiation losses for a given energy conversion power density requirement.

Another potentially important aspect of laser-maintained plasmas is that above the maximum in figure 9 the dissipation of laser energy in a constant-pressure, isolated plasma tends to increase faster than the plasma can re-radiate this energy; that is, a fluctuation of the electron temperature upward tends to increase the absorption and thus further increase the electron temperature, and vice versa. This suggests that the absorption process may be unstable and that ionization waves may occur.

Although investigation of this complex phenomenon is beyond the scope of this study, it deserves further attention for the following reasons. First, it could profoundly increase or decrease the absorption length, and therefore could critically affect the feasibility of the TELEC. Second, if
laser radiation can directly drive strong, coherent density waves in a plasma, this could lead to a plasma-laser rf generator which might be superior to the TELEC.

Feasibility of TELEC

Efficiency — Inspection of figures 4 through 8 shows that maximum efficiencies in the region of 30 to 45 percent are computed for a TELEC operating in the vicinity of the arbitrary and therefore probably off-optimum, reference case (fig. 4). In general, it is likely that the operating point of a practical device would be chosen to be at a voltage somewhat less than that for maximum efficiency ($\sim 2.0$ V in fig. 4) since absorption length $L = K_T^{-1}$ (and also device length) is significantly smaller at lower voltages. In fact, if system weight is more important than efficiency, optimum operation would tend toward the point of maximum output power density ($12$ W/cm$^2$ at 1.0 V in figure 4, where efficiency is 26 percent).

It is likely that the optimum operating condition occurs at a higher cesium pressure than the 2 torr reference value. As shown in figure 5, doubling the pressure significantly increases the efficiency and power density and about halves the absorption length. Higher efficiencies also are obtained at larger device diameter $D_C$ and higher laser power density $Q$ but, as seen in figures 6 and 7, these changes alone cause a significant increase in absorption length. The shorter absorption length can be mostly recovered by increasing the cesium pressure, however.

Electrode materials — The materials parameters used in the analysis represent the present state of practical electrode development in thermionic converters. The value, $\phi_O = 5.0$ eV for the vacuum work function of the emitter, can be readily achieved by available materials (e.g. oriented rhenium, and oxygenated tungsten). Preliminary exploration indicates that this value is near optimum for the reference case. The required emitter temperatures indicated in figures 4 through 8 (that is, $1600 - 1900^\circ$ K) coincide with the temperature range of thermionic converter operation where similar electrodes have been operated in a substantial number of devices continuously for several years without degradation.

The value $\phi_C = 1.5$ eV is the collector work function which is obtained spontaneously when most structural metals (e.g. nickel, stainless steel, copper, molybdenum, niobium, etc.) are operated in cesium vapor under typical collector conditions. The effect of collector back-emission in the TELEC is not known. However, if the criterion for thermionic converter collector operation applies in this case, the optimum collector operating temperature for $\phi_C = 1.5$ eV would be near $900^\circ$K. This is an important consideration for space-power applications because this is near the optimum temperature for small, lightweight radiators constructed of ordinary structural metals.

A substantial program is presently under way to develop lower work function surfaces for thermionic converter collectors. Values of $\phi_C \approx 1.3$ eV have been observed for several potentially useful materials, and it is hoped that surfaces similar to the 1.0 eV, S-1 commercial photocathode can be developed also for this application. As can be seen in figure 8, the use of a 1.0 eV collector would significantly increase the efficiency of TELEC operation. It should be recognized, however, that this would probably require a significantly low collector (heat rejection) temperature, probably near $650^\circ$K.
Absorption length — The absorption lengths occurring in the reference case, that is, of the order of 10 m for 10.6-μ laser radiation, at first seem to be excessive for a practical device. Specifically, this would mean that only about 60 percent of the laser radiation energy would be absorbed in a 10-m long TELEC, with a corresponding reduction in efficiency. Furthermore, a 10-m long TELEC array may be undesirable from structural and weight considerations. However, a reflector at the exit end of the TELEC cylinder (fig. 2), which allowed a second pass through the device, would permit capture of up to about 85 percent of the incident beam energy, or would allow the length of the TELEC to be halved. Further increases in capture efficiency or decreases in length, or both, could be obtained by constructing the TELEC collector as a cavity with mirrors at both ends; the mirrors result in multiple passes of the laser beam through the device.

Laser beam intensities — The incident radiation intensities required for typical TELEC operation at 10.6 μ that is, $10^4$ to $10^6$ W/cm$^2$, also may be excessive by present standards. The ability to achieve such intensities is crucially dependent on collector optics, and on the ability to achieve multiple passes of the beam through the device.

It should be recognized that the absorption length and required laser beam intensity are essentially inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength of the incident radiation. Therefore efficient TELEC operation probably is not feasible at wavelengths much shorter than 10.6 μ, and it becomes much more attractive at longer wavelengths.

Alternate sets of design parameters to those in the reference case can be chosen that result in absorption lengths and laser beam intensities an order of magnitude less than those for the reference case, but with significant reductions in conversion efficiency and output power density. It is clear that a system design study is required to evaluate these trade-offs.

Comparison with the Waymouth and Thermionic Converters

It is instructive at this point to examine briefly how operation under TELEC conditions differs from the operation of the Waymouth converter, since the TELEC is more of an “electron superheat” version of a thermionic converter than a Waymouth converter. Figure 10 is a potential diagram illustrating the operating conditions at Point A of figure 4. It can be seen that most of the energy of the hot electrons from the plasma is first delivered to the emitter, rather than to the collector as in the Waymouth converter. The electron energy flow therefore is as follows.

The energy absorbed from the laser beam by the plasma is mostly transferred to the emitter. The electrons in the emitter absorb $\phi_E + 2kT_E$ as they are emitted (evaporate) at temperature $T_E$. They are then “superheated” to an electron temperature $T_e$ in the plasma by the laser radiation, and absorb an energy $V_C + 2kT_e$ from the plasma as they reach the collector. The electrons dissipate $\phi_C + 2kT_e$ as reject heat in the collector, and deliver their remaining energy $V_Q$ to the external circuit as they are returned to the emitter.

The primary effect of the superheat portion of the cycle is to allow the plasma electrons to surmount a much larger barrier at the collector, and thereby to deliver a correspondingly larger output energy for each unit of heat rejected; that is, at a higher efficiency. From a thermodynamic viewpoint, this extends the Carnot temperature interval from the emitter temperature $T_E$ to the
much higher plasma electron temperature $T_e$. Since the efficiency of the thermionic energy conversion process is ideally about 60 to 70 percent of Carnot efficiency, the efficiency of such a "superheated" thermionic converter is inherently much greater than that obtainable in the conventional thermionic converter at feasible emitter temperatures.

A design variable which may have a profound effect on TELEC performance is the fraction of incident laser radiation that is captured directly by the emitter, that is, without first being absorbed by the plasma. For the reference case, allowing 15 percent of the laser beam to be directly captured by the emitter causes the overall maximum efficiency to increase from 35 percent to over 42 percent. The basic and engineering implications of operation with the laser energy input divided between the emitter and plasma have not been adequately explored as yet. However, it may be advantageous to supply only the heat to the plasma necessary for the superheat energy and for sustaining the required plasma density to intercept this energy, and to deliver the remainder directly to the emitter.

**SUMMARY**

Preliminary evaluation suggests that the TELEC concept can potentially convert 25 to 50 percent of incident laser radiation into electric power at high power densities and high waste heat rejection temperatures. Relatively high laser beam intensities ($10^4$ to $10^6$ W/cm$^2$) and long absorption lengths (1 - 100 m) appear to characterize typical operation with 10.6 $\mu$m incident radiation. Detailed system studies, including consideration of collector optics for concentration and multiple passes of the laser beam through the device, and the possibility of longer wavelength laser radiation, are required for assessment of feasibility.

Two important basic aspects of device operation deserve further analysis and experimental evaluation. The possible instability of laser radiation absorption in plasmas under TELEC conditions would profoundly affect the feasibility of the concept, and could possibly lead to direct rf generation by laser radiation in such plasmas. Also, it is possible that interception of most of the laser beam by the emitter, and use of only a small portion to maintain and "superheat" the plasma, may be preferred mode of operation that could result in a substantially higher efficiency than for the reference case studied. Operation in this mode also may significantly relieve some of the design constraints imposed by full beam absorption in the plasma.

*Acknowledgement* — The authors would like to express appreciation to K. W. Billman for his interest and encouragement and to J. R. Stallcop for helpful discussions on radiation absorption.
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**TABLE 1. — HYDROGEN LOG $N_E = 15^a$**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>$4000$</th>
<th>$8000$</th>
<th>$16000$</th>
<th>$32000$</th>
<th>$64000$</th>
<th>$128000$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$6.04 \times 10^{-13}$</td>
<td>$4.1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>.938</td>
<td>.9997</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>$6.86 \times 10^{11}$</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{3}$</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_A$</td>
<td>$7.75 \times 10^{4}$</td>
<td>$2.40 \times 10^{2}$</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>.460</td>
<td>2.31 $\times 10^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_B$</td>
<td>$8.98 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.27 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$1.80 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$2.54 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$3.59 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$5.08 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_T$</td>
<td>$7.75 \times 10^{4}$</td>
<td>$2.40 \times 10^{2}$</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>$4.96 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_A/R_B$</td>
<td>$8.63 \times 10^{6}$</td>
<td>$1.89 \times 10^{4}$</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{en}$</td>
<td>$7.70 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$1.18 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$3.05 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$9.54 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>$2.96 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
<td>$2.74 \times 10^{-13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{ei}$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$4.50 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1.79 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$7.34 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$3.04 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$1.26 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_T$</td>
<td>$7.70 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$1.23 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.80 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$7.34 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$3.04 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$1.26 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_m$</td>
<td>$1.01 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>$1.96 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$5.16 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$1.84 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$1.51 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$1.84 \times 10^{5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Plasma density

**TABLE 2. — HYDROGEN LOG $N_E = 16^a$**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>$4000$</th>
<th>$8000$</th>
<th>$16000$</th>
<th>$32000$</th>
<th>$64000$</th>
<th>$128000$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$3.29 \times 10^{-13}$</td>
<td>$2.44 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.9997</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>$1.26 \times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>$3.39 \times 10^{4}$</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>66.25</td>
<td>132.5</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_A$</td>
<td>$7.28 \times 10^{6}$</td>
<td>$2.50 \times 10^{4}$</td>
<td>$8.83 \times 10^{2}$</td>
<td>$1.25 \times 10^{2}$</td>
<td>$4.08 \times 10'</td>
<td>$2.04 \times 10'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_B$</td>
<td>$8.98 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>$1.27$</td>
<td>$1.80$</td>
<td>$2.54$</td>
<td>$3.59$</td>
<td>$5.08$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_T$</td>
<td>$7.28 \times 10^{6}$</td>
<td>$2.50 \times 10^{4}$</td>
<td>$8.86 \times 10^{2}$</td>
<td>$1.27 \times 10^{2}$</td>
<td>$4.44 \times 10'</td>
<td>$25.49$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_A/R_B$</td>
<td>$8.11 \times 10^{6}$</td>
<td>$1.97 \times 10^{4}$</td>
<td>$4.92 \times 10^{2}$</td>
<td>$4.91 \times 10$</td>
<td>$1.14 \times 10'$</td>
<td>$4.02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{en}$</td>
<td>$1.41 \times 10^{8}$</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>$4.40 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$1.17 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$3.27 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>$2.69 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{ei}$</td>
<td>$1.20 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$4.51 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.79 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$7.34 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$3.04 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.26 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_T$</td>
<td>$1.41 \times 10^{8}$</td>
<td>$2.05 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>$1.80 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$7.34 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$3.04 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.26 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_m$</td>
<td>$5.15 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$1.22 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$4.91 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$1.70 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$1.34 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$1.62 \times 10^{5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Plasma density
### TABLE 3. – CESIUM LOG $N_E = 15^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>$T_e , °K$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>$6.4 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_A$</td>
<td>$4.34 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_B$</td>
<td>$6.35 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_T$</td>
<td>$4.34 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_A/R_B$</td>
<td>$6.8 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{en}$</td>
<td>.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{ei}$</td>
<td>$3.61 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_T$</td>
<td>.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_m$</td>
<td>$3.61 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a$ Plasma density

### TABLE 4. – CESIUM LOG $N_E = 16^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>$T_e , °K$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$3.39 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>$6.1 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_A$</td>
<td>$4.34 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_B$</td>
<td>$6.35 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_T$</td>
<td>$4.34 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_A/R_B$</td>
<td>$6.8 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{en}$</td>
<td>$1.135 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{ei}$</td>
<td>$3.61 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_T$</td>
<td>$1.136 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_m$</td>
<td>$3.82 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a$ Plasma density
Figure 1.— Geometry and potential distribution.

Figure 2.— Elementary TELEC configuration.

Figure 3.— Twice random ion current.

Figure 4.— Electrical output characteristics and efficiency $\eta$ of TELEC.
Figure 5.— Electrical output characteristics and efficiency $\eta$ of TELEC; $p = 2$ torr.

Figure 7.— Electrical output characteristics and efficiency $\eta$ of TELEC; $Q = 10^6$ W/cm$^2$.

Figure 6.— Electrical output characteristics and efficiency $\eta$ of TELEC; $D_C = 2$ cm.

Figure 8.— Electrical output characteristics and efficiency $\eta$ of TELEC; $Q_C = 1.5$ eV.
Figure 9.— Laser maintenance flux for cesium.

Figure 10.— Conditions at point A in figure 5.
DISCUSSION

Dick Stirn, J. P. L. — Could you go over again how you calculate your efficiencies?

Answer: Yes. First of all we take a unit length of the device. The laser radiation is decreasing with length. It’s the ratio of the electrical power out to the total input laser power absorbed in that unit length. So, for example, if you have a 10-cm-diameter device, that’s about 30 cm around so you would have 10 W/cm² times 30 cm or 300 W per centimeter of device length.

Tom Karras, General Electric — I’m a little confused on the effects of increasing the pressure. At one point you mentioned that you would increase the efficiency, but later on you said the reverse.

Answer: That was the one exception to that statement and I didn’t want to go back and correct it! The pressure, in the couple of cases we have done — Lorin, why didn’t you run another case? — was increasing the efficiency as we raised it. But we did not run high enough to see where it is optimum — it must turn over somewhere, however. Our results, 30 percent, are not, therefore, optimum. We don’t know how high it will go. When you increase the pressure two good things happen — the efficiency goes up and you shorten the device.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — I thought this was a very interesting paper, but I don’t know why you are worrying so much about the intensity problem. Is it because you do not want to add a collector?

Answer: No. For one thing, the emitter is sitting there in the middle of the device. If it’s a long device, you are going to have to aim the beam along this long path.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — I think that, compared with some of the other problems, is not a big concern.

Don Nored, NASA Lewis Research Center — Just one comment on your stability work. This is very similar to some work we have been sponsoring at Physical Sciences, Inc. We should intercompare the studies.
For efficient conversion of laser energy to electrical energy, which is required for realizing the transmission of energy via laser beam, various methods are being investigated at several laboratories under NASA sponsorship. One such method, described in this paper, utilizes the generation of electrons and ions by interacting an intense laser beam with cesium vapor. Theoretical calculation shows that the conversion efficiency is as high as 40 percent if the entire photon energy is utilized in ionizing the cesium vapor that is generated initially by the incoming laser beam. An output voltage is expected to be generated across two electrodes, one of which is the liquid cesium, by keeping the other electrode at a different work function. Evaluation of the laser plasmadynamic (LPD) converter has been performed using pulsed ruby and Nd-glass lasers. Although the results obtained to date indicate an efficiency two orders or magnitude smaller than that of theoretical predictions, an unoptimized LPD converter did demonstrate the capability of converting laser energy at large power levels. The limitations in the performance may be due to converter geometry, the type of lasers used, and other limitations inherent to the cesium plasma.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LPD CONVERTER

The LPD converter is a diode having one electrode holding approximately 1 g of liquid cesium and one electrode made of stainless steel having a semi-spherical surface (fig. 1). The cesium electrode is designated as an emitter and the other electrode as a collector. The radius of the sphere is 8 mm. An incoming laser beam is introduced through a hole in the collector with a lens so that the beam strikes the cesium surface at its focal point. For an estimated focal spot area of 1 mm², the peak power density at the focal point is approximately 1.6 x 10⁵ W/cm² with a 1-J pulse with a duration of 600 μsec — the value which was used during the experiments. Steps involved in the operation of the LPD converter are: (1) evaporation of a small amount of cesium at the focal spot; (2) generation of cesium ions and electrons by interacting the laser beam with evaporated cesium atoms having a large particle density (obtained immediately following the evaporation) and (3) separation of ions and electrons by means of built-in potential energy difference between two electrodes having two different work functions. To achieve higher work functions at the collector, it is provided with a sheathed heater which is capable of raising the collector temperature up to 800°C. At this temperature the collector work function will be approximately 3 eV, and therefore,
the contact potential will be 1.2 eV between the collector and the cesium electrode (work function equaling 1.8 eV). Therefore, the ideal open-circuit voltage will be 1.2 V with its (conventional) polarity being positive at the collector electrode.

Other features of the converter include: (1) one sapphire window for introduction of the laser beam, (2) another window for visual observation of the interior of the converter, (3) cesium liquid held in a cup-shaped portion of a copper rod whose temperature is controlled by means of an external heater and a water-cooled heat sink, and (4) an evacuated stainless steel cross envelope, 1-1/2" in diameter. During the experiments, the temperature of this envelope was kept at least 50°C higher than the cesium reservoir temperature, by means of heater tapes and a thermal blanket, to avoid formation of any parasitic reservoir.

**EXPERIMENTAL SETUP**

An optically-pumped laser, which could operate either with a ruby or a Nd-glass rod, and the LPD converter were mounted on an optical bench. The laser beam was reflected by a mirror and focused by a lens before entering the converter through a sapphire window. To measure the laser power incident on the cesium liquid, a known amount of laser power was sampled by a mirror having a calibrated reflectivity. Transmittances of lenses and a window were calibrated to obtain the laser energy incident on the cesium liquid target. The measuring circuit is shown schematically in figure 2. The LPD converter was connected to an external circuit having a resistor and a power supply, the latter of which was short circuited during the operation of the converter as an energy conversion device. However, the power supply was left connected during the measurements requiring acquisition of volt-coulomb characteristics.

Volt-coulomb characteristics were preferred over the volt-ampere characteristics because of the pulsed operation of the LPD converter. The total charge output per laser pulse was obtained by integrating the current output with an analogue integrator, with respect to time, for a duration of 600 μsec, a period that equalled the laser pulse duration. At the same time, the sampled laser pulse and the resultant LPD output were displayed on an oscilloscope to determine their wave forms and temporal relationships. For measurements of output energy, the time integral of the joule heat loss was obtained by integrating the square of the voltage across the load resistor. During all of the above measurements, the cesium temperature was maintained slightly above its melting point, and the collector temperature was varied and maintained higher than any other parts of the converter.

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

Figure 3 shows four oscillograms each showing the laser (top trace) and electrical outputs (bottom trace). The left figure on the top shows the characteristic of electric current (negative) and the right figure shows the characteristic of the ion current (positive) collected by the collector electrode. These curves were obtained by irradiating the biased LPD converter with a laser pulse at approximately 0.5 J of energy at the target cesium. The bias of +0.5 V means that the collector electrode is positive with respect to the cesium electrode so that the current is dominated by electrons. The time scales are 100 μsec/cm except the figure for applied voltage of −2.0 V which is
200 μsec/cm. The current scales are 0.2A/cm for the electron current and 0.5A/cm for the ion
current.

These results show that: (1) charge separations are achieved with voltages of the order of 1 V;
(2) electron current closely follows individual laser pulses, thus showing comparatively jagged wave
forms; and (3) the current at an applied voltage of −2.0 V indicates that the current wave form is
smooth (likely a characteristic of heavy particle flow such as caused by ions). The largest current
observed reached as high as 3 A, which corresponded to a current density of 300 A/cm^2 from the
area of 1 mm^2 where the laser beam was focused. The bottom left figure shows the open-circuit
voltage observed with an elevated collector temperature. The largest peak value observed was
+1.5 V. The polarity as well as the magnitude depends on the temperature of the collector; the
polarity is negative at the collector when its temperature is low and the polarity becomes positive
when the collector temperature is raised to drive off condensing cesium. An open circuit voltage of
1.5 V is considered reasonable since the LPD converter was operated under pulsed conditions,
although it was a few tenths of a volt higher than expected with a CW laser.

Figures 4 and 5 show the volt-coulomb curves obtained with the ruby laser. The major
difference between two figures is the difference in the current I^CH through the collector heater.
The estimated collector temperature at I^CH = 2.6 A is 200°C and 450°C at I^CH = 7.5 A. Curves in
the second quadrant indicate that the net charge collected is positive when the collector bias is
negative while the curves in the fourth quadrant show the opposite. In figure 4, a trend for the
collected charge to saturate is observed when the magnitude of bias voltage is of the order of 1 V.
The open-circuit voltage, (which occurs when the collected charge is zero), is approximately −0.5 V.

It should be pointed out that the power-generating quadrants are the first and the third
quadrant. At a low collector temperature (I^CH = 2.6A), the power is generated mainly by electrons.
On the other hand, it is seen that the power is generated in the first quadrant by net positive charges
when the collector temperature is raised (I^CH = 7.5A in fig. 5).

Although the temperature dependence of the output was qualitatively in agreement with
expectations, the magnitude of the output was far less than what was expected. Possible
explanations for this lack of output and an extrapolated performance will be discussed in Section V.
In figure 5, a large increase of the collected charge in the second quadrant is evident in contrast to
no change in the net charge in the fourth quadrant of the figure. Considering the fact that: (1) the
increase in positive charge to the collector was only observed when the laser pulse was applied, and
(2) the calculated thermionic electron emission from the collector, which would have contributed
to the net increase, was far too small to account for the increase, the observed increase of positive
charge may be due to more effective neutralization of positive space charge by thermionically
emitted electrons.

Figure 6 shows similar results using a Nd-glass laser instead of a ruby laser. The shapes of the
curves are similar to the previous curves with the exception of the reduced amount of charge
collection. If the charges were solely generated by multi-photon ionization process, one would
expect a much larger reduction with a Nd-glass laser (λ = 1.06 μ) than with a ruby laser (λ = 0.69 μ).
(Further discussion of this matter is also given in Section V.)

Other experiments were performed to determine: (1) the functional relationship between the
laser input and the charge output; (2) the dependence of charge output on cesium reservoir
temperature; and (3) the effect of the duration of the laser input on the output charge. The results of the first two experiments are shown in figures 7 and 8, respectively.

These curves were generated by measuring the output charge with a constant bias voltage of 4.0 V. A linear dependence of the output charge on the light input, up to an input of 1.4 J is shown in figure 7. The output is seen to fall off above this input level due to the depletion of cesium liquid in the reservoir caused by a rapid vaporization. Figure 8 also supports the above reasoning. At an increased reservoir temperature, the gaseous cesium increases relative to the liquid cesium. Figure 8 also indicates that the gaseous cesium is not contributing significantly to the ionization at a density of \(10^{14}/cc\) \(T_{CS} \approx 150^\circ\)C). Instead, the laser-cesium interaction must be occurring immediately following the application of laser the pulse (within a few hundred \(\mu\)sec). During this time the evaporated cesium does not expand significantly or maintain high gas density sufficient enough to result in a significant net ionization cross section.

An additional experiment (results are not included in this report) indicated that the duration of the laser pulse can be cut down to 100 \(\mu\)sec from the original 600 \(\mu\)sec without affecting the charge output. The results also indicated that a subsequent pulse, which followed 100 \(\mu\)sec after the first, did not produce a noticeable amount of charge. Though it is not conclusive at this point, the result may be explained by the existence of a threshold laser energy level, a level that was not exceeded with the subsequent pulse nor with an increased duration of the first laser pulse.

**DISCUSSION OF RESULTS**

To gain some insight into the mechanism of cesium ionization in an LPD converter, an order of magnitude estimation of charge output was made using a theory (ref. 1) based upon a simultaneous multiple photon process. For the wavelength of a ruby laser (0.69 \(\mu\)), each ion produced requires three ruby photons since the photon and ionization energies are 1.79 eV and 3.89 eV, respectively. The total number of generated ions calculated from this theory was much too small in comparison with the observed charge output, of the order of 500 \(\mu\)C \((3.13 \times 10^{15}\) electrons). On the other hand, if each ion is produced by a simultaneous two-photon collision with an excited cesium atom (excitation energy of cesium = 1.47eV) which could be generated efficiently by a single photon collision, experimental results are in better agreement with the calculation. It leads us to believe that very efficient ionization could be obtained with a laser whose photon energy is slightly above that of the cesium ionization energy as long as the cesium gas density is larger than \(10^{18}/cc\) at which an interaction length will be less than a few millimeters. Such a density would occur at the focal point on the cesium surface.

As an alternate explanation to account for the net charge output, cesium gas breakdown conditions were calculated (ref. 2) by considering the laser beam as an electromagnetic wave. As shown in figure 9, the electrostatic field intensity required for a breakdown is 872 V/cm at its minimum point on the curve. This value, as well as the cesium gas pressure, which would occur locally at the focal point of the laser, are both in a correct order of magnitude being used in the LPD experiments. However, there is another important mechanism which could contribute to the cesium ionization, that is, the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption of laser energy by the preionized cesium gas. A comparison of results obtained from the ruby and the Nd-glass lasers tends to support this idea since the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption will occur more efficiently at longer
wavelength, whereas the direct photon-cesium process drops off very rapidly as the photon energy decreases. This absorption mechanism merits further investigation.

The output voltage behaved qualitatively as expected. For example, the output voltage became positive when the collector was heated to 450°C (723°K) so that its work function was increased to approximately 2.2 eV. At this point, the output voltage would have been 0.4 eV (that is, 2.2 – 1.8). To achieve a higher output voltage the collector temperature should have been much higher. Unfortunately, the experiments were not possible since a cesium gas breakdown occurred without an application of laser pulse as occurs in a thermionic diode.

Lastly, the relative insensitivity of the output charge on the output voltage was considered. Although it is not conclusive, a space charge limitation or the charge recombination, or both, may account for the observed charge transport.

In summary, the LPD converter did demonstrate the feasibility of converting laser energy to electrical energy by producing electric charges of the order of 1000 μC. The measured conversion efficiency was 0.01 percent (10 μJ output at 100 mJ input). If the output was not impeded by the transport process and if the collector temperature was made high enough to produce an output voltage of 2.0 V, the efficiency could have been 2 percent (1000 μC output at 2.0 V).

A modification of the converter geometry and of the electrode material is being planned to increase efficiency and to verify the laser energy absorption theory.
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Figure 1.— Schematic drawing of an LPD converter (collector electrode was made of stainless steel for this experiment instead of molybdenum as shown).

Figure 2.— Measuring circuit.

Figure 3.— Oscillogram of LPD outputs.
Figure 4.— Volt-coulomb curves with $I_{CH} = 2.6A$ ($T_c = 200^\circ C$).

Figure 5.— Volt-coulomb curves with $I_{CH} = 7.5A$ ($T_c = 405^\circ C$).

Figure 6.— Volt-coulomb curves with a Nd-glass laser.
Figure 7.— Charge output vs light input.

Figure 8.— Charge output vs cesium reservoir temperature.

Figure 9.— Microwave gas breakdown at a laser frequency.
Malcolm Gower, NASA Ames Research Center — Are the ions produced by a multiphoton process?

Answer: Yes, that's one way. In that case it has to be three photons with ruby.

Malcolm Gower, NASA Ames Research Center — Well below 3000 Å the cesium dimer has a much, much larger cross section than the monomer.

Answer: Yes, we heard this very recently and we will be looking at it.

Max Garbuny, Westinghouse — How much energy goes into heat of vaporization — a lot? This system seems to lend itself to MHD.

Answer: Yes, a lot goes into vaporization. For MHD, however, we would rather have a gaseous phase than liquid, that is, we would use something more like Ned Rasor's talk.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Dr. Rasor, in the same connection, did you consider recombination effects in your theoretical work?

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — These are not important at the $10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ densities we have considered.

K. Shimada: However, ours are much higher than that, where this is important.
CONVERSION OF LASER ENERGY TO GAS KINETIC ENERGY

G. E. Caledonia
Physical Sciences, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

The use of a high intensity laser as a source of power can be advantageous in situations where it is either necessary or desirable to separate the sites of energy production and consumption by large distances. Such situations clearly arise in space applications where, for purposes of minimizing weight loading, it would be valuable to be able to supply various rocket or satellite power needs from Earth-based sites. Specific systems of this sort, which are presently under investigation, include (1) the novel idea of supplying rocket thrust via laser propulsion (ref. 1) and (2) direct Earth-based powering of satellites or space laboratories.

The successful development of such systems requires, among other things, efficient techniques for conversion of the incident laser radiation into other more useful forms of energy. This discussion is concerned with the direct gas phase absorption of laser radiation. The process envisioned is the heating of a high pressure reservoir gas via laser absorption followed by expansion of the heated gas through a sonic nozzle with subsequent conversion of the gas translational temperature to ordered kinetic energy. The resulting high velocity gas may then be used as specific impulse for rocket propulsion or alternately for the generation of shaft horsepower.

GAS PHASE ABSORPTION MECHANISMS

Inverse Bremsstrahlung

There are two basic techniques available for the gas phase absorption of laser radiation. The first of these is absorption by inverse bremsstrahlung. This technique is particularly suitable for absorption in high temperature gases and has been the subject of considerable research. The advantages of inverse bremsstrahlung are two fold: (1) the laser energy is converted directly to gas translational energy during the absorption process, that is, at a gas kinetic rate; and (2) the absorption process is spectrally continuous and thus lasers of any wavelength may be used.

The basic complication in the use of inverse bremsstrahlung is that the absorption coefficient scales either linearly or as the square of the electron density, depending on the ionization fraction, and thus under equilibrium conditions the absorption coefficient can be quite small at low temperatures. Even if a readily ionizable seed, such as cesium, is introduced into the gas, the absorption coefficient will still decrease exponentially with decreasing temperature below \( \approx 2500^\circ K \) and be negligibly small at room temperature. This complication can be avoided by...
producing non-equilibrium electron concentrations in the gas, for example, by laser induced gas breakdown or by an electric discharge; alternately, it can be avoided by introducing a different absorption mechanism that could be used to heat the gas to temperatures sufficiently high so that significant thermal ionization would occur.

Molecular Absorption

The second gas phase absorption technique, and the principal subject of this discussion, is the direct absorption by the vibrational rotation (V/R) bands of molecules. The main advantage in using V/R band absorption is that, unlike bremsstrahlung, the absorption process is as efficient in a cold gas as in a heated one. However, there are several compensating disadvantages:

1. A given molecule will have a finite number of absorbing transitions which will occur over a limited wavelength range.

2. The absorbed energy is deposited in the vibrational rather than translational modes of the molecule and efficient kinetic mechanisms are required to convert the absorbed energy into heat. In particular, when the upper state of an absorbing transition is populated more rapidly than it can be de-activated, gas "bleaching" can occur.

3. As the gas temperature increases undesirable chemical phenomena, such as dissociation, can degrade the absorption process.

This last point is particularly important for larger molecules. For example, SF₆, which is an efficient absorber of CO₂ laser radiation, will be significantly dissociated at temperatures above ~1700 K. Even a relatively stable triatomic such as CO₂ will dissociate at temperatures above ~2500 K. Generally speaking, only diatomic molecules with large dissociation energies can provide significant laser gas heating with minimal chemical effects. As will be discussed below, these disadvantages may be minimized by performing the absorption in a high pressure system. Although the discussion below will be limited to the absorption of diatomic molecules, much of what is said will also hold true for larger molecules.

High Pressure Absorption

The pressure broadened absorption coefficient for a given V/R transition with vibrational levels ν = 1 → ν and rotational level J → J ± 1 is defined by

\[
\alpha_{ν-1, J, ΔJ}(ν), \text{ cm}^{-1} = \frac{\chi^2_{ν-1, J, ΔJ} A_{ν-1, J, ΔJ}}{4π^2 c Δν_L}
\]

\[
\left( N_{ν-1, J} - \frac{ε_{ν-1, J}}{ε_{ν, J ± 1}} N_{ν, J ± 1} \right) \left[ 4 \left( \frac{Δν_{ν, J, ΔJ}}{Δν_L} \right)^2 + 1 \right]^{-1}
\]

(1)
where \( v \) is wavenumber, \( c \) the speed of light, \( \lambda \) wavelength, \( A \) the Einstein coefficient of the transition, \( N \) the populations of the upper and lower states, \( g \) the degeneracy factor, and \( \Delta \nu \) the full linewidth at half height in \( \text{cm}^{-1} \). It can be seen from the first bracketed term on the right-hand side of equation (1) that the absorption coefficient decreases as the upper state population approaches the lower. This is the phenomenon of “bleaching” alluded to earlier. The number density dependence of the absorption coefficient is of some interest. The line width is directly proportional to number density and thus on line center (\( \nu = \nu_v, J, \Delta J \)) the absorption coefficient is independent of the total number density. On the other hand, on the wings of the line (\( \nu - \nu_v, J, \Delta J > \Delta \nu \)) the absorption coefficient scales as the square of the number density. Thus there can be a large variation in the pressure dependence of the absorption coefficient over the line shape.

For any given vibrational transition there are a large number of allowable rotational transitions. For example, the room temperature absorption spectrum for the \( v = 0 \rightarrow 1 \) transition of CO is shown in figure 1. It has been assumed here that the pressure is such that the line width is small compared to the spacing between lines (\( \sim 3.8 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) for CO). The \( v = 1 \rightarrow 2 \) absorption spectrum will have a similar shape but will be shifted to somewhat longer wavelengths, as shown in figure 1, because of the molecular anharmonicity. As can be seen there is a considerable overlap between the \( v = 0 \rightarrow 1 \) and \( v = 1 \rightarrow 2 \) bands (and also with higher bands not shown); however if the line widths are small compared to the line spacing there will be essentially no wavelength coincidences between the various lines. Thus laser light of a given wavelength could at best be absorbed by only one of the manifold of possible absorbing transitions.

This constraint will not apply at sufficiently high pressures, \( \gtrsim 30 \text{ atm} \) for self-broadening in CO, where the line width is \( \gtrsim \) the line spacing. In this limit the molecule will absorb continuously over the wavelength region of the V/R band. The absorption coefficient at any given wavelength is no longer given directly by equation (1), but rather now involves a sum of the absorption coefficients of a number of overlapping transitions, and is independent of total number density depending only upon the mole fraction of the absorbing gas.

A band model has been developed for the prediction of the molecular absorption spectra in this high pressure limit and applied to the molecule CO. Predictions from this model are shown in figure 2 through 4. In figure 2 the room temperature absorption cross-section vs. wavelength is shown for the lowest three vibrational transitions of CO. The cross section increases with increasing vibrational level because of variation in the Einstein coefficient (a linear dipole moment function for CO was employed in the calculations (ref. 2)). The important feature is that, because of the large overlap between the absorption spectra for each vibrational transition, laser light of a given wavelength may be absorbed simultaneously by each vibrational level. This has the effect of minimizing bleaching phenomena because if a particular transition approaches the bleaching limit the upper state of that transition can also absorb the incident laser radiation.

Of more interest from the viewpoint of laser heating is the temperature variation of the absorption cross sections. This behavior will, of course, be quite sensitive to the choice of incident laser wavelength. Predictions for the absorption cross sections of the first five vibrational levels of CO over the temperature range of 200-3000 K are shown in figure 3. The incident laser radiation is taken to be at a wavelength of 4.755 \( \mu \), which would correspond to a P branch \( \nu = 1 \rightarrow 0, J = 10 \) CO laser. Although a high power CO laser of this type has not yet been developed, the results may be taken as generic for any diatomic molecule undergoing absorption at a wavelength near the center
of its fundamental V/R band. As can be seen, above 300°K the absorption cross sections for the various vibrational levels are all of the same order of magnitude. The absorption cross sections for individual transitions generally tend to decrease at the higher temperatures shown because of the effect of the rotational partition function. However absorption on the higher vibrational transitions (V = 4 → 5 as well as higher transitions not shown) peak in the higher temperature region because absorption occurs in the high rotational wings of these bands. The net effect of this is that the overall molecular absorption coefficient can be relatively insensitive to temperature variations depending, of course, upon the vibrational distribution function.

A similar result is shown in figure 4 for an incident laser wavelength of 4.855 μ. This wavelength corresponds to an attainable P branch CO laser transition, V = 3 → 2 J = 8. Since this wavelength occurs in the wing of the CO V = 0 → 1 band (see figure 2), the absorption cross section for this initially increases rapidly with temperature. This is an important point since the upper vibrational states of CO are not significantly populated at room temperature. However, it is clear that as soon as ground state molecules are excited to the first vibrational state through absorption, excitation to higher states (including transitions to states higher than those shown in figure 4) will be quite rapid.

It would appear then that optimum absorption by diatomic molecules can be realized in the high pressure regime characterized by overlapping lines, since in this limit laser light of a given wavelength may be absorbed simultaneously on a number of different vibrational transitions. This multiline absorption should also have the effect of flattening out the temperature vibration of the total molecular absorption coefficient. It now remains to discuss techniques for the rapid conversion of the absorbed vibrational energy into translation.

Conversion of Vibrational Energy to Translation

The molecule CO was chosen as an example not only because its molecular properties are well defined, but also because it has a very high dissociation energy — 11.1 eV — and thus may be heated to relatively high temperatures (~ 6000°K) without introducing significant chemical effects. One disadvantage of this molecule, however, is that the rate constants for vibrational deactivation are quite small at temperatures below 1500°K. These small rate constants tend to preclude efficient coupling between the vibrational and translational modes. There are several atomic species such as Fe, H, and O that have been shown to be efficient (k = 10⁻¹³ to 10⁻¹² cc/sec) vibrational deactivators of CO (refs. 3 through 5); however, it is difficult to introduce such species into a cold gas flow.

One technique has been considered that, although not recyclable, may be of some interest for use in systems concerned with the development of thrust, etc. The technique involves the use of a rare gas seeded with iron pentacarbonyl, Fe (CO)₅. Fe (CO)₅ absorbs in the same wavelength region as CO, its vibrational modes will strongly couple with translation and, when dissociated, produces both the absorbing molecule CO and the efficient deactivator Fe. Unfortunately, detailed modeling of this system is complicated by the fact that the low temperature absorption spectra of FE (CO)₅ is not well defined.

To properly model gas laser heating by diatomic molecular absorption one requires a computer code that includes the phenomena of multiline absorption, vibration to translational (V-T) deactivation, and vibration-vibration (V-V) exchange between all vibrational levels. The resulting
vibrational distributions will not only be out of equilibrium with translation but can also be non-Maxwellian. Preliminary calculations, neglecting the V-V exchange processes, have been made for CO. A constant density gas was assumed at an initial pressure of 30 atm with 0.2 percent CO, 0.04% Fe in a helium diluent. A laser intensity of $10^6 \text{ W/cm}^2$ was assumed with a laser wavelength of 4.855 μ, corresponding to the absorption cross sections of figure 4.

The time histories of both gas absorption length and temperature for this case are shown in figure 5. As can be seen, the gas temperature increases essentially linearly from 400° to 3000°K and, more importantly, the absorption length remains approximately constant over this temperature range. The initial drop in the absorption length is caused by the early time increase in the vibrational populations of the upper states. The inclusion of V-V exchange in the calculations is not expected to produce a large change in these predictions.

It should be emphasized that this technique may be generally applied. In general, the radiation from most high power gas lasers which operate on vibrational transitions can be absorbed by several different diatomic molecules if the total gas density is sufficiently high to produce overlapping lines. The one major exception to this statement appears to be the 10.6-μ CO$_2$ laser. Although a number of the diatomic metal oxides can absorb radiation of this wavelength, these species are not readily produced under the conditions of interest. Of course this same line broadening phenomenon occurs for larger molecules. These could be reviewed to determine which species could optimally absorb CO$_2$ laser radiation with minimal chemical effects.

There are a number of candidate diatomic molecules that can be vibrationally deactivated relatively efficiently and that may be of interest in a closed cycle laser heating system. For example, the room temperature absorption spectra of the first two vibrational levels of NO are shown in figure 6. The middle peaks in these spectra arise because the NO ground state is a π state and thus the Q branch is allowed. (For simplicity in this calculation a linear dipole moment was assumed and the small wavelength shift between spin states was neglected). Shown at the top of the figure are the wavelength positions of several readily attainable CO laser lines. It would appear that NO would prove to be a viable absorber for CO laser radiation.

**SUMMARY**

Techniques for the gas phase absorption of laser radiation for ultimate conversion to gas kinetic energy have been discussed. Particular emphasis has been placed on absorption by the vibration rotation bands of diatomic molecules at high pressures. This high pressure absorption appears to offer efficient conversion of laser energy to gas translational energy. Bleaching and chemical effects are minimized and the variation of the total absorption coefficient with temperature is minimal. This latter feature is particularly advantageous from a systems design viewpoint.
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Figure 1.— Room temperature, low pressure absorption spectra of the V = 0 → 1 band of CO.

Figure 2.— Room temperature, high pressure absorption spectra of the V = 0 → 1, V = 1 → 2, and V = 2 → 3 bands of CO.
Figure 3.— Absorption cross section vs temperatures for the five lowest vibrational transitions in CO at a wavelength of 4.755 μm.

Figure 4.— Absorption cross section vs temperatures for the five lowest vibrational transitions in CO at a wavelength of 4.855 μm.

Figure 5.— Gas temperature and absorption length vs time; conditions as shown.

Figure 6.— Room temperature high pressure absorption spectra of the $V = 0 \rightarrow 1$, $V = 1 \rightarrow 2$ bands of NO.
DISCUSSION

Bob McKenzie, NASA Ames Research Center — Are the dissociation energies of the hydrogen halides too low for you to consider?

Answer: There are two problems there. One is that all these hydrogen bearing species have relatively large rotational spacings, so one has to go to pressures like 100 atm to get this line overlap. However, I won't rule them out. Secondly, you're right, the dissociation energies are lower.

Ernest Brock, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory — I don't want to be too nit-picking, but perhaps I will be! Even in the very low pressure-low temperature CO, there are quite a large number of lines in the V-V manifold that overlap to 0.1 to 0.5 cm⁻¹.

Answer: Yes, as Lacina's recent publication indicates. Most of these are on higher vibrational levels, however. But your point's well taken - these accidental, rather than forced, overlaps do occur although the line centers don't match and hence the absorption can vary considerably.

Ernest Brock, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory — The other comment I have, is that as one considers the uptake of energy in this system, one must keep in mind the relatively high cross sections for J-J transitions. In CO, for example, this is at 100 GHZ and one should be concerned about self-trapping of the 100 GHZ radiation.

Answer: I have assumed they are instantaneous in these calculations. One would have to do detailed kinetics to take it into account.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — I would also note that the use of a Lorentzian is in error since there are indications that, if anything, it's super-Lorentzian.

Answer: Yes, that is correct.

Mark Wrighton, M. I. T. — What is the radiative probability from the upper excited state? That is, how long do they live?

Answer: The lifetime of the ground state, 1-0 transition, is like 33 msec, that might get down to 5 or 6 msec at high vibrational levels before it flattens out because of the energy dependence of the Einstein coefficient.

Mark Wrighton, M. I. T. — Is there any probability at all for a molecule to go from the fourth vibrational level down to the zeroth level?

Answer: Oh, that's very improbable. There is almost an order of magnitude between the fundamental and the first overtone. I might point out, however, about one-quantum transitions: anything radiated will be reabsorbed by the gas because all levels can absorb the wavelength.

Malcolm Gower, NASA Ames Research Center — Wouldn't you gain quite a bit by using a homonuclear molecule, like hydrogen and excite by stimulated Raman?

Answer: I would have thought the cross section was considerably lower.

Malcolm Gower, NASA Ames Research Center — Yes, except it becomes appreciable for high intensity laser sources.
Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Since inverse bremsstrahlung absorption works, and has a lot of nice properties, why not use it, in argon, say?

Answer: My point is that inverse bremsstrahlung under equilibrium conditions is very nonuniform in the first several thousand degrees of heating — that is, very temperature dependent.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Oh, I agree, but if I do have enough electrons, I could care less, I will absorb all the energy.

Answer: Well, it depends upon what the length of your system is. Of course at room temperature the absorption is zero. So, I'm saying that instead of using techniques which produce non-equilibrium electron concentrations, use this technique to get you to high enough temperatures so you can thermally ionize.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Well, being something of a practical engineer, I would suggest you use something like a flame thrower — the laser acts as the flame thrower.
At the University of Washington as part of studies relating to the conversion of laser energy into useful forms of work, it has been established that coherent radiation is a form of work. This study led to the design of concepts (ref. 1) which could convert coherent laser radiation into flow energy with a theoretical efficiency of unity. However, in examining the practical efficiencies that could be achieved, it was also found that the fraction of energy that was converted on each pass of the fluid was very small compared to the flow energy. Hence, only by extremely efficient design could successful photon engines of this class be created.

However, the coherent energy field of a laser can be concentrated into a small volume so that high energy densities and high gas temperatures are easily achieved. A normal thermodynamic engine working over this temperature range also produced efficiencies close to one. Nonetheless, this heat energy cannot be converted into work with a very high efficiency due to the well known limitations of high temperature materials.

A class of heat engines developed some years ago has proved capable of operation above normal material temperatures. Essentially, these heat engines use a device called the Energy Exchanger (ref. 2) which is related to principles developed by Claude Seippel of Brown Bovari (ref. 3). This principle has shown that energy can be directly exchanged between high temperature and low temperature gases so that the wall temperature of the machine sees only an average. An extension of this principle has shown that this energy exchange can in principle be also made highly efficient if an acoustic velocity match between the hot and cold gas is maintained. This ratio is easily maintained in working machinery by use of high molecular weight gases in contact with low molecular weight gases. Indeed, temperature ratios as high as 10 can be achieved. With these high temperatures the circulating power fraction becomes very small since the work available per unit of mass flow is correspondingly large. Indeed, in the limit of very high temperatures, it can be shown that for a simple cycle such as the Brayton cycle, the component inefficiency can be tolerated as shown in figure 1. When combined with recent studies showing that lasers can be used to heat gases to extremely high temperatures, such as has been proposed at this meeting for jet propulsion and as proposed for wind tunnel research (ref. 4), it is evident that very high thermal efficiencies are achievable. A reasonable extrapolation of this technology suggests that it is within engineering capabilities today to produce a practical engine that can convert coherent radiation back to work with efficiencies of approximately 60 percent. It is expected that further studies will show how this efficiency can be increased to 75 percent.

A proposed method of operating such a machine would involve the following operation as a Brayton cycle as shown in figure 2. We will consider here for simplicity only a simple regenerated Brayton cycle with the addition of an energy exchanger device. A compressor will be used, using a suitable intercooler, to bring the gas to a reasonably high compression ratio. The working gas could
be in this example argon or water vapor. The working gas would then be passed to the equivalent of the combustion chamber in a normal gas turbine cycle. However, rather than using combustion, heating would take place directly by laser energy addition. The laser heating techniques would closely follow those proposed by NASA in its program for space propulsion.

Roughly speaking the same problems of laser energy coupling and heating will be involved. After heating, however, the temperatures required in such a cycle would not be as high as that necessary for propulsion. The use of argon or water vapor of course would be necessary. After heating, the gas would be expanded into an energy exchanger device (ref. 2) as shown in figure 3 and give up its enthalpy directly to a gas of low molecular weight. For example, steam or hydrogen could prove interesting. The temperature of the driven gas would be limited to 1000°K, the conventional turbine inlet temperature. Since the molecular weight of argon is approximately 40 and that of hydrogen approximately 2, the temperature ratio for perfect acoustic impedance matching, which is required for efficient energy exchanger operation in this case, would allow a theoretical argon temperature of nearly 20,000°K. Hence the hydrogen temperature can either be made correspondingly low or gases of higher molecular weight can be used. This is of course an example of the extremes of operation. Steam might indeed be a very practical driver gas though the temperature ratios achievable for highest efficiency are not near as high.

The hydrogen or steam in the driven gas loop now has nearly the entire enthalpy of the laser heated gas at a much lower temperature. It then enters the turbine, expands through the turbine, and returns through the energy exchanger for recompression. The argon or steam, after it is discharged from the energy exchanger then passes through a conventional heat exchanger and is returned to the cycle. Thus we have the elements of a completely closed cycle as shown in figure 4. While the energy exchanger adds an element of inefficiency, the very high enthalpies involved mean a very small circulating power fraction which tends to reduce the effect of component inefficiencies and make it possible to achieve nearly ideal Brayton cycle efficiency.

We have yet to explore all of the problems involved in the optimal design of such a cycle. For example, the temperature limits on the argon could be such that they would involve a high radiative heat loss thus effectively limiting the advantages of laser heating. In addition there will be mixing of the driver and driven gas and hence some type of separation mechanism may have to be employed. This of course would be simplified by using steam in the driver or driven loop of the cycle since it could easily be condensed out as part of the operation and returned to the cycle. As pointed out previously, even when working with air, thermal efficiencies approaching 50 percent were achieved and certainly in this configuration we could expect to easily exceed this value. As a practical thermal-cycle this appears very appealing at this state, since it is capable not only of high conversion efficiency but involves concepts built around existing thermal machinery and has a capability for handling large amounts of power in principle.

In view of the potential of this approach, work in this area is continuing and studies of cycles of this type will be carried out to examine the limits of operation.
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Figure 1.— Brayton cycle efficiency.

Figure 2.— Basic regeneration type gas turbine cycle.
Figure 3.— Illustration of energy exchanger with fixed tubes.

Figure 4.— Closed regeneration cycle with energy exchanger.
DISCUSSION

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — At what point do you add the heat from the laser to the cycle? At the high temperature?

Answer: That is where you want to add it to keep the entropy low. But look, between infinite temperature and 5000 degrees, there is enough ΔT to make heat transfer possible. Look, just imagine the rocket nozzle sitting in space and these tubes rotating by it. So we then use this as an energy exchanger, or really an enthalpy exchanger. The trick in getting it to be efficient is, if I can run this in two closed cycles, I can use gases of vastly different molecular weight which are commonly available and which are very compatible with real machinery. Argon is inert, helium is inert, the quantities needed are not large, and, finally, they are recyclable.

Arthur Cohn, Electric Power Research Institute — What is the efficiency of the gas-dynamic compressor like?

Answer: Well, in a widely unread paper (good thing you asked that question, sir!) we examined that. The machine is not for “smallies” – leakage and viscous losses will kill you. What we did is optimize it for several different cycles. The paper is “The Energy Exchanger — A New Concept for High Efficiency Gas Turbines” written in about 1966. Incidentally, we found you could not sell, in those days, high efficiency gas turbines since people said, look at the cost of fuel compared with the capital cost! So it was unsaleable. But things have changed a little and that is why we are going back to look at it. We assumed just steam and air, not perfectly impedance matched, and found the efficiency of the exchanger to be 15 percent. So you add that loss; you optimize your cycle, adding a little turbine reheat, etc., and you find the cycle efficiency to be over 60 percent. So remember, if I apply it with perfect impedance matching, I would estimate, even at higher temperatures, I could keep the same 15 percent loss. But remember that those losses begin to disappear because the enthalpy per pound of gas going through there is so high that the inefficiencies working on it have less chance of being deadly. High temperatures are the salvation of almost any thermal machine. It even makes something like MHD which has a conversion of approximately 30 percent mechanical to electrical look more attractive (if things don’t melt). So we continue to examine this. We wish it would work with coal but it’s hard to believe that all that rotating machinery will live in such a dusty environment.

Ken Billman, NASA Ames Research Center — Abe, what was the exact reference of the paper?

Answer: It was presented at the Gas Turbine Conference at Zurich, Switzerland of 1966; American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Paper No. 66-GT-117. It is an archival reference.

Gerald Dzakowic, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory — How high a temperature difference can the Comprex machine tolerate across the unit? Will you eventually become radiation limited?

Answer: Yes, I’ll become radiation limited at about 5000°K. Remember, when we expand the gas into the Comprex its ambient temperature, in the Comprex, is quite a bit lower. However, the time that the gas is at stagnation at 5000°K is very small and the radiation transfer will be significant at that temperature. We haven’t done all the numbers yet, however. But a good point to mention is that at some temperature we are forbidden to use high molecular weight gases since they are great radiators.

Gary Russell, J. P. L. — Abe, as I remember, you applied that concept at Cornell to heat wind tunnels. Was the motivation the same or was it just an inexpensive approach to that problem?

Answer: Well, there was no other way to get air at 5000°K, 1500 psi total pressure. And, by the way, there still isn’t — we’ve done better in an arc but not at those pressures. Nobody has been able to hit stagnation temperatures like that. In fact, we never found anything that would stand up to that blast coming out. Nothing!
The concept of converting electromagnetic energy, such as from solar or microwave power, remotely into work has been considered for several decades. Only recently, however, have such conjectures approached feasibility due to the availability of laser beams with aperture-limited directivity and enormous power flux densities. There exist three basic alternatives for the conversion of laser energy into mechanical work by an engine. These are, in ascending order of intricacy, as well in degree of utilization of the coherence properties of the laser, the following: (1) the boiler approach in which laser power is applied externally to a heat reservoir just as fossil fuel to a steam engine; (2) internal heating of a working fluid by resonance absorption of laser radiation admitted through a suitable window; and (3) selective resonance excitation of a single degree of freedom without increase of the translational temperature.

Clearly, aside from the optical beam tracking problem, the first approach reverts to the case of conventional engines. It should be noted that because thermal materials limitations and reradiation limit the temperature of the heat reservoir, an important advantage of laser radiation is forfeited. As will be shown, this disadvantage is, at least in principle, avoided in the second method (ref. 1). Furthermore, although this approach amounts to a mere modification of conventional engines, it lends itself to types of operation not achievable in ordinary heat-to-work converters. This leads to new considerations of engineering thermodynamics, and the scope of this paper is in the main limited to them. The third approach, first suggested in the concept of the photon engine (refs. 2 and 3) is conceptually more profound. However, it is a field by itself. Moreover, the practical realization of its various alternatives encounters obstacles which may prove insurmountable.

GENERAL FEATURES OF LASER ENGINES

Engines of the second type, that is, those in which laser radiation is absorbed by the molecular resonances of a gas, converted into translational heat, and thus used to perform mechanical work, are in the following referred to as laser engines. In principle, any conventional engine which can admit radiation through a window to a working fluid, can be modified for this purpose. There exist now several types of lasers that can deliver, or promise to deliver, high powers in pulsed, continuous, or shaped-pulse operation. Examples are the gas lasers based on CO₂ near 10 μ, CO near 5 μ, HCl near 3.5 μ, and HF near 2.8 μ. The wavelengths of these lasers can be matched with the resonances of many gases, cross sections of absorption varying from $10^{-19}$ to $10^{-17}$ cm$^2$ or more. Thus absorption is nearly complete at 1 atm over path lengths that may be as short as 0.1 mm or less or, admixed at 1 volume percent to a nonabsorbing gas, over 1 cm or less. The working fluid

---
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may therefore be a monoatomic gas with its \( K = c_p/c_v = 1.666 \). In addition, such gases as helium were found to have a fast quenching effect so that the time in which the vibrational excitation is dissipated into a thermal equilibrium is negligible compared with that of the pertinent engine cycle.

The maximum achievable temperature in such an engine deserves some discussion. The laser, in principle, is a source of infinite black body temperature. An absorbing gas, again in principle, could also reach an infinite temperature. There are, of course, material restraints, but these will be considerably less than in the boiler approach. A gas mixture, as described in the previous paragraph, has a negligible coefficient of thermal emission throughout the spectral range of interest, including the resonance line. Thus the temperature the gas can reach, or is allowed to reach, is determined by other factors. These are considered in the following:

1. Engine walls will not tolerate temperatures much in excess of about 2,000°K. However, in certain configurations, such as that of a piston cylinder, the laser radiation may be focused into a smaller space well shielded by the surrounding gas from the walls. Thus an effective temperature may be reached which is much higher than that which the walls can tolerate.

2. Bleaching, that is, the production of equal populations in the upper and lower levels of the absorbing transition occurs at sufficiently high radiant flux densities so that radiation is no longer absorbed. These power levels, however, increase with the rate of quenching and lead to a temperature limit much higher than that determined by the other factors.

3. Thermal saturation of the upper level leads to an effect similar to bleaching. Specifically, in thermal equilibrium, the ratio of upper level populations \( n_2 \) and lower level populations \( n_1 \) is given by

\[
\frac{n_2}{n_1} = \frac{g_2}{g_1} \exp \left(-\frac{\hbar \nu}{kT} \right). 
\]

One can thus define a limiting temperature \( T_s \) at which \( \hbar \nu = kT_s \) so that appreciable reduction of absorption occurs; (that is, neglecting the ratio of the statistical weights \( g \)). Except for the effect of the statistical weights, \( T_s \) is characteristic to some extent of the laser wavelength rather than of the absorbing molecule. Values of \( T_s \) for the lasers mentioned before and their wavelengths are listed in table I. As defined, the values of \( T_s \) provide only an approximate value for the temperatures at which absorption is significantly reduced. For example, for \( g_1 = g_2 \), the absorption cross section of an ideal two-level system decreases to 0.46 of its value at low temperatures, but will be lower for a multi-level molecule.

4. Dissociation is a third cause for the reduction of absorption at elevated temperatures. The last column of table I shows the dissociation energies (ref. 4) of some gases resonant with the wavelengths of the four lasers cited. These values provide only a guide for the comparison of various gases. The rate, as well as the equilibrium value, of dissociation as a function of temperature still depend on other parameters, notably the collision rate and cross section.

Nevertheless, one can conclude on the basis of these considerations that laser engines can operate with effective temperatures between 2,000° and 3,000°K, if lasers with wavelengths shorter than about 5 \( \mu \) are used as radiation sources. There are two additional features that set laser engines apart from ordinary heat-to-work converters, at least when applied in combination. The first is the application of an essentially monoatomic gas as working fluid. The second feature is the option of the pulse shape. In the internal combustion engine, for example, power is applied in pulses; but the working fluid is, of necessity, a polyatomic gas mixture.
THE LASER PISTON ENGINE AND THE OPTIMIZATION OF ITS OPERATION

Schematic diagrams of laser piston engines, including one for experimental use in a simplified version, are shown in figure 1. In addition, figure 2 shows certain optional features such as a change of absorption cross section, hence of depletion depth, by frequency shift as the laser pulse develops and also the method of focusing the laser radiation into a smaller space within the cylinder volume. The P–V diagram of the engine in figure 3 shows four steps of the simplified cycle: (1) isochoric pressure increase as the laser pulse arrives; (2) adiabatic expansion (2–3) performing external work; (3) isobaric compression which restores the initial temperature $T_1$; and (4) isothermal compression (4–1) which restores the initial volume $V_1$ at the starting point 1.

The performance of the engine depends, first of all, on its (theoretical) thermal efficiency $\eta$, defined by

$$\eta = 1 - \frac{\Sigma Q_{\text{out}}}{Q_{\text{in}}}$$ (1)

or, alternatively, by

$$\eta = \frac{\phi_{\delta W}}{Q_{\text{in}}} = \frac{W_{\text{out}} - \Sigma W_{\text{in}}}{Q_{\text{in}}}$$ (2)

where $Q_{\text{in}}$ represents the heat provided by the laser, $\Sigma Q_{\text{out}}$ the heat rejected by the engine, and $\phi_{\delta W}$ represents the sum of the positive and negative work terms.

The actual efficiency depends also on the efficiency of the work terms, that is, the losses encountered in isobaric and isothermal compression, as well as in the expansion step. A practical merit factor is given by the work ratio $r_w$, defined as

$$r_w = \frac{W_{\text{out}}}{\Sigma W_{\text{in}}}$$ (3)

Thermal efficiency and work ratio are best expressed in terms of the ratios $A = V_3/V_1$ (that is, the ratio of the volumes after, and before, the expansion step 2–3) and $B = T_2/T_1$ (that is, the ratio of the temperatures after, and before, the heating step 1–2). One has then

$$\eta = 1 - \frac{Q_{3-4} + Q_{4-1}}{Q_{\text{in}}} = \frac{C_p \left( A^{1-K} - B^{-1} \right) + RB^{-1} \ln \left( A^K/B \right)}{C_v \left( 1 - B^{-1} \right)}$$ (4)

and

$$r_w = \frac{(C_v/R) \left( 1 - A^{1-K} \right)}{A^{1-K} - B^{-1} + B^{-1} \ln \left( A^K/B \right)}$$ (5)
Once the maximum permissible temperature ratio $B$ and a monoatomic gas are chosen, the only adjustable parameter is the compression ratio $A$. From equation (4) the maximum thermal efficiency is derived for the condition

$$A^{K-1} = B$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

It is easy to show that this amounts to the condition that $T_3 = T_1$, (that is, that the heat received by the engine in step 1 -- 2 is equal to the work of expansion 2 -- 3. By introducing equation (6) into equation (4), one obtains the maximum thermal efficiency

$$\eta_{\text{max}} = 1 - \frac{\ln B}{B - 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Conservative choices of $T_1$ and $T_2$ are, respectively, 300° and 2,000°K so that $B = 6.67$. We obtain then from equation (7), $\eta_{\text{max}} = 67$ percent.

Note that the maximum efficiency depends only on $B$ and not even on the ratio $K$ of specific heats. Thus this efficiency should be obtainable also for polyatomic gases. However, this can not be achieved for them because of equation (6). Since $A = B^{1/(K-1)}$, they require at least a compression ratio of 246, whereas monoatomic gases require only that $A = 17.2$.

The work ratio at maximum thermal efficiency follows from substitution of equation (6) in equation (5). In combination with equation (7), one obtains then the relationship between work ratio and maximum thermal efficiency

$$r_w = \frac{1}{1 - \eta_{\text{max}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

One can quite generally show that equation (8) is equivalent to the condition $Q_{\text{in}} = W_{\text{out}}$. Since

$$W_{\text{out}} = \Sigma W_{\text{in}} = Q_{\text{in}} - \Sigma Q_{\text{out}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

one obtains then from equation (1):

$$\eta = 1 - \frac{\Sigma W_{\text{in}}}{W_{\text{out}}} = 1 - \frac{1}{r_w}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

which is the statement of equation (8).

If we ask, independent of the thermal efficiency, for maximum work ratio $r_w$, one obtains a different value for $A$. Figure 4 shows a graph of $r_w$ vs. $A$ obtained with equation (5) for $B = 6.666$. One obtains a shallow maximum at $A = 7$ that is only about 10 percent larger than the value $r_w = 3$ at maximum thermal efficiency. Because $r_w$ is nearly constant around that point, the optimized laser energy operates under the condition given by equation (6). The P--V and T--S diagram show then a particularly simple form, since the isobaric compression step has vanished (see figs. 5 and 6).
We have performed a similar analysis for the laser powered turbine and Stirling engine. The conditions of the Brayton cycle are summarized in Figure 7. While the efficiency $\eta$ is fixed for a given temperature ratio $T_2/T_1$, a maximum work ratio is obtained when

$$r_w = \frac{1}{1 - \eta}$$

as before.

The laser powered turbine operates with continuous wave (cw) radiation. The turbine, however, requires a priori larger powers than the piston engine.

The Stirling engine can be embodied in a variety of designs. One that appears particularly suitable for modification to laser power is shown in figure 8 and 9 (originally a Phillips, Eindhoven design). The theoretical thermal efficiency is that of the Carnot engine, and the work ratio is related to it by equation (10) see (fig. 10).
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TABLE 1. – VALUES OF $T_s$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser</th>
<th>Wavelength, $\mu$</th>
<th>$\nu$, eV</th>
<th>$T_s = \nu/k$, °K</th>
<th>Absorbing gas</th>
<th>$E_{\text{diss}}$, eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>SF$_6$</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>4,100</td>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>5,100</td>
<td>HF</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.— The laser engine and PV diagram.

Figure 2.— Alternative details of operation.

Figure 3.— Laser piston engine (not optimized).

Figure 4.— Work ratio vs compression ratio in laser piston engine.

Figure 5.— PV diagram for the pulsed piston laser engine.

Figure 6.— Temperature-entropy diagram for the pulsed piston laser engine.
Diagram of the Stirling cycle. For clarity, the piston and displacer are assumed to move discontinuously.

I. Power piston at bottom dead centre.
   Displacer piston at top dead centre.
   All gas in cold space.

II. Displacer remaining at top dead centre. Power piston has compressed gas at lower temperature.

III. Power piston remaining at top dead centre. Displacer has shifted gas through cooler, regenerator and heater into hot space.

IV. Hot gas expanded. Displacer and power piston have reached bottom dead centres together. With power piston stationary, displacer now forces gas through heater, regenerator and cooler into cold space, thus re-attaining situation I.

Entropy, $S$

$1 - 2$ Isentropic compression
$2 - 3$ Isobaric heat addition
$3 - 4$ Isentropic expansion
$4 - 1$ Isobaric heat rejection

Work ratio: $\frac{t_0}{T_0} = \frac{h}{c_p} \left(1 - \frac{T_2}{T_1}\right)\frac{T_3}{T_2} - 1$

The discontinuous movement of piston and displacer as a function of time. B and E indicates the changes in volume of the hot space ($V_H$), band C those of the cold space ($V_C$). The changes in volume are plotted separately below.

Figure 7.— The Brayton Cycle.

Figure 8.— The Stirling engine.

Figure 9.— Laser-driven Stirling engine.

Figure 10.— Thermodynamic cycles for the Stirling engine.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS OF POOR QUALITY.
DISCUSSION

Ken Billman, NASA Ames Research Center — Max, it was not apparent to me why you have concentrated on the piston engine. In other words, why is the turbine not a viable alternative?

Answer: Well, actually it is. In a long term approach, however, we are restricted with maximum turbine blade temperatures of \(2000^\circ K\). In the near term approach, we looked into various turbines and found that they require much higher power than those around the laboratory, that is, 20 to 30 kW. But the real reason is, of course, that although they run CW, we will have to get around the turbine blade problem.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — I think you showed a 67 percent thermodynamic efficiency. How does that translate into overall efficiency, or is that the overall efficiency?

Answer: No, we don’t claim that we have achieved it — it will be the case when it is built. This is our hope and aim, if we can work at this temperature.

Dick Pantell, Stanford University — You described that the third approach, direct use of vibrational energy, suffered from the engineering problem of separating the upper and lower energy states?

Answer: Well, actually I must confess that I haven’t considered using inhomogeneous fields for separation.

Dick Pantell, Stanford University — Yes, that is what I was going to suggest — to use inhomogeneous electrostatic fields.

Answer: Yes, it may work, but it seems to be beset with great complexity. I believe a wise man would not undertake such a scheme easily.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Let me comment! Piston engines actually scale down better than gas turbines. There are good large piston engines, however, such as a good diesel engine which could have a thermal efficiency of 60 percent and maybe you have been working on something closer to the Sargent cycle which will be a little higher. But the real efficiencies tend to be closer to 37 percent. This is due to the pumping work, friction, and so on.

Answer: Yes, but it’s a “bird in the hand”.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Oh yes, I agree.

Max Garbuny: Incidentally, I might mention here something that I glossed over — the window problem. As was mentioned at the last meeting, it must handle these temperatures with good transmission and strength. Well if we go to CO wavelengths, we can solve this with the marvelous material: sapphire which can handle something like 170,000 lbs/in\(^2\) pressure. So this problem can be solved.
INITIAL EXPERIMENTS WITH A LASER DRIVEN STIRLING ENGINE

Robert L. Byer
Stanford University

ABSTRACT

During the spring and summer of 1974 three students,* taking my Quantum Electronics Laboratory Course, and I set out to build a laser driven engine. To our delight we succeeded for a brief time in driving a Beale free piston Stirling engine with a 40-W CO₂ laser. I have no doubt that our initial experimental success is but a first step in efficient energy conversion of laser radiation by engines.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to transform energy from one form to another has fascinated engineers for over a century. Although our preliminary experiments were motivated by the thought of transmitting energy over great distances by a beam of light and then efficiently converting the received energy to electricity, we are not the first with such a dream. Figure 1 shows an early solar driven steam engine exhibited at the Paris World's Fair by Mouchot, nearly 100 years ago (ref. 1).

We became interested in the possibility of demonstrating a laser-driven engine following the pioneering work of A. Herzberg et al (ref. 2). Unfortunately, the photon engine in the form described by Herzberg proved to be unrealizable in practice (ref. 3). Thus the problem of actually constructing a laser driven engine remained unresolved. As sometimes happens, a chance remark by Max Garbuny of his work on the problem (ref. 4) renewed our interest and led to ideas about new ways to overcome the experimental difficulties. Our experimental constraints of low available CO₂ power and a requirement for closed cycle operation led to consideration of a Stirling engine. Fortunately, Stirling engines have been extensively reviewed recently (ref. 5) and a number of design alternatives are possible. The elegantly simple free-piston Stirling engine invented by Professor W. T. Beale of the University of Ohio seemed to meet our needs. A call to Professor Beale** led to the purchase of a single piston, closed-volume demonstration engine with drive power requirements between 30 and 50 W. After modifying the engine by adding a window to transmit CO₂ laser radiation we arranged to borrow a 40 W CO₂ laser and begin our investigation.

*Chuck Hawley, David Moore, and James Phillips, graduate students, Applied Physics Department, Stanford University.
**Professor W. T. Beale of Sunpower Incorporated, Athens, Ohio.
Figure 2 shows a schematic of a small free-piston Stirling engine designed to produce useful work by pumping water through a simple check valve arrangement. The engine consists of a displacer piston and an engine piston which is coupled to an inertia mass load which drives the pump ram. The expansion space at the end of the displacer piston is heated and the compression space between the displacer and engine piston is cooled for operation. The engine is filled with air or helium to between 2 and 4 atm. For the laser experiments, a transmitting window was added at the end of the displacer cylinder to allow direct heating of the gas in the expansion space volume by the laser radiation.

The operating cycle of the Beale free piston Stirling engine is shown in figure 3. The illustrated cycle is representative of the engine’s performance as determined in detailed studies by Agbi (ref. 6). Figure 4 shows the oscillating frequency, power output and operating efficiency (percent) of our particular engine operating under the conditions indicated with air as the working gas. The 2.5 percent thermal efficiency is quite good for such a small engine with relatively large losses due to mechanical resistance and thermal conduction (ref. 7). However, it is by no means a limit as Agbi has obtained efficiencies of up to 8 percent with air and 13 percent with helium as working gases in a similar engine.

The oscillating frequency of the engine is given by (ref. 6)

\[ f = 0.7 \left( \frac{A^2 P_o \gamma}{V M} \right)^{1/2} \]  

where \( A \) and \( V \) are the piston area and working space volume, \( M \) is the oscillating mass, \( P_o \) the charge pressure, and \( \gamma = C_p/C_v \). Our engine operated at near 11 Hz but higher frequency operation is possible. Higher frequency oscillation would allow the use of a linear alternator in place of the water pump to efficiently couple power from the engine as direct electrical output.

The Beale engine operates with a sealed closed volume of gas. Furthermore, it is a simple mechanical device without gears, valves, or bearings and thus offers the possibility of lubrication-free long operating life. Finally, direct mechanical to electrical generation is possible with a simple linear alternator arrangement. These advantages make the Beale type engine ideal for conversion of small powers such as in solar power conversion or artificial heart pumps (ref. 6).

**LASER EXPERIMENTS**

Prior to operating the engine with a CO\(_2\) laser source, we performed linear absorption measurements on helium – SF\(_6\) gas mixtures. Our preliminary measurements showed that 100 torr of SF\(_6\) in 1 atm of helium was adequate to absorb the CO\(_2\) incident beam in less than a 1-cm path length. We arranged a gas manifold system that allowed introduction of SF\(_6\), He, and CO\(_2\) to the engine at a total pressure up to 4 atm.
Our initial irradiation of the engine with a 40-W CW CO\textsubscript{2} beam immediately broke the salt input window. After replacing the window we began more cautiously by first electrically heating the engine to near its operating temperature and then applying the CO\textsubscript{2} laser beam. Under these conditions the engine operated for a few minutes before the salt window again cracked. However, inspection of the window showed that the inner surface next to the engine’s heated gas had melted and then cracked from thermal stress. Unfortunately, the CO\textsubscript{2} laser was available for only a very short time and there was no alternative but to continue with the experiments using salt windows.

These early results raised some questions about the engine’s operation that prompted further study. The questions included whether the cylinder walls had to be hot for engine operation or whether a hot gas was sufficient. Also, was the SF\textsubscript{6} – He gas mixture being directly heated by the CO\textsubscript{2} laser radiation or being heated indirectly from a hot window or displacer piston? Finally, was the gas mixture optimum?

Further testing and then a call to Professor Beale verified our suspicion that the cylinder wall did have to be heated to a temperature near 200\textdegree C for engine operation. A cold wall leads to gas quenching and non-ideal circulation by the displacer piston. We therefore arranged to heat the cylinder wall.

To check whether the gas was being heated directly by absorption, we attempted to operate the engine without the SF\textsubscript{6} dopant in the helium. The engine did not run and furthermore, the displacer piston did not even respond to a sudden turn-on of the CO\textsubscript{2} laser beam. These results indicate that gas absorption was responsible for the engine’s operation.

The ideal gas mixture was more difficult to determine given the short operating times between window failure and a lack of a quantitative engine performance measurement. However, the engine did seem to perform better with SF\textsubscript{6} dopant, 1 atm of CO\textsubscript{2}, and the balance of helium up to a total pressure of 4 atm. The engine would also run without SF\textsubscript{6} at 1 atm of CO\textsubscript{2} plus 3 atm of helium. However, the engine would not run on CO\textsubscript{2} alone presumably due to the incorrect viscosity for the 0.010-in displacer piston to cylinder clearance.

As a final experiment, we operated the engine with a chopped CO\textsubscript{2} laser beam. A variable speed chopper allowed operation at a 50 percent duty cycle at chopping frequencies from above to below the engine’s resonant frequency near 11 Hz. The engine showed a definite resonance when pumped by radiation chopped near its resonance frequency and operated poorly when pumped only slightly off resonance. It ceased to run when pumped at a very high chopping frequency or at a very low chopping frequency. These observations indicate that higher efficiency operation may be possible by driving the engine with pulsed laser radiation at a pulse rate nearer the engine resonant frequency.

The lack of time and also of salt windows prevented further, more quantitative work with the laser driven engine. However, for demonstration purposes the engine will operate with a 35 W average power alcohol lamp which heats a brass plate in place of the salt window.
CONCLUSION

It is interesting to speculate about the future of laser energy conversion by engines. If the initial negative reaction to energy conversion using such a mundane device as an eighteenth century engine is overcome, then the approach is seen to offer a number of advantages. First, a laser driven engine should operate at greater than the 40 percent conversion efficiency which is now obtainable from 160 hp (0.122 MW) conventional Stirling engines (ref. 5). Secondly, closed cycle operation allows optimization of the gas mixture for both absorption of the laser radiation and engine operation. Thirdly, the engines can be very simple in construction, small in volume and lightweight per unit of output energy.

There are limitations, however, that arise due to the use of the laser as the energy source. These include window damage problems, gas absorption, saturation and dissociation, and mechanical vibration due to engine operation.

High power infrared window materials have been extensively investigated and their power and energy density limits are now known (ref. 9). With the exception of diamond and sapphire, infrared windows of salt or semiconductor materials withstand up to $1 - 10 \text{ kW/cm}^2$ of continuous power density. The small size of available diamond windows may limit their use, but diamond can withstand over $2 \text{ MW/cm}^2$ of continuous intensity at 10.6 $\mu$ (ref. 10). Sapphire is nearly an ideal window material for wavelengths less than 5.5 $\mu$, because of its mechanical strength as well as optical quality.

If higher intensities could be handled by the window materials, such intensities would probably not be useful anyway because saturation and dissociation become important at intensities even less than $10 \text{ kW/cm}^2$. For example, Karlov et al. (ref. 11), have shown that BC$_3$ and SF$_6$ are more than 97 percent dissociated at an incident CO$_2$ laser intensity of $10 \text{ kW/cm}^2$. In this regard CO may prove to be an optimum engine fluid due to its high dissociation energy. Finally, at high gas temperatures absorption bands begin to become transparent due to the reduced population. For example, CO$_2$ absorption coefficients for the 9.6 $\mu$ and 10.6 $\mu$ bands peak at 0.04 cm$^{-1}$ at 900°K and fall to approximately 0.01 cm$^{-1}$ by 1500°K (ref. 12).

In spite of these limitations the laser-driven engine does offer the possibility of efficiently converting absorbed laser energy to either mechanical or electrical energy. The efficient operation of a heat engine through laser heated gas is not accidental. Under most circumstances of interest, the heat engine cycle times are long enough to allow vibrational to translational energy conversion but short enough to prevent excessive heat losses due to thermal conduction to the walls.

With very high average power lasers now available, remote power transmission and conversion are indeed possible. Stirling, or perhaps Brayton cycle engines, offer an attractive alternative to efficient remote energy conversion. Closed-cycle operation, long life, inexpensive construction, and size scalability to 100 MW are significant potential advantages. Our preliminary experimental results show that nineteenth century heat engines may fulfill a twentieth century energy conversion need.

Acknowledgement – We wish to express our gratitude to Coherent Radiation Laboratory of Palo Alto, California, for providing the CO$_2$ laser.
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Figure 1.— A solar driven steam engine exhibited at the 1878 Paris World's Fair by Mouchot.

Figure 2.— A schematic of the Beale free piston Stirling engine.
Figure 3.— Operating cycle, displacement of piston and pressure vs time for the Beale engine.

Figure 4.— Oscillating frequency, power output, and operating efficiency (percent) of our engine.
Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — Are you familiar with the engine they worked on at McDonald-Douglas for the artificial heart program?

Answer: Yes, that is a closed cycle Stirling engine also. It differs a little from ours. The general schematic of this type of a Stirling engine has three volumes: a volume between your displacement piston and your heat source, which is your compressor volume, a volume between your working piston and your displacer piston, which is the cooled volume, and then you need the bounce space.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — His engine puts out about 5 to 10 W and they are pushing 20 percent efficiency now.

Answer: Yes, that’s about what the best of these run at. I should mention that 2 years ago, NASA, in conjunction with the Navy, did a very detailed study on engines to operate in closed environments, such as in submarines. They looked at 1 to 10 kW Stirling engines versus diesel engines versus other types of cycles. That is where I got the number of 40 percent loaded efficiency for the Stirling engine. And, indeed, engines have been built such as the work by the Phillips Company in the Netherlands, where 40 percent efficiency has been attained.

Don Nored, NASA Lewis Research Center — Just a comment on the thermodynamic diagram you showed where you said that sharp corners could not be attained in practice. We have worked on concepts, such as switching valves, which can help get rid of that.

Answer: Yes. The one thing I liked about the Beale engine is its utter simplicity but it does, therefore, suffer in efficiency. But for the type of device that you can consider sealing up in a stainless steel can and carrying it anywhere in the world you want, bouncing it in the Sahara, etc., and all you have to do is put helium in one end and it works — I think he has a lot of thought behind this type of construction.

Dick Pantell, Stanford University — You mentioned that Professor Beale designed this engine to work on solar energy. How does it operate in that mode? And does it have high efficiency?

Answer: Exactly like it’s set up here. Right now, he has not yet produced an actual engine to fit that market. There is a capital cost problem. That is, a couple of square meters of collector are needed which together with an engine like this, to pump water in the desert, would cost approximately $1000. For those in India or the Sahara, this is an enormous investment. So as of yet there is not a market for this device.

Gary Russell, J. P. L. — I think its a sobering thought that it has taken us 4 years to get 30 W of green light that your alcohol burner, which you used to demonstrate the operation of the Stirling engine for us, puts out!
SUMMARY PANEL DISCUSSION

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Gentlemen, I would like to suggest that we members of the panel make brief statements and then see if we can start a dialogue with the floor.

Max Garbuny, Westinghouse — In looking through the proceedings, I had a few surprises. Many things have moved along beautifully. One thing, for example, that is of personal interest, is the possibility of remote laser chemistry. One idea might be, for example, a laser dissociation engine. I imagine that I have a gas such as Fe(CO)$_5$ which dissociates with low energy IR photons. Thus by remote laser action we can increase the gas pressure by dissociation and we do not need high temperatures or conversion to translational molecular energy. I should point out, of course, the need for narrow bandwidth lasers for these laser chemistry processes. Perhaps on another occasion we should discuss this interesting field further! There were other interesting things on the agenda, such as the harmonic and sum frequency generation which may allow new converters to be used. I was particularly impressed by the laser-electron beam interaction work. Although it is not yet to the point of giving useful power, conceptionally it is a very interesting idea. I was also particularly impressed by the laser talks. Tunable IR lasers, such as proposed by Drs. Hess and Javan, where high pressure broadens the lines into bands, is of notable interest since it leads to tunable IR and at high powers. These things, and of course it goes without saying — the work on conversion to translational energy — were of great interest.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — Being an engineering physicist I have an interest on both sides on all these interesting effects discussed. But my engineer side prompts me to say that perhaps someone is really going to need laser energy conversion someday! In fact, I think this feeling also hit Ken Billman when he wrote the letter of invitation to the authors saying that he wanted hard engineering data this time. If you look at the things that are ready for engineering — for example, if you would be on a wartime basis where, like the needs of the British in the radar area during World War II, and you had to use them very quickly — just how many things are like that at this conference? Of course there are conventional engines — you can get the Phillips Stirling engine or get a Brayton cycle engine from NASA Lewis, etc. But suppose those didn’t do the job, for some reason, and you needed tomorrow’s work today. What could you really push into use? Well, solar cells, if they could work at high temperatures and you used large arrays, are indeed a “bird in the hand”, as are the conventional engines. I look over the rest of the things and, strangely, I find only the thermionic converter to really be in this category, if you really had to do it! Thermionic converters are producing power right now in a Russian reactor, as we would also be doing if the funding hadn’t been lost when NASA dropped its nuclear energy program. But what are other alternatives. Fortunately, in the laser energy conversion program we have, as we have done in this meeting, the option of looking at all the possibilities. It seems that at each meeting people come up with a rediscovery of another old principle. Dr. Garbuny, Dr. Hertzberg, and I were talking about the fact that what you really want to do, if you cannot use a photon effect, that is, you are going to have to live with the Carnot theorem, is that you have to add the heat at high temperatures. In the thermionic case that’s saying you are working with the electron gas rather than heating a metal.

At the conference 2 years ago, there was an interesting experiment explained in which a Russian scientist generated radiation to attract bugs by placing metal whiskers in a jar of silicon oil and applying an oscillating electric field. This aligned the whiskers and they radiated as simple diodes. Now the worry I have about printing up millions of optical diodes for laser energy
conversion is that it will be impossible on that scale and especially since they will have to be done in
depth to achieve high cross section. But this whisker device might be worked in the inverse — using
whiskers round on one end and pointed on the other, aligned by the electric field. When irradiated
they will field emit for one direction of the optical field but not the other and thus you have a high
voltage converter. I bring this up because the kinds of things I heard here stimulated me to think of
such things. I hope everyone else here had the same thing happen to them. Furthermore, I hope the
people who can affect the money will read the proceedings and similarly be stimulated.

Dick Stim, J.P.L. — Well, I would like to say that I was pleasantly surprised. We heard about
adaptive optics and Abe showed us that he was adaptive also! I have to agree with Ned, that,
compared with 2 years ago, we have generated some more ideas and, for Ken, there has been some
hard engineering data. In fact, it is much more than I had expected to see in 2 years. I do think we
are getting to the point where the Centers have to begin sharing this data and, for example, Don
should tell us some of the parameters that are necessary to optimize certain applications. For
example, what is the energy density we must operate with? This is important — photovoltaics may
work in one region but other techniques are necessary for higher intensity. Are there applications
that demand each of these? I think that the photovoltaics can work in the short term with a little
more engineering. For latter applications, perhaps some of the more esoteric ideas will be useful. So
the main point I would like to make is that we need to define more closely the operating parameters
of the device. When the power density is defined, we can begin to engineer our devices to a
potential mission.

Joe Lundholm, NASA Headquarters — I believe Dick’s comment about now needing more
coordination between the Centers is well taken. In the last 2 years the program has moved forward
and now we have moved from the organization stage to an accomplishment stage. Carl Schwenk,
incidentally, agrees and believes more meetings between the Centers would be very useful.

I believe the type program that Ken put together was a good one — covering the gamut from
far out concepts to operating laser devices. Again, I would like to remind you to keep your eye on
the timetable I showed yesterday. I should say that the philosophy of the Research Division at
NASA Headquarters, which supports this work, is that we will work on research and technology and
do everything possible to keep from getting bogged down in expensive systems development at this
stage of the game. A lot of programs have been wrecked when they took off prematurely to get into
systems. Fortunately, our philosophy appears to be followed by all of you.

Some new ideas have been introduced here. We look to the Centers to decide on which areas
should continue to be funded or dropped and which should be added. Of course, they are operating
on a pretty well fixed funding level. So they must make the hard decisions on what concepts are
funded or deleted.

In the near future we are going to consider whether we should be making systems and
applications studies. Again, the Centers will guide us on this.

Again, I would like to urge you to keep a sense of urgency in mind and keep our major
objectives in mind; to develop the technology required to provide the knowledge that we hope we
will be needing to make some major decisions around the 1980 time frame. Hopefully some NASA
missions will be identified at that time; perhaps 10 years will then be necessary to develop a
prototype system and then in 1990 the flyable system will begin construction. Thus, perhaps in
1990 we can actually begin the use of our high power laser systems.
Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — How to sum all this up! First, in reviewing the progress made in the last 2 years, I can’t really say that we are there! But our technology base, and our understanding of what we can and cannot do has increased significantly. For example, consider adaptive optics. In the early days, when we realized that laser beams were more akin to searchlights than diffraction limited beams, the suggestion that we put a phase correction plate in the beam was rejected as being too complicated. Now we have gone a step beyond that and are talking about the reality of actual adaptive optics that vastly will extend the capabilities. We are starting to narrow down what can and cannot be done. But let me play the devil’s advocate. Suppose we had a perfectly good laser today, running at 75 percent efficiency, reasonably compact, and we had a good converter running at 75 percent efficiency. Would we use it? I’m not sure I can answer that question. I can only point to the future and say that it’s probable, and perhaps inevitable, that we will use it. A historical analogy is the repeating rifle in the Civil War. The concept was there, the technology was there, but the frame of mind of the engineers and military were against it. One general argued that too much ammunition would be wasted with a repeating rifle! Here we are also dealing with the future and developing its technology, but we are going to have to build also a readiness and need to accept it. I would like the audience to help us think of a way to “slide” into application. Of course war is always a hot house for technology — witness the development and universal usage of the gas turbine for aircraft during the war. But, in the absence of that, we will have to “slide” this new technology into usage in some simple way so as not to encounter the attitude that this is too radical — too new. We could, of course, set up laser power transmission systems to transmit significant amounts of energy with not intolerable efficiency. But who is going to buy it?

Joe Lundholm, NASA Headquarters — I reviewed with Dick Stirn recently the progress in the solar cell area. If you are a program manager for a spacecraft you will probably stick with solar cells because you know you can get them without a cost overrun. Only when enough engineering is done will a program manager risk something new, since in these days of tight money any overrun usually means that the spacecraft will just not fly.

I should also mention that we are getting some requests at Headquarters on what these systems T—will be able to do. That’s a two-edged sword. If we maintain a low profile, an overall budget cut could end up eliminating the laser program. If we take a high profile, then when funds get short they might ask what are the attainable efficiencies? If the current value is low then, of course, again the program could be dropped. So we have to take the middle path.

Bob Hess, NASA Langley Research Center — Isn’t one possibility to combine the laser energy experiments with other experiments which NASA wants to do anyway? For example, the shuttle is looking for experiments. Both atmospheric absorption measurements and communications experiments could, for example, also be used to study power transmission. This would gradually bring power transmission to the public.

Fred Hansen, NASA Ames Research Center — I think I can give an answer to Abe. Even if we had a good system right now, 80 percent efficient laser, 80 percent efficient converter, the present climate is that it would just not be used.

Fred Hansen, NASA Ames Research Center — But some of the things that interest me in the program are the spin-offs. Two years ago we heard the beginnings of optical diodes and frequency
conversion. Now we are making such progress in these areas that we can see that they will
revolutionize some of the basic physics that we do. Two similar things which we heard about at this
meeting, and we may hear more about in 2 years, are high voltage ceramics and the electron-laser
interactions. Both of these are very exciting and offer great possibilities. Although neither of these
may be directly applicable to laser energy conversion, a program like this allows such ideas to have a
focus, to percolate for awhile, and to develop. I'm not sure how we can get this across to
administrators, however.

Tom Karras, General Electric — I might just comment that the military will probably apply some
of these concepts — this will get NASA going. This has always been the case.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Yes, history shows that to be the case. For example,
the nitrogen fixation process was developed to make explosives for World War I. But the ultimate
use was for peaceful fertilizer production.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — Actually there is a very real, and almost wartime like requirement
now if you want to latch on to it — the energy requirement. One of the best insurances of this
program, when someone asks “What are we going to cut?” is that you have “energy” as your middle
name! I’ve seen a lot of this happening here already. When people gave their talks they said
“Incidentally, this device or process could use solar radiation”. An analogy is the semiconductor
industry. Only one device coming out of Bell Labs. was able to guarantee the long-lived existence
of the industry. Similarly, if one useful application in the area here were found, possibly in the energy
area, it would quite likely guarantee the continued existence of the whole program.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — I think you’re right. Energy application is taking on a
new importance. Ultimately we may use lasers for this purpose. For example, I don’t see anything
intrinsically wrong with the concept of a space borne nuclear reactor with a laser energy
transmission system to the ground. But I just wonder about the mechanism of bringing into use a
new technology — a technology that we are really not that far away from. Maybe sliding in through
the military is the only way.

Don Nored, NASA Lewis Research Center — I think the propulsion area may offer a way to slide
into it. The orbit to orbit application is one that could be done with foreseeable lasers. The military
should be interested in another — the orbital drag make-up. As far as power transmission to
satellites goes this faces a good competitor — solar cells. Most satellites want 1 to 2 kW and solar
cells will do this. There is one thing, however, if you examine the NASA flights up through
approximately 1990, there will be a total of about 419 flights. This will require about 1.8 billion
dollars worth of solar cells — a very large amount of money just to build solar cells. So a low-cost
converter could be attractive. There are all sorts of trade-offs — cost, weight, etc. We don’t know all
the answers yet.

Bob Hess, NASA Langley Research Center — Of course NASA is looking for Shuttle experiments.
Wouldn’t it just be possible to do a demonstration experiment? The efficiency would not have to be
high — it would just demonstrate, with low profile — the possibilities in this approach.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — I do agree, just because of NASA politics, we’ve got to
tie it to the Shuttle.
Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — Just so you are not riding on the anchor chain of the Titanic! Just remember what happened with thermionics. It was dropped because it was intuitively tied to the space nuclear program, which was dropped. So one has to show application in a number of areas.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — Well, I have a high opinion of NASA management. They will attempt to keep the good parts of any program alive. But look, the first application of the laser will probably be in isotope separation. Its competition — diffusion separation — was a wartime emergency need which, if proposed today, would not be acceptable on energy considerations. So the laser will win this competition. It is an idea whose time has come. I think the laser power transmission will find that point in time. But I sure would like to know the way of edging it in. You must remember that a pure engineer is a very conservative fellow — ask him to change his viewpoint on anything he learned beyond his freshman year and you have an impasse. The aircraft industry is a classic example. Although the 747 was thought of as a tremendous advance, its swept wings, etc. are just scaled up from the 707.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — Yes, remember the difficulty in getting commercial aircraft designers to accept the jet engine? They failed to see the advantages, such as extremely long, maintenance free, lifetimes of these devices. But your point is well taken, somebody has to take a risk.

Dick Stirn, J.P.L. — As Joe said, of course, project managers make conservative engineers look like liberals. Part of the problem is cost —you usually do not have ten backup vehicles. A trivial example is the case of solar cells. The first units were made p on n and they were flown in the early years. Then it was shown that n on p solar cells were a factor of 10 better in radiation resistance. But it took 3 years before these much superior cells were used on a flight.

Joe Lundholm, NASA Headquarters — Fred, you made the comment that NASA wouldn’t use the system now, even if we had it. Of course NASA is spending much of its money now on Shuttle development. Assuming the budget remains at, say, 3.2 billion beyond this development, it will become available to use the Shuttle for experiments. And I believe that there will develop so many interesting Shuttle experiments that we will look back and say, “Weren’t we naive and narrow in our predictions, back in 1975, on the uses of space?”

Fred Hansen, NASA Ames Research Center — I agree, Joe. I believe our best hope is to continue to have Headquarter managers that will keep programs like ours alive until the time comes. But in the meantime we must develop our technology so that when the moment arrives we are ready.

Joe Lundholm, NASA Headquarters — Yes, that is why I keep stressing 1980. Horizontal flights will take place at that time and then a great push for experiments should begin.

Fred Hansen, NASA Ames Research Center — As Ned said, however, we need some caution relative to Shuttle which has some rough periods ahead. If it goes, then one can imagine a large number of satellites being launched from it per year — but if it doesn’t go we will probably only launch about five Apollo type units per year. This has to influence our applications thinking.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — There is an extremely important point to be made here. What you want to do is to establish some kind of equilibrium situation so that it is not necessary to
continually need to dredge up new reasons to justify your existence. Has the Government, and in particular NASA, learned the value of maintaining a good research base independent of big programs? Do we always need national emergency, like an astronaut about to die in orbit, to make research programs sell? You speak of the need of exciting the public - will a demonstration of laser energy transmission really get the attention of the public? Are we on the track of getting away from this continual justification need or do you detect no change in that attitude in NASA?

Joe Lundholm, NASA Headquarters — Well, the Shuttle is a big program, taking most of the money. There are significant other programs going on, however, such as Earth resources technology satellites, the Viking launches, etc.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — But can there be an energy conversion category that exists regardless of all these missions?

Joe Lundholm, NASA Headquarters — Well, I think it's a sobering thought that we are funding about one-half of the country's total effort, with ERDA supplying the other half, on gas core reactor design and thermionic convertors. But NASA management has decided, and probably wisely so, that our main effort will be in space rather than in energy development.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — I didn't mean to tie my question simply to energy. In other words, can there be, in NASA, an equilibrium situation where one can investigate, say, basic photon-plasma interactions without tying it to a mission? Does OAST have that kind of charter?

Joe Lundholm, NASA Headquarters — Yes, I think OAST has the tradition of having this.

Fred Hansen, NASA Ames Research Center — Of course there may be a change in NASA budgeting as a result of the energy research necessary. Maybe the situation will change.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — We have been watching research budgets go down during the last decade. But they have bottomed during the last 2 years. There is a general realization by Congress that long-range research is an indispensable part of our economy. Even military thinkers are coming to this viewpoint. If you think about the green revolution, which makes our country the Saudi Arabia of food, you realize that this research has been a long one. But in terms of the effect on our country's economy, the return on the small research investment has been at least a thousandfold.

Max Garbuny, Westinghouse — Of course the military has had the relevance clause which has had a very depressing effect on individual creativity resulting in a depression of both quantity and quality of research. Now, there are some exceptions and one of them has been NASA. It has been willing to support non-mission relevance and this is good and important to national survival.

Ned Rasor, Rasor Associates — I hope they also realize that not only money is important, but that continuity is equally important. That is, one needs approximately 3 years for a good study and about 10 years for final results.

Kurt Wray, Physical Sciences, Inc. — Earlier a statement was made by Fred Hansen that we had better be ready or we may be passed over. It seems to me that when the time comes to be ready for
something, we are not going to be ready for it if we don't know what the something is. I don't know how many of these schemes we have discussed will be a good way to go or a bad way to go. But we’re not going to find out until a mission is defined. In the meantime, all we can hope to do is continue these investigations on a very basic level, that is, keep bringing them along until a mission is defined and then scramble to design a system. I really haven’t heard anyone define such a system yet, toward which we can design.

Abe Hertzberg, University of Washington — I essentially agree with you. But oftentimes you design the device that creates the mission, you take it to the people, who should be sensitized to it, but they don’t know how to put it in. I think that is really our problem, that is, how to insert this into the system. Well, by clever timing, I have so arranged things that the time has run out, and I have had the last word on the subject!

Well, gentlemen, thank you. It has been a fascinating meeting and we owe sincere thanks to our hosts, NASA Ames, and especially to Ken Billman who single handedly put the meeting together, for providing us with a fabulous forum.